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COMMUNICATIONS IN EUROTUNNEL'S
HOSTILE SUB-SEA ENVIRONMENT

EuroTunnel. runrüng 91 m below the waves of the English
Channel, is the seabed umbilicaJ which has finally recon-

nected Brttain to Europe after a severance of many thousands
ofyears.
There are three tunnels, each 25 km lang, linking Chertton

near Folkestone in the UKand Coquelles. near Calais. in France.
Two running tunnels are for trains, and a service tunnel for
maintenance staff and maintenance vehicles. whtch can also
provide an emergency evacuation route.
The two terminals have large railloops with loadtng and un-

Ioadtng platforms. Shuttle tratns which are 750 m long operate
at 140 km/h tlhrough tlhe tunnel and circulate tlhe loops at tlhe
terminals, provtdtng a continuous service for transport of cars.
coaches and Iorrtes.

Tourist wagons
The shuttle trains are made up ofrollingstockwhich comprises
HGV (heavy goods vehicles) wagons. and double or single-deck
Tourist Wagons. International fretght and passenger trains be-
tween Landon and continental destinations traverse the tunnel
at 160 krn Zh.
The complexity of operattng a rnajor utility of Ws magnitude

has made heavy demands on the dcstgn of the communieations
equipment required for the enterprise. InDecember 1989, the
Anglo-French construction company. Trans-Manche-Link (TML).
awarded the charmel tunnel communieations contract toMotorola
Land Mobile Products Sector (LMPS). based at Basingstoke in
southern England.

Dedicated team
The considerable scope of the TML communications requtre-
ment to be met by Motorola neeessitated the setting up ofa ded-
ieated ehannel tunnel team at Camberley near Basingstoke,
which was supplemented by a hardware and software dcsign
grouplocated at Copenhagen in Denmark. The combined teams
have been working closely with TMLto design, develop. manu-
facture and maintain systems destgned to operate for 20 years.
Ftve integral radio systems are involved; this artiele is eon-

cerned primartlywith the concession radio system and the shut-
Ueinterna! radio system. both ofwhlch were destgned at Camberley.
The five systems comprtse:

1. Concession radio.
Designed at Camberley and manufactured at LMPS head-
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quarters, this system provides general communications for
terminals in the UKand France and both running and ser-
vice tunnels.

2. Track-to-train radio.
Deeigned in Denmark and rnanufactured at Bastngstoke.
these radios provide commurucauons between the shuttle
train drtver and control centres in the UKand France.

3. Paging.
Manufactured by the Motorola Pagtng and Wireless Data
Group in Boynton Beach, Ftortda. the pagtng system pro-
vides communications Ior management and maintenance
personne1 in UKterminal areas.

4. Shuttle interna! radio.
Destgned at Camberley and manufactured at Basmgstoke.
this system provides a VHF link to car FM radios and on-
board drivcr to captarn.

5. Radiating cable (leaky feeder).
This comprises 300 km oftuned UHFcable, ofFrench manu-
factut-e. tnetalled in the running and servtce tunnels and
shuttle vehicle. lt acts as an antenna for the transmtsston
and reception of radio stgnals from track to train and con-
cession trunked system, while another application Is for the
shuttle internal radio.

Design guidelines
System reliability and securitywere prerequisites in the deslgn
parameters adopted. Redundancy in dcstgn and architecture
was an overarchtng requirement wtth dupltcatton of all major
items of control equipment. in such a way that radio access ts
available at any stte tf a fatlure occurs. To this end. the track-
to-train system uses a hotstandby configuration with one con-
troller in the UKand the other in France. The Concession System
destgn arranges that each radio base station is connected to two
separate trunk controllers.
The transmission system bearer network interface has been

arranged to support thts philosophy and architecture as evt-
dent in the alternateconnection ofodd and 'cvcn' base stations
and the use ofalternatingbase transmission frequenctcs on the
Concession System.
Anumber ofissues arose owtng to the complexity offrequency

planning and different usage by the UK and France of the UHF
band as weil as blocking and intermodulation problerns caused
by elose proxtmtty of equipment in the tunnel environment.
These were resolved after prolonged discusston of the plan.

Tough specification
All equipment destgned for use in the EuroTunnel has to meet
severeenvironmental crtterta. These are much akin to those naval
equipment must sustatn in troptcal usage and imply a marine
climatewith high hurnidity and asaline atmosphere. Temperatures
may approach 35°C with high humidtty in the cqurpment rooms
towards the centre sectian of the tunnel system.
In consequence, equipmentracks have been fabrtcated from

2.5 rum marine-grade stainless steel, while all radio and anctl-
lary equipment is fuily sealed against ingress ofdustand metal-
lic particles. particularly from brake shoes. the neccsstty for
adequate ventilation of uruts havtng been taken fully Into con-
sideration.
The vibration requirements applynotjust to on-board equtp-

ment but a!so to trackside equiprnent which will be affected by
tlhe continua! passage of trains at up to 160 kmyh. Protection
ts needed to counter the very high electromagnetic field created
by the shuttle locomotives, which ts in excess of the normal op-
crattng RF /EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) environment
of radio equipment and is similar to that specified for military
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equipment.
Particular attention has been paid to earth bondmg of equtp-

ment and the introduction ofEMC/RFI (radio frequency inter-
ference) filters in all controllines to radio base station. Allmajor
items of control and radio equipment have therefore been tested
against IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) spec-
ifications and ETSl (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) Res 9 guidelines.

Fire bazard
The considerable experience gatned from operation of London
Underground has brought to the project an awareness of the
dangers of flre hazard in underground systems. Therefore, a
high degree offire retardency and halogen-free materials have
been spectfied for all exposed equtpment and cabling.
The Concession Radio System, which 15based on a conven-

tional multt-stte. multi-channe1 MPT1327 trunked radio sys-
tem, provtdes general comrnunications in al1 three tunnels for
operations and matntenance staff and to despatchers in the UK
and France rail contral centres.
The staff are equipped with hand portable transceivers and

provtde a back-up system for the EuroTunnel train drivers; they
are also fitted in the shuttle terminal transport vehic1es that op-
erate in the service tunnel.

Contro1 channe1s
Therew are two separate control channels available at each base
station. Each supports a number oftraffic channels provtdtng
both speech and data communication between operaüons and
maintenance hand portables, and to the control centres. and
speech between mobiles and portables and the PABX (private
automatte branch exchange) network and also outbound PSTN
(public switched telephone network) connections.
The types of speech call supported are: individual speech

calls, group speech calls, group broadcast calls, despateher
calls, PABXcalls and outbound PSTN calJs. The data calls sup-
ported are: status calls, despateher data calls and mobile text
messages.
The architecture of the Concession System dtvtdes tt into

three areas: the UKTerminal (one base slte]: the Tunnel Zone,
tncorporattng all three tunnels; and the Frencn Terminal (three
base sltes].

There are 35 radio base station sites each servtng all three
tunnels. Each radio base station comprises two sections, each
controlled via the bearer network from separate trunk controllers
to provide redundancy.ln the terminal areas, the base staüons
use conventional antennas, whereas in each of the three tun-
nels each base station is connected to the leaky feeder.
A tunnel site serves a 1500 m tunnel seetion and is linked

separately, via bearer ctrcutts, to trunk controllers in both the
French and UK ternunals. Odd-number tunnel sites are COD-

nected in parallel before presentation to the respective trunk
controllers, as are the even-nurnber tunnel sttes.

Interna! radio
The Shuttle Internal Radio System is a hand portable to hand
portable radio system for use wtthtn the EuroTunnel tourist
wagons.It can also be accessed from theTrain Captatn's Control
Panel position in each locomoüve cab.
The system can be used to provide public address and in-

tercomrnunications and to actas an emergency telephone. Leaky
feeder cable is fitted throughout the train connected by PCM
(plug compatible manufacture) links in each wagen and termi-
nated at each end of the train by a repeater base station fitted
in the locomotive. This enables the crewto use their hand portable
when movmg throughout the train.
The portables transmit on a common base receive frequency

on one of20 available CTCSS (continuous tone control squelch
system) channels and each end repeatervotes its locally received
signal agatrist the remote recerved signal. routed via the through-
train PCM link. Each end repeater transrnits on one oftwo base
transmit frequencies, and the portables scan on each of the 20
channels between these two frequencies. This is necessary to
provide coverage over the length of a full rake (a Une ofwagons
coupled together as one uriit] train as the los ses inwagon cou-
plers preclude coverage from one end of the train only.
Tourist tratns are provided with a VHF FM (88-109 MHz)

transmitter and tape system to provide two channels of prere-
corded audio, one in English, the other in French, for reception
in tourist vehicles. Thts is known as the On Train Passenger
VHF Service. It makes use of the leaky cable system provided
for the Shuttle lnternal Radio System.
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DOLBY SURROUND
What is it? How does it work?

Based on an article by D. Laues

Adescription ofDolby Surround must of
1""1.necessity start with its background,
which is in film making. Tbe production of
film sound IS different from music-studio
practice, if'only because itevolved separately
and, for the most part, earlier. The film in-
dustry developed facilities for recording,
synchroniaation amd complex mixes from
several sound sources lang before the flrst
multi-track sound only reproduction equip-
ment was developed. In fact, many ofthese
techniques antedated the advent of mag-
neticrecording. When filmmakers could not
find equipment to implement those tecb-
niques, they invented and built it them-
selves.
One ofthe most complex systems in the

film industry was Cinerama (an early form
of widescreen cinematography shot with
three adjacent cameras for presentation with
three projectors on overlapping panels to
form a continuous picture and using seven
sound tracks). However, for financial and
producti.on reasons, film makers looked for
alternative systems.
Involvementofthe audience is what films

endeavour to achieve and it does not matter
whether the means to that end is dramatic
or technical. Placing sound sources around
the aud:ience has been used universally for
almosta decade. But the hietory ofsurround
sound started with the 35 mm four-track
format, which had, however, a narrow and
therefore slightly noisy surround track. Itwas
adequate for loud sounds, however, and when
it was not in use, a pilot signal on the track
shut itoff Firns in 70 mmgavefull-widtbqual-
ity on the surround track, making it pos si-
ble to use subtler sounds and effects.
One ofthe systems to evolve in the mid

1970s was Dolby Stereo TM, which was first
used in the film Star Wars. In this system,
the stereophonie reproduction is extended by
a centre channel at the frontand a surround
channel at the rearofthe audience. The cen-
tre channel serves to elose the gap between
tbe left-band and right-hand cbannels; it
makes dialogue more intelligible and more
natural. The surround channel gives the
sound a spatial effect.ln cinemas the surround
channel is usually reproduced by a number
ofsmaliloudspeakers that are placed in the
form ofa U at the back and sides oftbe the-
atre. This system is widely used, because it
places the information ofthe four channels
on only two tracks ofthe film, which makes
copying simple (which is, of course, impor-
tantfor the film industry). Moreover, itmakes
Dolby Stereo fully compatible with nor-
mal stereo, which means that films made in
Dolby Stereo can be run by a standard stereo

installation (special effects are, ofcourse, not
heard then).
At the time ofwriting (mid 1994)more than

4000 feature films use Dolby Stereo. Since
these films can be viewed at horne, either on
TV 01' by video cassette, the DolbyLaboratories
introduced, in 1982, a system for consumer
applications: Dolby Surroundt'" This early
system was followed in 1987 by Dolby's Pro
Logic decoder, which 15similar to the pro-
fessional Dolby Stereo system as far as char-
acteristics and quality are concerned.

How does it work?
A sirnplified block schematic of a Dolby
Stereo encoder, used in the film industry, is
shown in Fig.l. Itshows how the fourchan-
nels are combined into twofilm sound tracks.
As far as signals in the centre channel are
concerned, this 1S fairly simple: they are at-
tenuated by 3 dB and tben added, in phase,
to the left-hand and right-hand channels. The
signal in the surround channel is also at-
tenuated by 3 dB and then passed through
a band pass fllter, which limits the frequency
band to 100 Hz to 7 kHz. It is subsequently
applied to a Dolby B compresscr and then,
phase shifted by-90", to the right-hand chan-
nel, and by +90" tothe left-handchannel. The
chopping offrequencies below 100 Hz in the
surreund channel is to protect the surreund
speakers, which are usually a deal smaller
than the front speakers and thus unable to
handle these lowtones. The limitingta 7kHz
and the compressing provide the requirednoise
reduction. Both measures ensure that any
sibilant splatter caused byphase and amplitude
errcrs in the centre channel are reproduced
via the surround channel (which would be
both unnatural and annoying).

Matrix decoder
A decoder is required to derive the original
four channels from the two film sound
tracks. This may be an active device (to
which will bereverted) or a passive, so-called
matrix, decoder. In the latter, the tWQ mis-
sing channels are regained mainly by ap-
plication of'sum and difference processes. The
basic design of such a decoder is shown in
Fig. 2. It is seen that the left-hand and right-
hand channels are derived directly from the
two sound tracks, while the centre channel
is formed by adding the two sound tracks
together.
The process of obtaining the surround

channel is rather more complex. The dif-
ference of the two sound tracks is delayed
by 20-60 ms, so as to makeit impossible for

I

Ray Dolby was born in Portland. Oregon,
in 1933, and received a B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from Stauferd
Universityin 1957. From 1949 to 1952,
he worked ou various audio and instru-
mentation project.satAmpex Corporation,
andfrom 1952to 1957hewas mainly re-
sponsiblefor the development ofthe elec-
tronic aspects ofthe Ampex video tape
recording system. After he was awarded
a Marshall Scbolarsbip, followed by a
National Science Foundation graduate
fellowehip, he left Ampex in 1957 forfur-
ther study at Cambridge University in
England where he received a Ph.D. de-
gree in physics in 1961, and was elected
a fellow of Pembroke College. During
bis last year at Cambridge, he was also
a consultant the the United Kingdorn
Atomic Energy Authority.
In 1963, he took up a two-year ap-

pointment as a Uni ted Nations adviser
in India, and returned to England in
1965 to establish Dolby Laboratories in
London. Since 1976 he has lived in San
Francisco, where his company has es-
tablished further officesand laboratories.
Dr Dolby holds a number of patents

and has written papers on video tape
recording, lang wavelengtb X-ray ana-
lysis, andnoisereduction. He is a fellow
and past president of the AES (Audio
Engi neertng Society), and a reci pient of
.ita Silver Medal Award. He is also a fel-
low oftbe BritishKinematograph, Sound
and 'Ielevision Society,the SMPrE (Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers), and a rec.ipient ofits Samuel
L.Warner Memoria1AwardandA1exander
M. PoniatoffGoldMedal. In 1979 he and
hiscolleagues received the Scientificand
Engineering Award of tbe Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

the listener to determine the exact (sound)
location of surround speakers close to him.
This is essential, because the First wave
front mustcome from ahead, since that must
remain the direction oforientation.
'I'he signal is then passed tbrough a band-

pass filter, after which a Dolby expander
restores the original dynamies.
The main advantage ofa passive decoder

is the sirnplicity ofits design. A drawback
is, however, that the design does not provide
good channel separation. The maximum at-
tainable separation between thefourchan-
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Obtainingthe DolbySurreundlogo means
that a manufacturer adheres to the basic
outline provided by Dolby Laboratories. In
general, liceneed decoders have to contain:

The Dolby Stereo trademark is used in
prints and movie advertisements to denote
a Dolby Stereo motion picture and is found
only on pre-reco.rded VHS cassettes that em-
ploy B-type decoding on the two standerd
linear tracks. Furthermore, Dolby Stereo
only appearson videocassettes orfllms that
are licensed by Dolby Laboratories. Dolby
System may be found on B-encoded cas-
settes of non-Dolby Stereo films that were
released theatrically in four-track mag-
uetic stereo 01' Academy mono. Therefore,
no Dolby logo will be faund on a video disc;
although the LaserDisc is a high-quality
medium, it does notemploy Dolby noise re-
duetion. Similarly, while the linear tracks
ona VHS cassette mightsay'Dolby Stereo',
the'VHS Hi-Pi' logo is not accompanied by
any Dolby trademark.
Horne surreund decoders licensed by

Dolby Laberateries havecarried tbe 'Dolby
MP Matrix', whoseexactmeaningwasamys-
tery to most people. To remove this mystery IL.. ~-------.J
end to indicate the presence of Dolby
Laboratories on the growing number of
non-Dolby B hörne video formats, a new
trademark, Dolby Surround, was mtro-
duced. Tbe new logo appears on licensed de-
coders, replacing Dolby MP Matrix, as weil
as on all forms of video release, includiug
the non-Dolby B stereo formats such as
VHS and Beta Hi-Fi. Thus.DolbySurround
indicates the presence ofstereo audio with
surround information recorded and en-
coded with a Dolby DS-4.

nels is shown in Fig. 4.

Pro Logic (active) decoder
Analysis of the output signals of a matrix
decoder shows various weaknesses: the two
main channels contain information not only
from Ieft and right tracks, but also con-

• Metered inputcalibration tooptimizelev-
els for different VCRand videodisc out-
putlevels.

• A basic L-R surround matrix to extract
tbe out-of phase surround information.

• A delay Iine, notonly fortime coberence

[Jel DOLBY STEREO I

[Jel DOLBY SURROUND I
PRO LOGIC

940059·11

ofinformation timt isboth in the surrcunds
and front speakers, hut also to reduce the
perceptibilityofunintentional surreund
leakage, especiallythesibilant'splatter'
sometimes caused by azimuth errors.
The recommended delay range for horne
decoders is 10-30 millisecende (Dclby
Cinema Processors are adjustable from
30 to 100 ms because ofthe larger front-
to-back size ofmotion picture theatres).

• A 7 kHz low-pass fllter. This is ehehigh-
frequency cut-off chosen by Dolby Lab-

stituents from the centre and surround chan-
nels, since these have not been filtered out.
Moreover, the surround channel contains con-
stituents from the difference signal, while
the centre channel contains parts ofboth the
left and right track.
lt is clear that the main task of an active

decoder is to improve appreciably the chan-

I

oratories to prevent bothersome hiss
coming from surround speakers in the-
atrea during quietor inactive periods. The
relatively steep HF roll-off also hel ps
reduce delay-line noise and rear-chau-
nel sibilant splatter.

• AmodifiedDolby B-typedecoder.L-R mas-
ters contain this modified B-type de-
coding on the surround-channel infor-
mation to aid the low-pass filter innoise
reduction and maskingöf'sibilant.break-
through. Itshould be noted that the two
tracks on a Dolby Stereo L·Ralways em-
ploy A-type noise reduction that is de-
coded at some stage prior to video cas-
sette duplication. Tbe modi:fied Bvtype
decodingremains on the sun-ound chan-
neI.

• An output stage with a ganged master
level control.

Even though dialogue (speech or music)in
home stereo playback seems natural com-
ingfrom thephantom centre, many believe
that the addition of a centre speaker helps
to lock the dialogue to the image on the
television receiver, with benefits observ-
able even on 19-inch (48 crn) sets. In Iarge
living rooms, especially, a centre channel
can help stabilize the dialogue (which 1S
almost alwayain thecentrelfor those seated
next to a front (left-hand or right-hand)
speaker.

nel separation. This is why itis provided with
dynamic direction compensation. The Pro
Logic decoder analyses the composition of
the signal as far as phase, amplitudeand fre-
quency are concerned and generates the
necessary correction signals. If, forinstance,
at a certain instant tbe left-hand and right-
hand signals are identical in amplitude and

cent ...

surround

""''''compressor"

'tght

0<00!i9·.2

0
ft-tland '"track

+ ce!!!,

- H e t "" ~ ""'''' ~e~pande,

ht-hand,.'" r1ght

(}

+

';g

left·hand
track

"

+
right-tland
track

"'

_9-'3

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of a Dolby Stereo 'M encoder.
Note that this is used only in the film industry.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a Dolby Matrix decoder. Note that this
also is for use with film sound tracks only.
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AUDIO & HI-FI

phase, the decoder rightly acts as if this
mono signal belongs in the centre channel.
It then increases the gain ofthe centre chan-
nel and lowers that of the left-hand and
right-hand channel to ensure that the total
sound volume remains the same.
Active decoders usually have four volt-

agecontrolledamplifiers, whose gain 1Sad-
justed by the programme material. This se-
lective amplificationincreases the channel
separation between the main and auxiliary
channels from 3 dB to 35 dB. Although some
perfectionists feel that this is stil1 a low fig-
ure, practice has shown thatgreater chan-
nel separation isnot necessary, since tbe four
channels form a unified sound source.
The block diagram ofthe Pro Logic decoder

is given inFig. 3. It shows that the basic ma-
trix and prelim.inary processing ofthe SUT-

round channel signals are identical to those
ofFig. 2. An addition is the dynamic direc-
tion compensation which controls the four
voltage-controloled amplifiers (VCAs). In
the very latest types of decoder, the entire
signal processing and compensation are ef-
fected by digital levels. The audio signals are
converted into digital levels by anADC (ana-
logue to digital converter) andprocessed by
a signal processor and suitable algorithms.
Filtering and gain control are also by digi-
tal levels. The signal delay ofthe surround
channel is effected by DRAMs (dynamic
random access memories).
The channel separations obtained with

a Pro Logic decoder are shown in Fig. 5.

Domestic surround
As mentioned before, since Dolby Stereo
makes use of only two sound tracks, the
sound may be reproduced by any standard
stereo installation to which a decoder and
an additional pair of loudspeakers have
been added. This compatibility with stereo
is perhaps the strongest point ofthe system:
it enables the pleasure oflistening to sur-
round sound to be removed from the ein-
ema to the living room.
Apart from the fact already mentioned that

thousands offeature films have been made
in DolbyStereo, there are many CDs avail-
able with original Dolby Stereo film sound
tracks (continental Europe: 300+; UK 1000+;
USA: thousands). And, of course, many of

lett·hand,."

DOlby
elpander

+

right·hand
tmck

Fig. 3. An active decoder provides dynamic direction compensation, wh ich
analyses the signal and continuously adjusts the output levels of the

four channels via voltage-controlled amplifiers (VCAs).

these film are shown on television. As the
TV stations broadcast the original film sound,
this can be reproduced in the living room.
Consequently, there is a plethora of suit- Loudspeakers
able decoders available from an self-re-
spectingmanufacturers:Denon,JVC,Pioneer, A typicalloudspeaker array as used in ein-
Sony, Tshiba, Yamaha, and many others, emasisshowninFig.6. Tothemainspeak-
Prices are coming down, too. ers for the left-hand and right-hand chan-
Most ofthese decoders have a number of nel have been added one or more speakers

additional features. Often there is an inte- forthecentrechannel and aseriesofsmaller
gral noise generator which is useful for ad- speakers forthe surround channel atthe rear
justing the levels ofthe four channels. An and sides ofthe theatre.
auto balance compensates for differences Thesetupinadomesticlivingroomisrather
in output level of the TV. And, of course, simpler as shown in Fig. 7. Twosmall apeak-
there is the inevitable remote control, Some ers for the surround channel and one for
decoders also have provision for connecting the centre channel in addition to the exist-
a subwoofer: the necessary eross-over filter ing stereo speakers are normal1y sufficient.
is already fitted in the decoder, Whether a There may be some confusion as to what
subwooferis required depends, ofcourse, on type ofloudspeaker should be used for the
whatspeakers are already available with the surroundsystems.Anumberofmanufacturers
existing audio system. offer special sets of speakers and many peo-
When buying a decoderor decoder/am pli- ple will wonder whether there 1S a need for

fierforDolbySurround, make sure thatthe these. The answer is yes and 110. No, em-
unitcarries the original Dolby logo preceded phatically no, as regards the main speakers
by the two mirrored Ds and Pro Logic un- w~hshouldbestandardhi-fiunits:normally
derneath it as shown on the precedingpage. / ~se will be the existingones. Aß far as the
Whatever the salesman teIls you, equi{.. . surround channel isconcerned, theusual hi-
ment thatis not so fitted 01' which carries an f speaker is really too good for this, since the
incomplete logo 18suspect and should not be frequencyrange is limited to 100Hz to 7 kHz

bought (at least not for the present pur-
pose).

.""',
LfFT I. 3dB • I CENTRE I _ 3dB • I AIGHT

~,,~L/"
lEFT 1 - ~ 35c1B • I CENTAE I_ :> 35dB • I RIGHT

"'+/• I SURRCU"D I _."

Fig.4. The channel separation provided by a passive
decoder is not particularly good_

Fig. 5. The control system of an active decoder
substantially improves the channel separation.
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DOLBYSURROUND 11I
Look what's new in
version 4 of SpiceAge for
Windows"
• DDE link with Modelmaker, the

utility that synthesizes opamps,
transformers, attenuators and
transistor library models

• Reflection coefficient analysis
• Noise analysis
• Improvements to digital displays
• Auto-time interval setting option
• Time optimisation in relaxed circuits
• Faster quiescent calculations
• SPICE repertoire enhancements for

ASICS
• Better screen & paper presentation
• Windows ™ wave (.wav) file compatibility. Multi-media users can listen to their waveforms or capture sound

sampies for Fourier analysis or filtering. Binary output option makes ROM programming easy.
• PWL non-linear enhancements saves calculating polynomial coefficients for those awkward functions.

Make sure you know what you are missing by asking us for a copy of the demonstration program and bocktet.
Subscribers to the SpiceAge maintenance service will be receiving their new version along with a copv of the new
manual.

Please contact Those Engineers Ltd, 31 Birkbeck Road,
LONDON NW7 4BP.
Tel 0181-9060155, FAX 0181-9060969.

rlghlL-centre~

cenlre

~ surround <Wf!'=r=:».
1140059 18

Fig. 7. In a domestic living room, to the
existing loudspeakers can be added
an additional speaker tor the centre
channel and two small speakers lor

the surround channel.
Fig. 6.ln a cinema the additional channels are usually
reproduced by quite a number 01 loudspeakers.

(why use an expensive speaker that goes
down to 40 Hz or even 20 Hz?)
The importance of the centre channel

must not be underestimated, because this
is areal pillar of the Dolby system. Film
makers correctly maintain that the centre
ofthe sound of'a feature film contains much
information, since there virtually alldialogue
between actors and actresses take place, as
weil as much other action. It is at this cen-
tre that a standard stereo installation pro-
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power (-3 dB with respect ton the main
speakers-see Fig. 1). The best pplaee for
the centre channel speaker ISnear, but not
too elose to, the TV set. Iftoo elose, the mag-
net of its drive unit may adversely affect
the TV picture. Note, however, that there are
speakers available with magnetic screening.

vides no reproduction. Add to this that in most
einemas the Ieft-hand and right- hand speak-
ers are (ofnecessity) far apart, and it is clear
that many viewere find correct localization
ofthe sound impossible.
All this is, of course, not terribly impor-

tantin thelivingroom, butitillustrates the
point that the speaker for the centre chan-
nel must be of reasonable quality, although
it need not be as large as the main speak-
ers, because itdoes not handle so much bass

Next month's iesue will include a DIY deooder
for Dolby Surreund.



MINI AUDIO DAC
Design by T.Giesberts

A digital-to-analogue converter is described, which is
intended to be connected directly to a compact disc player or
digital cassette recorder. A special feature of the circuit is the
possibility of feeding its clock signal to the digital sound

source to prevent the conversion causing any jitter. Including
the power supply, it is contained on a printed -circuit
board that is somewhat smaller than eurocard size.

StIiving for perfeet sound reproduction
is a way of life for many audio enthu-

siasts. To thatend, this magazme published
a dtgttal-to-analogue converter (DAC) in
1992 which had several switched digital
outputs. Although the prescnt unit is
rather different to the earlter one, tt still
combines good audio properties with COID-

pact construction and reasonable cast.
The converter may be buüt Into an ex-

isting compact disc (CD) player, or It can
be constructed in a dedicated enclosure
for use as a stand-alone unit.

Circuit description
The ctrcutt ts dominated by two K's: Interface
receiver IC2and D/ A converter IC3'
The SjPDlF input signal ts applied via

K1to inverter JCIa-which, owtng to R2 and
R3. operates as a analogue amplifierwith
a gain of 16 dB. The edges of the output
signal ofthe inverter areenhanced bylC1b
and then applied to JC2.
Crystal X, provides a clock of 16 MHz

in the absence of an input signal. Reststor
~ and capacitor C6 constitute the time
constant for the internal PLL-VCO (phase-
locked loop voltage controlled oscillator).
Network R5-C5-D 1resets the clock switch-
ing section of the IC when the supply is
swttched on.
The sampling frequencyofthe received

signal is indicated by D2, D3 and D4'
These LEDs are controlled via outputs Sl
and S2 of JC2' with JC1c and IC1d func-
ttontng as buffers. Output DEF switches
on D6 via Tl tf the signal has preempha-
sis.
Diode Dg is an error indicator whtch is

controlled via output ERR. Dependtng on
the nature and type of interference on the
input stgnal. this output Is not always
active, but often provides short pulses.
Network R16-Cg-D7 enables the circuit to
reactto these pulses also: itcauses theout-
put of the converter to be muted for some
tenths of a second when an error occurs.
The error stgnal is huffered by JC1ebefore
it is applied to the mute input ofIC3'
Anumber of'signals is applied to IC3by

IC2: the sampling rate cJock, LRCJN; the

bit clock. BCKIN; the deamphasis switch-
ing signal, MD and MC; and, depending
on the status of jumper JPJ, the oscilla-
tor cJock, XTI.
The deemphasis must be set accord-

ing to the three sampling frequenctes: in
this description tt will be assumed to be
44.1 kHz. Note that preemphasis ts used
only with older CDs. This is just as weIl,
because the internal digital deemphasis
is the weak point ofIC3: it shows a devt-
ation of almost 1 dB with respect to the
theoretical correctton characteristic.
The system clock for the converter ts pro-

vided bylC2 or by X2' Thts crystal may have
a value of 256·fs or 3841" wherefs is the
sarnpltng frequency of the applied data. The
frequency is set by a legte level applied to
pin 23 via jumper JP2'

Ifa quartzcrystal ts used, itmustalso
serve as the system clock for the equtp-
ment to which the converter ts connected.
Thismeans, ofcourse, thatonlyone ptece
of equipment can be connected to the
converter. bu t this will normally not cre-
ate a problem.
If IC3 derives its clock from IC2' via

JPJ, the clock frequency ts determined hy
the input stgnal. This may create a dtffi-
culty, however, because the stability of
the system clock is all-important for a
delta-stgma converter. All j itter and noise
are reflected in the audio spectrum and the
notse shaping used in this type of con-

verter suppresses these spurious signals
only partially. A quartz clock gives much
better performance as far as the dynamte
range and the signal-to-noise ratio in the
audio band are concerned. It ts. there-
fore. advisable to use aseparate quartz clock
for JC3and not use the cJock dertved by JC2
from the received data stream.
This arrangement resembles that of a

CD player and stand-alone converter. Such
a combination uses two links: one for the
digital audio data and the other for inter-
connectmg the system clock between the
two units. Although this means an extra
link, it is a very good way of obtairung the
best from the combinatton.
Theadditionaloutputrequired when the

quartz oscillator ts used as the system
clock for the equipment connected to the
converteris provided bylC4 via TrI and K2.
Since the frequency is 8.192-18.432 MHz,
the link between the two uruts must be 75 Q
coaxial cable.
The transformer prevents an earth loop

forming. The spectfied core material pro-
vides excellent coupling so that the theor-
etical transformation raüo is achieved in
practice.
Capacitor C22 ensures that the screen

ofthe coaxial cable remains atground po-
tential. Resistor RIO damps any oscillations
that may arise in open-ctrcutt condtttons.
while RIllimits any reflections occurrtng
when the cable is not terminated correctly

MaiD parameters

Sampling frequency: 32 kHz. 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz
Stereo multt-Ievel notse-shapmg delta-stgrna drgttal-to-analogue converter
Etght times digital oversampling filter
Integral digital deemphasls
System clock may be connected to CD player or DAT recorder for minimum Jitter
Nomtnal.tnput voltage: 0.5 V Into 75 Q
Nominal output voltage: 2 V r.m.s. (Rtoad,,600 Q)
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 20 kHz, +0 dB, -0.5 dB
Signal-to-noise ratio: >110 dB, A-weighted
THD+noise atO dB and 1 kHz: <0.0025% (measuringbandwidth Iimlted to 30 kHz)
Channel separatton: >100 dB at 1 kHz; >75 dB at 20 kHz
Non-linearity: <0.2 dB at signal levels up to - 100 dB
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to one.
In the connected equipment, the co-

axial cable is linked to the input ofthe le
towhich the crystal ofthe ortgtnal system
clock was connected. lt is thus necessary
to make sure that the system clock in that
equipment ts similar to that in the con-

verter. The cable must be terminated by
a 75Qresistorandconnected totheICinput
via a 1 nF capacitor. The level at this pin
is about 1.5 Vpp'
The analogue. third-order lowpass fil-

ter in Ie3 gtves 0.2 dB attenuation at
20 kHz, which is not sufflclent, so thatan
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MINI AUDIO DAC

external filter has been added. This is es-
peciallyimportant when I-bitequipment
is used owtng to the high notse level pre-
sent above 20 kHz.
The filter is a fourth-ordcr type based

on IC5. which provides the wanted slope.
To ensure equalily ofthe two channels. the

0"

oslN4002

av _~__ ev
~

. dg34~36

lC1 '" 74HCU04
IC4= 74HC8ö
rcs '" NE5532

940099·11
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Fig. 1. Cireuit diagram of the mini audio digital-to-analogue eonverter.
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'l'he .PCMl'710tJ
1'he'PCM17IOU fröm Btl:tt-BtOWIlis a
multi~bit, foutth~ordet delta "sigmadigi~
tal-to-analoglleGonverter(DAC). The di·
agram sbows.the vanous funcnons pro-
vided by the devtoe, The sertal Interface
accepts l6-bit and 20-bit data formats
from most current DSPs or AESjEBtJ
Interfaces. As an option, the l6-bit J:2Sbus
formatmay be used. Tobe compatiblewtth
systems to come, the deviee also has a dou-
ble-speed mode (inwhlch data at twtce
the current sampltng rate of 44.1 kllz
can be processed).
The PMl71 OUmakes an analoguevolume
control superfluous, because 1thas an In-
tegral. preset logartthmic 127 -step at-
tenuator, which may be controlled by a
7-blt code (not used in the present con-
verter, stnce that would have meant an
additional processor). A soft- mute clr-
Cuit, which prevents spurious stgnais
enteringthe lC. hasbeen.added tothe eleo-
tronic amplttude Control.
Before thedigitaldatareach the IC. they
are passed throllgh an }:i'IRfilter With
x80versampling. Th(s gives a damping'
factor of ~62 dB outside the audioband.

LRCIN 1'\.....1'---,

Herealso, ifneeded. does deemphasis take
place at digital level. The ripple in the
passband is 0.008 dB.
TUe basis of the PCM 1710U is a newly
developed multi-bit delta-slgma con-
verter. The advantage of this over I-bit
converters is the lower oversampling fre-
quency .1'his results in a more equal dis-
tribution of notse over the audio band,
which inturn gives abetter signal-to-noise
ratio at higher frequencies. Moreover,
tne circuit is much less sensitive to clock-
inducedjitter. TUe signal-to-noise ratto
Is about 100 dB. and the manufaetur-
ers specify adynamie range of 98 dB.

o Dtstortlon+notse amount to 0.0025%.
An additional stage in the IC protects it
agamstextemally generated jitter and in-
terference,
The pulse-Width-modulated output Sig-
nal of the IC is reconstruoted by an in-
ternal passive second-orderfilter and an
active first-order filter. TUe CMOS op amp
used forthis delivers up to 3.2 Vpptoa load
of5kn.
TUe PCMI7IOU, which is housed in a
28-pin SOIC case, requires asingle power
supply of 5 V.

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board tor the DIA converter (overlayon opposite page).
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Fig. 3. How to construct the output
transtormer tor the clock signal.

filter components need a tolerance of 1%;
Table 1gtves thevalues for a Butterworth
and a Bessel characteristic. The compo-
nents specified in the parts list have a
value that gtvesa comprornisebetween these
characteristics.
The op amps also function as ampli-

fier/buffer. Their gatn raises the 3.2 Vpp
outputofIC3t02VrmsatK3andKt. Buffering
is needed because the op amp in lC3must

see a load of 2:5kn. The op amps draw a
fairly large bias current, resulting in a
rather large voltage drop across RIrR2I
and R25-R29'which is compensated by
presets PI and P2.
Relay Rel' in conjunction with T2and

T3' mutes the clicks caused by on and off
switching ofthe supply. The supply volt-
age to these tranststors, which are cas-
caded, is 25V.When the supply is switched
on, it takes a few seconds (time constant
R34-R35-C47)before Tj conducts. Resistor
R36arranges for T3 to function as a cur-
rent source so that the current through
the relay has virtually no ripple in spite
ofthe lowvalue ofC46'
Transistor T2ensures that relay is de-

energized rapidly when the supply is
switched off, since itwill cut off as soon
as its base potential, derived from voltage
divider R33-R34,drops below 1 V. This
value may be altered slightly as required
by changing the value of R33.
The circuit uses supplyvoltages of±8V

for the analogue section and ±5 V for the
digital section. These supplies are isolated
from one another up to IC3 by trans-
forrner Trj. Resistors R37and R38limit the
chargmg current to C5Iand decouple the

l
5

J

o
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MINI AUDIO DAC

supply lines for RF. The value of C5I is
higher than usual to reduce the ripple on
the supply lines to the digital section to a
minimum. The supply line to IC3is addi-
tiona1lydecoupled forRFby LI'The supply
lines to IC5are additionally decoupled for
RF by L:! and Ls·

Construction
The converter is intended to be built on the
printed-circuit board in Fig. 2. Note that
a number of components must be sol-
dered in place uprtght.
Ifpolypropylene instead ofpolystyrene

capacitors are used forC25-C28and Cso-C33'
the filter characteristic willbe slightly less
accurate. The capacitors should be matched
on a capacitance meter to ensure that
theirvalues in the two channels are Iden-
tical. Deviations between the channels
are far more disturbing than a somewhat
less accurate filter characteristic. The type
of filter is an individual choice. A Bessel
type has no overshoot or ringing and the
impulse response lacks oscillatory be-
haviour, but its frequency response is
rather less selective than that ofa Butter-
worth type. Also, the latter has good tran-
sient characteristics.
Output transformer Trj is formedby lay-

ing a 15-turn primary and a 5-turn sec-
ondarywtndtng on to a G2-3/Ff12 toroidal
core as shown in Fig. 3. Windings as
shown keep capacitive coupling to a min-
imum. After soldering the terminals in
place, fix the transformer on the board
with a few drops of appropriate fast-set-
tingglue.
Circuit rC3 is a surface-rnount device

(SMD).Such a device is best fixed with a

Fig. 4. The DIA converter constructed as a stand-alone unit.
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drop of glue: make sure that the pins are
in the correct position, and then solder the
pins in place.
The answer to the question ofwhether

to use a dedicated crystal for the system
clock ornot depends on wh at purpose the
converter is to serve. lfit is intended to im-
prove the performance of a CD player.
open the case of this and note the value
of the crystal (modern players use only a
smgle crystal). If the frequency ts
11.2896 MHz or 16.9344 MHz. the clock
of the converter may be used. In other
equipment. such as a DATrecorder (but
not a CD player), with a sampling fre-
quency of 48 kHz. the crystal must be

- f-+t-H-ItH+t+ttttf--f-++ttlHf-t-I
"

,. ,. -
(a)

EIdo",CBlJfT .. \II'II ....~ .. fnQ(IIoj
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.~ 1--+--+--++-+--t--+--+----1u _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(d)

12.228 MHz or 18.432 MHz or, ifthe sam-
pling frequency is 32 kHz. the crystal
should be 8.192 MHz or 12.288 MHz. If
so, the clock ofthe converter may be used.
Rernove the relevant crystal (and the two
customary ceramte capacitors) from the
CD player (or DAT recorder) and use it as
X2in the convertercircuit. Ifthefrequency
is the lower of the pair stated, set the
link ofjumperJP2 between 1 and 2; ifthe
hrgher of the two, set the link between 2
and 3. Also. set the link of JPI between 2
and3.
The system clock from the converter

is connected to the free ptns on the rele-
vantlC in the CD player Ior recorderl. Which

.wnro PR.OCISIOJ< ClJ(:lllSSl XT;I.lljolV).. Fm:Q(lb1

U

way around ts quickly seen on the circuit
diagram of the equipment. If this is not
avatlable. solder the link in place: if the
player does not work, reverse the con-
nections.
Ifthe crystals frequencies are different

from those given. the converter clock can
not be used as the system clock. In that
case, omtt X2and use the system clock of
IC2 by placing the link on Jp] between I
and 2. The clock output circuit based on
IC4 and TrI can also be omitted.
Solder pins in the LEDpositions so that

the diodes can be fitted directly on the
front panel of the enclosure [if used) and
linked to the pins by short lengths of equlp-
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"
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(I)

Fig. 5. Measurement results 01 prototype, (a) The Irequency characteristic is virtually straight at 10Hz, but at 20 kHz the deviation
resulting Irom the output lilter is about 0_4dB. (b) Crosstalk between the two channels. (c) Non-linearity 01 the converter

becomes only noticeable between -90 dB and -100 dB . (d), (e) and (I) are Fourier analyses 01 a 997 Hz output signal; at (d) the
clock lor the converter was derived Irom the digital input signal via the YM3623B; at (e) the converter had a dedicated crystal that
was also linked to the CD player; the distortion residue ofthe 997 Hz signal is clearly visible (THD about 0.001 %). The rising ofthe
audio band above 20 kHz is typical 01a noise-shaping DAC. The lalling off above 50 kHz is caused by the analogue output lilter.
The noise in the audio band is he re almost 30 dB lowerthan at (d). (I) shows the same situation as in (e), but without the analogue

output lilter. Note that the noise in the audio band is appreciably higher.

940099-F

Fig. 6. Suggested Ironl panel lorlhe DIA converter (not available ready made) (scale 3:4).
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Butterworth
AttenuaUon at 20 kHz (filter + DAC): about 0.3 dB
RI8,R20.R26,R2S= 10.7lill,l%
R19' R27= 3.65 lill, 1%
R2I,R29=3.16lill,l%
C25' C30= 1 nF, 1%
C26,C31= 1.5 nF, 1%
C27' C32= 560 pF, 1%
C28,C33= 330 pF. 1%

Bessel
AttenuaUon at 20 kHz (filter + DAC): about 1 dB
Rl8, R26= 6.49 kQ, 1%
Rl9, R27= 2.87 kQ, 1%
R20,R28= 5.49 lill, 1%
R2I,R29=2.49lill,l%
C25.C30= 820 pF. 1%
C26.C31= 1.5 nF. 1%
C27' C32= 560 pF, 1%
C28,C33= 330 pF, 1%

Table 1.Component values for different types of filter.

ment wire. The LEDs are not required if a
comrnon system clock ts used.
The board may be built into a CD player

or constructed as a stand-alone unit (see
Fig. 4). lf the latter, a suggested front
panellayoutis shown in Fig. 6. Make sure
that the audio output sockets at the rear
ofthe enclosure are in line wtth the rele-
vantconnectionson the board. Also, sock-
ets are required for the system clock (tfused)
and the digital audio stgnal. These must
be connected to the board by short lengths
of coaxial cable. Finally, a mains entry
with integral fuse and a matns onyoff
switch must be fitted

Adjusting the presets
Connect a multimeter (set to lowest di-
reet voltage range) to one of the the out-
puts ofthe converter. Switch on the mains
and let the circuit warrn up for 10-15min-
utes. Da not apply an input signal and
adjust the relevant preset for zero read-
ing. Connect the multimeter to the other
output and adjust the other preset forzero
readtng.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI, RlI = 7511
R2' R24' R32'R36= 10011
R3= 10kQ
R!= 1011
R5= 18kQ
Rij, RIO= 270 11
R7= 1MI1
Rij = 2.211
Hg. RI3 = 560 11
RI2' Rl4 = 680 11
RI5 = 470 11
R16= 22 MI1
RI7' R25= 47.5 kQ. 1%
RI8' Rl9, R26' R27= 4.64 kl1, 1%
R20,R2S= 7.87 kQ, 1%
R21.R29= 4.99kQ, 1%
R22.R30= 2.55 kQ, 1%
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R23.R3' = 2.00 kl1.
1%

R33= 820 kl1
R34= 10 MI1
R35= 1.5Ml1
R37'R38= 5.611
PI, P2= 10 MI1
preset
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AP Perform.ance Audio
The Journal of High Performance Audio Ccnstrucrion

Editor; Graham N.uty M.A. (Mt:ehanical & Elccttical Seiences - Carobridge)

Issue Two - December 1994 inc1udes:-
Gain Linear Transistors - Better Specs . SeHerSounds?
Avalance Soft Recovery Diodes - Lower RFI?
Plicaps - Lower Impedance. but do they sound better?
Loudspeaker Upgrading - Solen Polypropyleues al the value you want!
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Capacitors:
Cl = 10 nF ceramte
C2, CI6-C21' C23·
C3"C39, C42,C43,
C48. C50 = 100 nF,
ceramic

C3, C4= 10 pF
C5= 100nF
C6= 8.2 nF
C7' C22= 47 nF ceramicc, = 4.7 j.lF.63 V. radial
C9= 15nF
CIO=47pF
CII=39pF
C12,C '3, C34,C35,C40,C4l, C49= 10 j.lF,
63V, radial

C!4' C'5 = 100 j.lF, 10 V, radial
C24,C29= 2.2 j.lF,polypropylene,
pitch5mm

C25,C30= 820 pF. 1%'
C26.C3' = 1.5 nF. 1%'
C27.C32= 560 pF, 1%'
C2B,C33= 330 pF, 1%'
C44,C45' C51= 1000 j.lF. 16 V, radial
C46 = 22 j.lF.40 V. radial
C47= 2.2 pf". 63 V, radial
'polystyrene (preferred) or polypropylene

Inductors:
LI-La = 47 j.lH

Semiconductors:
DI, DII = IN4148
D2' D6= LED, yeIlow, low curren t
D3' D5= LED, red, low current
D4 = LED, green, low current
D7= BAT85
DS-DIO= 1N4002
BI = B80C1500 recttfier brtdge

T, = BC547B
T2= BC516
T3=BC517

Integrated circuits:
lC, = 74HCU04
lC2=YM3623B (Yamaha)
lC3 = PCM1710U (Burr-Brown)
lC4 = 74HC86
lC5= NE5532
lC6 = 7808
lC7 = 7908
lC8 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
JP,. JP2 = 3-way PCB headerwith link
K,-l(" = audio socket (chassis mounUng)
K5= 2-way terminal block, pitch 7.5 mm
Core for Tr j = G2-3/FTI2
Enamelled copper wire 0.7 mm dia. (for
wtndtng Tr j] as required

Tr2 =majns transforrner. 2x9 V.3.3 A
XI = crystal, 16 MHz
X2=crystal11.2896MHzor 16.9344 MHz
Re 1= relay with 2 change-over contacts,
coil12 V, 10 mA

Enclosure, ESM ET24/04, 180 rum deep
(Maplin)

PCB Order No. 940099-1
19400991



DEBUGGING 8031/8051
MICROCONTROLLER SYSTEMS
Getting a microcontroller system to function properly is no mean task, not even
for the truly initiated. Such systems typically look dead as a doornail even if the
slightest malfunction exists. The hardware and software described in this article
enables recalcitrant 8051/8031 based systems to be scrutinized in great detail

using only a pe and a simple test adaptor.

THE measurement adaptor pro-
posed hcre will cost you not more

than a Itver for the hardware. Together
with the 'Analystor' (for 'analyserystor-
age') software distributed via the
Elektor Electronics Readers Services.
the adaptor functions as a ktnd of dig-
ital oscilloscope or Iogic analyser, and
is suitable for many purposes.
The test system allows many signals

and their relations to be examined in
that cructal phase tmmedtately after
the reset pulse. The concept is also
useful for testing other clock con-
trolled systems. Bus contention and
other problems can be analysed with
the aid of timing diagrams written by
the test program in the form of files.
These files are useful for study, refer-
ence and analysis.
In nearly a11cases, a microcontroller

system comprises a CPU (central pro-
cessing u rrit] and a program memory
in the form of EPROM, If, for instance,
the 80C32/8051 single-board corn-
puter described in Ref. 1 ts butlt and
fitted with an EMON51 EPROM
(Ref. 2). it is safe to assurne that the
hardware design and the software are
all rtght. However, if nothing works
when the system is switched on, many
users find themselves hopelessJy lost
for assistance. An even more complex
situatton arises if you do not know tf
the program in EPROM is correct, or if
the hardware ts an experimental de-
stgn which is betng powered up for the
first time. Very few destgns work first
time!
Many of you will be able to avow

that the strangest things happen with-
out any apparent legte. as long as
there is a stngle connection error or
bus short-circutt anywhere in a mtcro
controller system. In such cases, one
Is often desperate for reassurance that
the processor properly executes the
Irr-at few instructions after areset.
That, unfortunately. ts not as simple

Hardware and software by Dr. M. Ohsmann

as tt looks. The re set pulse ts often
pretty long, (several hundred nulltsec-
onds), and ts a btt dtffrcult to time ac-
curately when genera ted by an Re
network. Once the processor starts,
thmgs appear to happen at lightning
speed: an 8051 running at a 12-MHz
c1ock, for instanee. executes at least
five instructions in the ftrst 10 us after
the reset. To be able to examtne what
is going on at such high speeds re-
quires either very expensive test equip-
ment, or a brtght idea. The main
problem Is. obviously, the speed. So,
why not reduce the clock speed, and

rnake a 'slow motion' recordtng of what
is going on in the system? The PC can
be exploited for thts purpose, Let tt can
be used to generate the slow dock as
weIl as the reset stgnal for the micro-
controller system under test. After the
reset, the processor ts clocked so
slowly that It becomes possible for the
PC to read and displayaset of essen-
tial signals. In fact. the software sup-
plied for this project displays up to
17 srgnals on the computer screen, al-
lowing you to monitor, for instance, a11
databus or address bus activity. The
ttmtng diagram Is triggered appropri-
ately by the PC itself, so that all mem-
OI)' read/write operations beeome
visible. In short. the PC stretches the
time scale during which otherwise al-
most elustve signals occur.
Using a very slow clock requires the

processor to have a so-called static
structure. Actually, the inspiration to
develop the present eiebugging system
came from the news that a statie ver-
sion of the 8051, the AT89C5l from
Atmel, is now available. Apart from
betng capable of fully static operation
ü.e.. clock speed actually down to
o Hz) this new proeessor, another de-
rivative of the 'generic' 8051, also
boasts fOUT EEPROM memories.
Actually, the above concept funetions
properly only wtth the AT89C51, be-
cause a normal 8051 has a minimum
clock frequency of about 3,5 MHz, In
pracuce. however, a large number of
processors do allow quasi-static opera-
tion, although that is not specified by
the manufacturer. Among the MCS-51
derivates sueeessfully used in this re-
spect are:

Atmel AT89C51 (fully statie)
AMDP80C31BH
MHSP·80C32
Signeties SC87C51CCN40
Philips 80C51BH-3
Siemens 80C535
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Obviously, the coneept proposed here
can be transferred to other processor
types, er, indeed, any other Iogtc sys-
tem capable of staue opcratron. of
which the bchaviour during the first
few hundred microseconds after the
reset pulse is to be examined for the
purpose of fault-finding. lnterestingly,
the software for the test adaptor ts
written in Turbo-Pascal 5.0, and the
relevant source files are supplied on
disk along with the executable pro-
gram. Modifications to meet individual
requirernents are, therefore, relatively
simple to make.

Themeasurement adaptor
The measurement adaptor, whose cir-
cuit diagram ts gtven in Fig. 1. ts con-
nected to the PC via the RS232
interface. As already mentioned. the
PC generates the reset and clock sig-
nals for the system under examina-
tjon. This is achleved by using the RTS
and DTS handshake lines available on
the PC's RS232 port. Two more hand-
shake lines, DSR and CTS, are used to
read stgnals frorn the system Into the
PC. The conversion to TfL level is ac-
complished by lhe cheap and generally
available MAX232 integrated ctrcutt.
Next comes a 74HCT541 which func-
ttons as a buffer and LED driver. All
four stgnals are visualized by LEDs.
The adaptor is best connected to the
system under test via a set of small
clip-on probes, as shown in the intro-
ductory photograph. In a number of
cases, the adaptor may be connected
in parallel to the relevant lines in the
system under test. That can be done
by vtrtue of the high current capa city
of the HCT541. In effect, the 541's sig-
nals will simply overrtde the clock and
RST stgnals ln the system.
The 5-V supply voltage for the test

adaptor should be taken from the sys-
tem under test. and connected perma-
nently before the latter is powered up.
Separate supplies must not be used
because the order in which the circuits
are switched on then becomes an im-
portant factor to the microcontroller.

Connecting up to the
80C32 SBC
To illustrate the practrcal use of the
test adaptor, we use the popular
'80C32 stngle-board computer' (SBC)
described in Ref. 2 as an example.
Interspersed with the descriptions
below are hints on how to use the test
adaptor with other microcontroller
systems.

RESET connection
Many microcontroller systems have a
'reset' push-button, whtch puIls the
processor's reset input, or a control

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1995
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Fig. 1. This simple test adaptor, plus a clever program running on a PC, allows every step,
however fast and misguided, of an B051-type microcontroller to be traced.

input of a watchdog circutt. high or
low. The test adaptor is connected di-
rectly to the reset input of the relevant
systern. The software allows the user
to determine the length of the reset
pulse, and select between an active-
high or actrve-Iow reset pulse level.
The 'case' for the 80C32 SBC looks

as sketched in Fig. 2. The adaptor
controls the reset Input by chargtng

GOr 74HCT240

RESEl •. RESEl

measurement ::t~~ ::tececter ::;::"CLOCK

~

:<TALI

TRIGGER

'"~I- 80C31

m~
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laIch P2.0_~.7
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74HCT573

•
,o\8..A15 9-C0117·14

Fig. 2. Connecting the analyser to the test
adaptor.

and dtschargmg a capacttor. The (sim-
ple) legte analyser incorporated in the
software which runs on the PC has ad-
justable safety rnargtns as regards the
length of the reset pulse. This is done
to make su re that the processor is out
of its reset state when It ts clocked and
rnorutored. Durtng reset, the software
generates the clock pulses needed by
the 8051 /80C32.

CLOCK signal
The clcck stgnal supplied by the adap-
tor is used to clock the processor in
the system under test, see Fig. 2
again. In most cases, an externally
connected quartz crystal is used to
supply the system clock in conjuncüon
with the on-chip oscillator. The
CLOCKoutput of the adaptor is simply
connected to one of the quartz connec-
tions. With the 40-pin DIL package
8051. pin 19 is recommended.
Different pin numbers may be have to
be used with other (N or C-MOS)
processors. Use the da.ta sheets to
make sure of the connection.

TRIGGER input
lf an 8051-based system is under test.
this input should be connected to the
PSEN line of the processor. The legte
analyser software uses the trigger stg-
nal to start. the actual measurement
and analysis. The software allows you
to select between a high or low tngger
level. With the 8051, 'trigger-polartty
low' ts selected because any program
memory access is flagged by PSEN
gotng low. With other controller sys-
tems, a connection to the read or write
line may be usefuL
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Fig.3. This is how an 8051 should read from
an EPROM.

INPUT connection
INPUT ts the tesl probe proper of the
analyser. It is used to connect to vart-
aus stgnats in the system, one at a
time. for analysis on the PC. For- in-
sta nce. a11data bus Cf address bus
lines can be picked one by one. Thanks
to the advanced storage and display
options of the analyser software, these
stgnals (17. plus CLOCKj may be
watched simultaneously on the pe
monitor. That enables you to see ex-
actly which data ls present on the bus
at a specific time. Switch SI is used to
set the non-actuated level of INPUT,
for instance, If it Is connected to a bus
line which can go into high-Z state. In
position 'high'. the analyser sees a
logic high level. In position 'AUTO'. it
sees the CLOCK stgnaj. In this way,
the analyser software is capable of es-
tablishing that a line is in htgh-Z state.

Mini logic analyser
software
The simpler the hardware. the more
powerful the associated software. The
test adaptor Is linked to the PC via a
standard RS232 cable with pin-to-pin
connections. The tcst probes are not
connected yet, because the software
has to be startcd first. The analyser
software on being run starts by loading
a configuration file [lf found), which
contains the selected operating para-
meters. Next, the analysis is started.
Since the test probes are not con-
nected yet, the software reports a trig-
ger error. Now press same keys to see
the main functions of the test system.
Type ? to gel a !ist of the available
commands and functions. and also to
go into adaptor test mode. which
should be run before hooking up the
prob es to the microcontroller system.
On returrung to 'normal' mode, you are
ready to commence the measurement
proper.

Themeasurement cycle

The measurement cycle starts by actu-
ating the RESET line. In our example,
the reset line must be active low. Next.
the PC waits aperiod of which the
length (in ms) ts set by the RESET-ON
pararneter. The delay serves to await
the chargtng or drschargtng of a capac-
ttor which is nearly always present on
the reset line in the system under test.
Next, the PC generates clock pulses.
because most microcontrollers. in-
duding the 8051, require a clock sig-
nal to complete the reset cycle. The
number of clock cycles produced by
the PC is defined by the value of the
RESET-CYCLES parameter. You can
also define whether a clock cycle
means 'low-to-htgh' or 'htgh-to-Iow'.
Next. the measurement proper starts

with the so-called PRE-TRlGGER
phase. Clock cycles are then generated
by the PC. After changing the level on
the CLOCK Jtne. the PC waits a short
while before measuring thc levels of
the TRIGGER and INPUT !ines. The
relevant values are written into the
PC's memory. The RESET !ine ts held
low (actuated) for aperiod whose
length corresponds to the value as-
signed to the RESET-CYCLESparame-
ter. The pre-trtgger phase ends when
the TRlGGER level drops low. Frorn
then on, the processor is runrung,
The stgnals rneasured from then on

are captured. stored in the PC's mem-
ory, and displayed later. If the trtgger
signal fails to toggle after a certarn
time. (TRIGGER-TIMEOUT), the PC
ends the pretrtgger phase of tts own.
After trrggermg. the RUN phase
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Fig, 4. Screendump produced by the Analysator software. The object is a 80C31 processor
starting the EMON51 monitor.
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starts. The pe continues to supply
clock pulses. The number of these
pulses is defined by the STORAGE
DEPTH parameter - the maximum
value is 3,000. The levels measured by
the TRlGGER and INPUT probes are
captured and stored into the Pc's
memory.
Next. the display phase is started.

The chronograms for CLOCK, TRlG-
GER and INPUTare displayed on the
top three lines of the sereen. The lines
below show memortzed stgnals labelIed
o through 7, and A through H. To copy
the current INPUTstgnal to, say. mern-
ory '6', simply press the eorresponding
number on the PC. Ta be able to view
alJ etght datalines at the same time,
start by sampling databus line DBO.
until a stable stgnal is obtatned on the
P'C sereen. Next. copy the stgnal to

DEBUGGING 803118051 MICROCONTROLLER SYSTEMS

memory '0'. 00 the same Ior the other
databus lines, eopying their timing dt-
agrams to the rcspectrve memories.
A cursor function is available to get

a better vtew of the state of a number
of stgnals at a speciftc time. The CUl"-

rent level of the lines is marked by a '1'
or a '0' at lhe cursor loeation. The
upper line on the pe screen shows the
state of the eight stgnals 0 through 7
or A through H in hexadecimal nota-
tion. allowing single addresses and
data to be traced in a eomfortable way.
The cnttre screen ean be serolIed hort-
zontally to enable the results of Ionger
test penods to be examined also.

High-Z recognition
Bus Iines in mieroeontroller systems
can be swttched high, low or to a high-
impedance (high-Z) state. To be able to
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Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but this time with two (purposely made) hardware errors on the
board.
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detect the latter state reliably. a
slighUy better measurement method is
aetually required than offered by the
present test adaptor. Fortunately.
there is a trick to overcome the adap-
tor's limitation in this respect.
Assuming that there are no propaga-
tion delays. a legte signal in a mjcro-
controller system can only change on a
clock transition. while it remains
steady dunng a clock cycle. With SI
set to AUTO-Z, and INPUTconnected
to a bus Une in htgb-Z mcde. the level
at INPUTchanges in the middle of the
clock eycle. Provided AUTO-Z Is se-
lected. the analyser software ts capable
of detecung this. and putting a z at the
appropriate location on the PC screen.
In this way. open-ctrcutted IC tnputs
are also detected. It should be noled,
however. that the htgh-Z detector
functtons only tf the 'cycle' has been
definecl properly üow-htgh or high-
low). Because of thetr relatrvely high-
value pull-up resistors, port lines of
the 8051 whieh produce a 1 (high
level) are also marked as 'htgb-Z'.

Example analysis
An example analysis will be carried out
on a properly working 80C32 SBC fit-
ted with an AMD80C31 conlroller and
an EMON51 system monitor. The first
instructions executed by the processor
are

0000
0203

020203LJMP 203H
75DOOOMOV PSW,#O

The ttrning diagram in Fig. 3 shows
how an 8051 gets access to the con-
tents of an EPROM. Provtded 110 read
or wrtte operation is performed in the
external data memory. two program
memory aceess operations occur in
every machine eycle. Each maehine
cycle has a length of 12 clock oseillator
clock eycles. An MCS-51 instruetion
takes either one or two maehine cycles
{except the MULand DIVinslructions).
So, a rnemory access operatron takes
six osctllator pertods. Ouring the first
period, the databus is in htgh-Z mode,
while ALE and PSEN are legte high.
Durtng the next two periods, the lower-
order address byte is switched to the
multiplexed datajaddress bus. When
ALE has dropped low, the value is
stored in the address latch durtng pe-
riods 3 through 6. During pertods 4, 5
and 6. PSEN drops low also, which
marks thal the EPROM has actually
copted its data on to the databus.
Let us continue to trace the individ-

ual instructions wtth the aid of the
screendump shown in Fig. 4. To assist
in understanding what the mullitude
of data is a11abou t. the lines LA(lower
addressJ, TD (transferred data) , MC
(machine cycle) and ADR (address)
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Fig. 6. Track layout and component mounting plan of the printed circuit board designed for
the test adaptor (board available ready-made through the Readers Services).

were added manually. The first line, C,
shows the clock signal of the 80C31.
Then comes the PSEN signal on the T
(trtgger) line. The INPUTline, I, shows
the ALE stgnal. Memory lines 0
through 7 contain the levels captured
on the multiplexed address/data bus.
Signals A through H show the eight
low-order address lines of the EPROM.
The first access to the EPROM for the
first instruction starts on the third
clock period. This instruction, WMP
(opcode: 02), is read from address
0000 in the EPROM. During the next
EPROM access operation, the 80C31
fetches the first (high-order) byte of the
jump address from address 0001 in
the EPROM.Next, the second machine
cyde of the WMP instruction starts.
During the first EPROMaccess opera-
tion of this cycle, the low-order byte of
the jump address (value: 03H) is
fetched from EPROM address 0002.
The second access is a dummy opera-
tion, again fetching the code 03H from
address 0002. These dummy opera-
tions are typical of the 8051 family of
microcontrollers, and tend to compli-
cate the reading operations for the de-
sired slgnals.
During the next machine cycle, the

instruction MOVPSW,#O is executed.
The next two EPROM access opera-
tions transfer the bytes 75H and DOH
correctly. The complete address can
not be determined on the basis of the
displayed signals, because the high-
order address byte is not captured. If
desired, that may be done in a second

pass, which is not difficult. Before that
is done, however, it is recommended to
run a thorough check on all address
lines during the first EPROM access
operation. As you can see, the system
allows each step of the microcontroller
to be traced with great accuracy.

Finding the error
Let us deliberately create a fault on the
80C32 SBC, and see what happens if
we hook up this board to the present
test system. Looking at multiplexed
address/data bus as part of the analy-
sis shown in Fig. 5, it is seen that ADO
remains low all the time, and AD6,
high. Apparently, these lines never go
into high-Z state. And that, you
guessed it, pinpoints the errors on the
board: address line ADOis short-cir-
cuited to ground, and AD6 to +5 V.
Incidentally, the high-order addresses
(port P2 of the 80C31) must always be
at OOH.
Nowlet us see what the processor is

actually doing during the first few cy-
des. The first ALE-Iow condition
causes a value 40H to be written into
address latch. Although the 80C31 has
produced the value 00, the perma-
nently high level of AD6 causes a
wrong address to be copied to the ad-.
dress latch. Although the EMON51
EPROMcontains the value 'FFH' at ad-
dress 40H, the processor actually
reads back 'FEH' because ADOis per-
manently low. The opcode OFEH hap-
pens to mean: MOV R6,A, is one

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl;R3;R5;R6 == 470n
R2;R4 == lkn

Capacitors:
Cl;C7 == 100nF
C2-C6 == 10l1F 16V radial

Semiconductors:
01-04 == LEO, 3mm
ICl == 74HCT541
IC2 == MAX232

Miscellaneous:
Kl == 9-way Sub-O socket, PCS mount
81 == miniature switch, SPOT, PCB
mount, or 3-way jumper
PCB and software on disk: order code
940117-C(see page 70).
Software on disk also available sepa-
ratelv, order code 946203-1 tsee page
78). .

machine cycle long, and occupies one
byte. Consequently.. the second
EPROM access operation in the first
machine cycle is nothing but a
dummy. Next comes the second ma-
chine cycle, which ytelds the second
instruction. At this stage the instruc-
tion counter in the 80C31 reads '1'.
However, since ADOis at 0 all the time,
the address latch is again loaded with
the value '40H'. Subsequently, another
opcode 'OFEH' is fetched. The dummy
memory access operation with this in-
struction, by the way, is to address
42H this time, as a result of the
changed state of the instruction
counter. This address in the EPROM
agatri contains 'FFH', which is read as
'FEH' by the processor. Another
'MOV R6,A' instruction is executed
without making any sense. This con-
tinues endlessly until the hardware
fault is removed and the system is
reset.
As shown above, apparently simple

hardware errors may cause rare and
very hard to understand stgnals. That
is why there is a golden rule in mtcro-
controller debugging: if you find a
hardware error, eliminate it. Do not try
to understand what it does to the soft-
ware; pursuing that cause is often triv-
ial and a waste of time.
Finally, those of you who are strug-

gling with a faulty 80C32 single-board
computer running the EMON51 moni-
tor may use the screendump in Fig. 4
as a reference to see how the system
should start up after areset.
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Other applications

Debugging an 8051-based microcon-
troll er system often tnvolvee testing
RAMand port access operations also.
Here, it pays to use an EPROM emu la-
tor into whtch a short test program is
blown. Ta test port PI, for instance,
the following little program is used:

start rsc Pl
SJMP start

Similarly, check write operations to,
say, address 2345H with the aid of the
following program:

start MOV
MOV
MOVX

~JMP

DPTR,#234SH
A,#OASH
@DPTR,A
start

In some cases, it is desirable to view
more ' cycles at the same time.
Fortunately, that is catered for by the
program.
The operation of the 80C535 stn-

gle·board computer [Ref. 3) can be
analysed wtthout problems ustng the
present system tf you set the 'cycle' de-
flmtion parameter to LOW-HIGH, and
inject CLOCKat pin 39 of the CPU.
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The use of the 'Analystor' program and
the assoctated measurement adaptor
is not limited to microconlroller
boards. In fact, the tester may be used
wtth almost any legte ctrcutt which can
be made to work from an externally
applied clock. Lnthe worst case. a PCB
track or two may have to cut to enable
the clock signal to be mjected. Ctrcutts
that can be analysed and debugged in
this way. include those containing
counters, FALs or GALs.
It will be clear that the present de-

bugging system is simple, and will not
enable you to find any error 'spot-on'.
With a ltttle dextertty, however, most,
if not all, malfuncttons can be recog-
nized. A broken PCB track, for in-
stance, may cause one and the same
signal to look different at two different
points in the ctrcutt. So, check tf two
[supposedly) equal stgnals are actually
equal. Short-circuits between data bus
lines mayaiso be qutte elusive and
pose baffling problems.

Construction

The test adaptor ts best built on the
printed-circult board shown in Fig. 6.
This board and the associated

Analysator software is available ready-
made through our Readers Services.
The board is fitted in a small plastic
box. The 'extern al' elements are the 9-
way sub- D socket, swttch SI, wires for
the 5-V supply from the system under
test. the four probe wires and the asso-
ciated LEDs. (940117)

References:
I. 80C32.805IAH-BASIC Single-board
computer, Elektor Electronics May
1991.
2. Short course 8051/8032 mtcrocon
trollers and assembler, Elektor
Electronics [Publishing) book, ISBN 0
905705386.
3. 80C535 Single-board computer,
Elektor Eiectronics February 1994.

More on the same subject:
Debugging the 8031 serres, Elektor
Electmnics November 1994.



SELF-LOADING EEPROM TYPE
X88C64

Xicor's X88C64 SLlCTM(self-Ioading integrated code) IC is an
8Kx8 EEPROM with an internal address decoder and a
multiplexed data/address bus. The memory consists of two
independent arrays with a size of 4Kx8. Another special
feature of the SLlCTMis that it has a non-volatile code
downloader which makes program development a lot easier for
the popular 80xx and 68xx microprocessors.

By our editorial and design staff. Souree: Xieor Ine.

COMPLEX and expensive develop-
ment tools never seem to have

boosted the popularity of any rnicro-
controller. In general, the easter-gomg
the software development and debug-
ging tools, the wider the acceptance of
a particular device. Arguably, an
EPROM emulator is the cheapest de-
velopment tool wh ich can be used al-
most universally. One side of the
emulator ts connected directly to the
socket for the EPROM which contarns
the system software. The other side is
connected to a pe which is used to
(cross-) assemble. debug, and down-
load machine code to the emulator,
ustng. for instance, the Jedec. IntelHex

or Motorola file formats.
Although an EPROM emulator is a

cost-effecttve and fairly easy to handle
software development tool, there are
easier soIutions. Xtcor. wtth the Intro-
duction of its X88C64 SLIC EEPROM.
shows the way.
Essentially, a microprocessor sys-

tem in which SLIC routmes are used
can be programmed via the regular se-
rtal interface. The SLIC contains a
compact library of routines which are,
in princtple. started automatically
after a reset. The only requirement as
regards the machine code is that a 3-
byte code block Cheader') is transmit-
ted before the data. Software is

available Ior MS-DOS PCs to make
InteIHex files compatible with the SLIC
protocol.
Both 4-K memory arrays Inside the

X88C64 contain SLIC routines.
Version Beta 2.1 has 256 tnetructtons
in the upper part of the memory bank
(lFOOH - IFFFH). and 240 bytes in the
lower bank's address range. just above
the interrupt vectors (0030H - OIIFH).
The address division is shown in
Fig. 1. The user's applicatton code
should avoid these areas as part of its
code segment, otherwtse it will over-
wnte the SLIC. All user programs may
use the memory segment between
Ol20H and IFOOH.
The SLIC programming routines

form part of the software, and may be
found in both memory arrays. Durtng
programming, the EEPROM array
whfch ts not in use is not accesstble for
about 5 ms. Consequently, software
from the other array has to be used
during that period. The X88C64 comes
wtth the reset vector at address OOOOH
potnting at 0030H. so that the proces-
sor jumps to the start of the SLIC seg-
ment after a reset. To enable your own
program to be launched at power-on.
this reset vector has to be overwrtttcn.
To be able to use the SLIC routines

again after overwri ting the resct vec-
Ior. the user program has to provide
for a jump to these routines.
Altematively, some code may be added
to the user program to enable the SLIC
routines to be started via, for instance,
INTO or INTl. If you forget to include
such a routine, the SLIC is gone Ior-
ever (welI, almost) after programming.
so take carel 00 not download 'any'
program to make your first acquatn-
tance with the X88C64. Familiarize
yourself with thts new device in a step-
by-step manner, making sure at all
umes that the SLIC routines are not
ovcrwrttten.
Rc-cntcrtng the SLIC segments mto

the EEPROM banks of the X88C64 re-
quires a dedicated prograrnmer which
ts capable of eupplytng special codes.
and using the multiplexed data(ad-
dress bus. Copies of the SLIC routtncs
are supplied on disk with the EEP-
ROM.

Conditions
The data sent to the SLIC software
must meet a number of conditions. Ta
begin wtth. a 3-byte header must be
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transmttted. The headers should con-
sist of:

- command type tdenttfter:
- total number of bytes in data block;
- starting memory address (LSB first).

The subsequent data must He in the
same memory block (page) of 32 bytes.
The databytes are read by the soft-
ware, and stored into the interna I
RAM. Next. all interrupts. incJuding
those of the UART, are blocked. Then.
the data is copied to the EEPROM.
Programming the entire block takes
just as long as programming a single
byte. During programmtng. all data
transmitted to the UART are lost.
Hence, new data may not be transmit-
ted until the SLIC software reports
that it has finished programmtng. This
is indicated by returning a 'D' {for
'dorre').
The protocol is fairly complex be-

cause the EEPROM can not be read tf
data is being wrttten into the same
block. If data is being wrttten lnto the
lower block (OOOOH), the processor
rnust fetch its instructions from the
other block (upper part of the mern-
ory). Since the vectors, like the in-
structions. are stored in EEPROM, tt is
not possible to read them durtng pro-
gramming (notably the UARTvectors).
That also explains why the sertal link
ts 'temporarily out of order' durtng pro-
gramming.
The SLIC software remains intact

after you have changed the interrupt
vector. The first thing tt does on being
actuated is reprogram the UART inter-
rupt vector. This re-programming op-
eration ts performed after each reset.
power-up, or call to the SLIC program.
There is one limitation, thougb: ac-
cording to Xicor, the maximum num-
ber of eraseywrtte operations on an
EEPROM memory location ts 10,000.

The complete system
The SLiC program written by Xicor has
a size of about 500 bytes. and consists
of two parts. The part in the lower half
of the EEPROM is capable of program-
ming the upper half, and vice versa.
EEPROMs with the code 'SLlC' printed
on them have these prograrns. Empty
EEPROMs are also available from
Xicor.
You are ready to start programming

as soon as the EEPROM is fitted into
the system. Set your PC or terminal for
9600 baud, 8 databits, no parity and
1 stopbit. Commands are issued by
transmitting an ASCII character to the
SLlC. These characters may be termt
nated with a carriage return (CR), al-
though that is not strictly necessary.
The SLiC responds as described below.
Usually, it does not generate a eR; and
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SLIC
1FOOH11I+

User's program

0120HIII+
SLIC

0030HII1+
ISR and resel-

vectors

OOOOHIII+
940116 -11

Command: X
Response: X88C64:ß2.1 (CR)
The SLIC res ponds to this comrnand
by returning its version number (here:
Beta 2.1) after a colon. Next, one of the
following commands may be sent:

Command: Mxxxdata
Response: D
Program (Modify) the conlents of the
EEPROM. The capttal M must be fol-
lowed by a byte (represented by the
first 'x'] which tndtcates the number of
bytes to be programmed. The second
'x' represents the LSB üeast-stgntftcant
byte) of the programmtng address. The
third 'x' is the MSB (most-stgntftcant
byte) of the address. Next corne the
data. Any number between 0 and 255
is transmitted as a byte. There is no
error detection or correction.
The following points should be ob-

served when programming. The nu m-
ber of bytes may be between I and 32.
If YOll program a single byte. any ad-
dress may be gtven. If you program
more bytes. the SLiC routine will ftrst
receive them and then store them in a
buffer. Once all bytes are recelved, the
EEPROM is programmed in 'page'
mode. In this time-saving rnode, up to
32 bytes are sent to the EEPROM. and
programmed in one go wtthtn 5 ms.
This system works properly if the data-

Fig. 1. EEPROM memory divlsion.

never a line feed (LF), The SLIC routine
is started after a hardware reset. First.
a 'D' is returned to lhe PC. If you do
not see this character. there is sorne-
thing wrong in the systern.
After the reset {hardware or soft-

ware), the followtng command must al-
ways be sent:

940116-12

:03000000020030CB
:l00030007581601200F07D23E4FEF52178407602AO
:l000400008761F0876BC7803D219121FOOE4F52148
:l0005000F522D2AF7444121FEC1200CEC21BC2199B
:l0006000C218D2AC121F53121F6C3018FIC2AC125E
:l00070001FF4D2ACIOIB047444017D7446121FECB3
:l0008000015E3019031200BB8E838D8274402521DE
:l0009000F905215J211FJ01904E7FOOIA0121FJ97F
:lOOOAOOOD80201BOE582A3658230E5E01582000048
:lOOOBOOOJ01907EOF8E06820E6F92290155574AA97
:lOOOCOOOF0901AAA7455F090155574AOF02290008J
:lOOODOOOE2121F5JB458FAE49J6006AJ121FECOl16
:lOOOEOOOD7225838384JJ6343AE120J22E310DOOC9
:lOOOF00075A810759850D21A758920758DFA4387A6
:lOOl00008075884022286J2939J22058696J6F72CC
:050110002C496E6J2E76
:lOlF000030190J121F408E8J8D8274402521F9JODl
:lOlFI0001904E7FOEl19121FJ9052153211FD802D6
:lOlF2000E12EE582AJ658230E5E015820000J019DC
:lOlFJ00007EOF8E06820E6F922E0676002D21B22Al
:lOlF400090055574AAF0900AAA7455F0900555743E
:lOlF5000AOF022E521B52202E1532440F8E676AA5A
:lOlF6000COA8C2AC05215J211FDOA822B44D20D255
:lOlF700019121F53F524121F5JFD121F53FEC3E500
:lOlF800022952150022420B5240040F2D21822B418
:lOlF90004B12121F5JF8121F40121FAFE89000009F
:lOlFAOOOF0021F31B452030200JOB456EIE17190E7
:lOlFB000055574AAF0900AAA74COF022CODOCOEOFF
:lOlFC00075D00810980CJ09904D21AC299DOEOD07C
:lOlFDOOODOJ2E5222440F8E52204541FB52102E165
:lOlFEOOOC6E599F6052253221F021FC6101A02EI08
:lOlFFOOOECF59922A824EEJOE403020082021FOOCF
:OOOOOOOlFF

Fig.2. Example of an IntelHex file. This is actually the code contained in the SLlC.



COMPONENTS

0 X88C64 SLiC EEPROM
WRITEAA
TO X555 Xicor's X88C64 EEPROM has a couple of features wh ich set it apart from

J. other EEPROMs. The main difference is the multiplexed address/data bus,
which enables the device to be connected directlv. without a latch, to the

WRITE55 processor bus of 8031-series processors. Xicor also supplv the X68C64
TOXAAA which is designed to connect to 68xx processors such as the 68HCll. The

'r EEPROM consists of two 4Kx8 memory arravs wh ich can be individuallv
read and programmed. There are two wavs to protect the data in the

WRITEAO
memory:

TO X555 SDP, protection via software. This serves to prevent bytes being

J. overwritten by accident. Programming is only allowed after three pre-
X=A12: defined bytes have been written to three pre-defined addresses. See the

PERFORM BYTE
A12 = 1 IF DATA TO BE flow diagram in Fig. A.

OR PAGE WRITE WRITTEN IS WITHIN BPR, extra protection of parts of the EEPROM (chunks of 1 KBvte each).
OPERATIONS ADDRESS 1000TO 1FFF. This is achieved bv writing live pre-delined bytes to live pre-delined

J. A12= 0 IF DATA TO BE addresses. See the Ilow diagram in Fig. B.
WRITTEN 15WITHIN tnternallv, the EEPROM consists 01 two independent arravs which can be
ADDRESS 0000 TO OFFF. read and programmed without affecting one another. To enable the

WAIT twc microcontroller program to be modilied without removing the EEPROM

-r frorn its socket, a system configuration as shown in Fig. C has been
designed. The structure of the processor-EEPROM interface is such that
ALE, PSEN, WR and RD are all used. Apart from reading instructions with

EXIT ROUTINE the aid of the PSEN signal, it is, therefore, also possible to write data to
940116-15 the EEPROM (because of the presence 01WR). Reading data is

accomplished with the aid of the RD signal.

The EEPROM actuallv consists of two 4Kx8 EEPROM arravs ewhich will be referred to as 'upper' and 'Iower' for the sake
of convenience. When he processor is busy reading

J.instructions frorn the lower array, the upper array is not WRITEAA
used, and may be programmed. Programming takes a TO X555

WRITECOmaximum of 5 ms, during which it is not possible for the + TOXAAA
microprocessor to fetch instructions from the relevant array.
As already mentioned, programming always takes place WAlTE 55 J.
within the bounds of a page, i.e., 32 bvtes. As soon as a TOXAAA

WRITE BPR
byte is written J. MASK VALUE TO
within such a ANY ADDRESS

e 0
page, the WRITEAO J.information is TO X555

H~ stored in a J. WAIT twc

" latch inside the
're EEPROM. The WRITEAA 1(BPR REGISTER SET)as r auPG.O

TO X555
PO.l

ae • AD' processor may
PO.2 sr 9 AD2 then write the
pO.J as 10 AD3 next byte to I EXIT ROUTINE
PO.4

as 11 AD4

PO.5 " 13 AD5 the same page.
PO.6

aa 14 AD6 The bytes mav X=A12:

" 15 AD7PO.7 arrive with80C31 X88C64
P2.0

at " .. intervals of a A12 = 1 IF PROGRAM BEING EXECUTED
P2.1

aa " ... RESIDES WITHIN ADDRESS 0000 TO OFFF.
P2.2 za 17 Al0 couple of
P2.3 " 19 All microseconds. A12 = 0 IF PROGRAM BEING EXECUTED
P2.4 as 2 A12 RESIDES WITHIN ADDRESS 1000 TC 1FFF.If no new
" 6 PSEN information is

940116-16PSEN
sc 22 ALEAC' written into the,., " """

"" " """ memory page
P2.7 " 16 CE

within 100 us, the actual programming operation commences. During this

fJ. operation, the EEPROM is not accessible for aperiod of up to 5 ms. In'~~3~'Wo~ practice, programming will take less than 5 ms. Hence, a protocol is
incorporated wh ich checks if the programming is finished. The level on data

940116 _ 17
line 6 toggles during programming. The programming operation is finished if
the same level appears twice in succession on the line.
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COMPONENTS

REM SIMPLE TEST FüR SLIC
CLOSE #1
CLS
OPEN "COMl:9600,N,8,1" FüR RANDOM AS #1
PRINT "PLEASE PUSH RESET BUTTON"
PRINT INPUT$ (I, #1); 11 RECElVED"
PRINT "SLIC 15 ALlVE, NOW ASKING FOR ID"
PRINT #1, "X"
PRINT "WAITING FüR RESPONSE ••. "
10$ = Oll

WHILE RES$ <> CHR$(&HD): REM UNTIL <CR>
RES$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
ID$ = ID$ + RES$
PRINT ASC(RES$):
WEND
PRINT: PRINT "THE 10 15 "; 10$

PRINT
PRINT "NOW WE 00 SOME PROGRAMMING"
REM IF YOU CHANGE NEXT LINE REMEMBER LSB OF ADDRESS FIRST!!
PRINT #1, "M": CER$(3): CHR$(&H30): CER$(5): CHR$(&H12):
CER$(3.): CER$(56)
PRINT IIWAITING FOR RESPONSE"
RES$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
PRINT "RECEIVED 15 ";
PRINT RES$; "(ni ASC(RES$): "ln

PRINT
PRINT "VERIFICATION OF PROGRAMMED BYTES"
PRINT #1, "V": CER$(3); CHR$«a): CER$(&H5): CER$(1a):
CHR$(&H22): CHR$(56)
PRINT "WAITING FOR RESPONSE"
RES$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF RES$ = "F" THEN PRINT "F RECElVED, VERIFICATION FAlLEO"
IF RES$ = "0" THEN PRINT "n RECElVED, VERIFICATION O.K."

CLOSE #1
940116·13

Fig.3. A BASIC program which enables the pe to communicate with the SLiC software in an
8031-based microcontroller system.

bytes are intended for addresses which
fall into one page. Thts is the case as
lang as address lines A5 through A12

remain at the same level. So, take care
while programming more than one
byte that only address Iines AO-A4are

allowed to change.
On completion of the programming
cycle, the SLIC software returns a 'D'
(done) . Note that this message only
means that the programming opera-
tion has been completed. It should not
be taken to mean that the data has
been programmed correctly.

Command: Vxxxdata
Response: D or F
This command verifies the contents of
the EEPROM against the serial data-
bytes. It is largely srmüar to the 'pro-
gram' command. Here, too. received
bytes are placed into a buffer, and
must fall within the same page. The
SLIC res ponds with 'D' (done) or 'F'
(fauIt).

Command: R
Response: D
Reset command. The X88C64 runs tts
internaJ power-up routine and on com-
pletion returns a '0' to the PC. Next, tt
waits exclusively for ·X'. No response
will be gtven to another reset, a pro-
gramming or verify command.

Command: Kdata
Response: none
This command serves to modify the
contents of the BPR register. 'Data' in-
dicates the byte wnttcn into the BPR
register. This determines which blocks
are accessible for programmtng. Each
bit determines the 'programmtng al-
lowed/disallowed' status of a l-K
block (0 = programmtng allowed: bit 0
ts the block with the lowest address).

Fortunately, Xieor supplies a PC pro-
gram with its SLIC EEPROMs to take
the hassle out of the communication
protocols described above. The current
version (3.34) allows the user to select
the COMport used on the PC. Updated
vers ions of the control software may be
downloaded from Xrcor's bulletin
board in the U.S.A. The number is (+1)
408-9430655,
The software on being started tells

you straight away tf communication
with the SLIC is possible. If not, go to
the setup menu, and select the rtght
communications port. The program re-
quires input data in IntelHex format,
which will be available in most cases
because tt Is accepted by mcst EPROM
programmers. The structure is Iatrly
simple: a line starts with a colon. Then
follow a number of bytes, the address,
a code, the databytes, and, finally, a
checksum. Figure 2 shows apart of
such a File.
Since a couple of devices in the

8051 family of microcontrollers have
vectors above 0030H, the control pro-
gram is capable of moving the SLIC
segment to address 0080H. Those of
you who wish to experiment may find
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of a smart BOC31 controller system wh ich incorporates an X88C64
SLiC EEPROM 10r time-efficient program development.

the BASIC program Iisted in Fig. 3 of
interest.

The rules of the game
Recapping. observe the following rules
when using the SLlC routines:

(1) Supply an InteIHex file.
(2) Do not allow data to cross page
boundaries.

(3) Ensure that memory areas 0030H-
OllFH and IFOOH-IFFFH are not
overwrttten, because they contain
the SLIC.

(4) The UART vcctor (0023H in the
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8031) should be re-programmed in
the last Iine of the IntelHex ftle.

(5) Place a jump to the start of the
SLIC code (JMP 0030H) at the INTO
vector address (0003H), and do not
forget to enable the INTO interrupt
(bit regtster EXO=1). and to enable
all interrupts (bit rcgtstcr EA=I).

All of this may look pretty complex at
ftrst. However, after a whtle you will
become conversant with the program-
ming techniques. Those of you who
like (Visual) BASIC or Pascal program-
ming may write a small program whrch
keeps an eye on the above rules. and

supplies alerts where necessary. The
documentation contatned in the SLlC
deslgn package also points out that a
larger part of the 500 bytes of SLIC
program may be incorporated in the
user program (for instance. the UART
rcuttne}. In tbis way, the SLIC need
not be 'ballast only.
The SLIC design pack supplied by

Xicor contains the X88C64, a
datasheet. application notes and a
diskelte containing the above men-
tioned control program and the source
code of the software in the EEPROM.

SLiCdemonstration board
Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of
an 8De31 processor board based on an
X88C64 SLIC EEPROM. The circuit
also contains a MAX232N RS232 dri-
ver/interface for the link to the PC.
and an 12C interface plus socket. It
should be noted that the 80C31 has no
buflt-in 12C software. However. that
can be downloaded from the Philips
Bulletin Board in Eindhoven. The
Netherlands. The number to dial is
(+31) 40721102.
The quartz oscillator crystal Ire-

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R,;R, = 100Q
R,;R7 = 3kQ3
R,;R5;R6 = 330Q

Capacitors:
C, = 2~F2 16Vradial
C,;C5-C,;Cll = lO~F 16Vradial
C,;C, = 27pF
C12;C13 = 100nF

Inductor:
L, = 100~H

Semiconductors:
D, = 1N4001
IC, = 80C31
IC, = X88C64SLIC(Xicor)
IC, = MAX232N
IC, = 7805

Miscellaneous:
K,;K, = 10-way boxheader.
K, = 9-way sub-D socket, angled pins,
PCBmount.
K, = 2-way PCBterminal block, raster
5mm.
K5 = 6-way mini-DtN socket, PCB
mount.
5,;S, = MuItiMEC2CTL2press-key.
X, = 11,0592 MHzcrystal.
Printed circuit board 940116 (see page
7a),



CORRECTIONS AND UPDATES
80C535 Extension card

June 1994, p. 8-11
The PCD8584 may be swttched to
'6800' mode tf a WR stgnal arrives
without a CS stgnal. The problem may
be solved by combuung WR and CS in
a diocte-AND gate as shown below.
Pin 18 if IC, is taken out of the IC
socket and connected to grau nd via a
lO-kQ resistor. The WR signal is found
on socket pin 18. and CS on pin 10 of
IC5. Also note that the PCD8584 is
currently supplied as the PCF8584.

,.
(PCD/PCF8584)

940025 - L

Dual-purpose LEDdisplay with a semicolon (';').
The baudrate for the cornmumca-

tton softwate should be set to 300, for-
mat: 8 btts, Istartbit, I stop btt, no
partty.

December 1994, p. 90
Resistor R33 should be connected to
grcund, not to +12 V as shown in the
circuit diagram.

Experimentation board tor
PICs

Electronic tuse

July/August 1994, p, 74.
In thc circutt diagram. the signals on
pins 7 and 8 of both connectors K1
should be swapped. MCLR is on pin 8,
and RTCC on pin 7. The relevant PCB
is all rtgh t.

March 1994, p. 56.
Ta prevent transistor T2 from burning
DU t when the reset switch is pressed
during an overload condition, switch
SI should be connected between the
collector of Tj and the base ofT2.

Mains signalling system
(2)
May 1994, p. 10-14.
The instructions for command 'T'
should read: 'T' must be followed by
the address in ASCII, and terminated

quency. 11.0592 MHz, must not be
changed into, say, 12 MHz because it
determtnes the speed of the SLIC sertal
communtcatton (9600 baud). Apart
frorn the reset swttch, 51, the ctrcutt
also has a press- key to generate an
INTOinterrupt. lf capacitor C2 is made
much larger than Cl, the ctrcuit gen er-
ates an INTO interrupt automatically
at power-on. This tnterrupt should
cause the system to Jump to the SLIC
software. via the user program.
The 1/0 lines of ports land 3 are

available on connectors K1 and K2.
These eonnectors may be used to hook
up extension ctrcuits whieh serve to
contral the 80C31.
Finally, the track layout and compo-

nent mounting plan of the
80C31/SLIC board are shown in
Fig,5. (940116)

For further information, contact
Xicor, Ine., 1511 Buckeye Drive.
Mtlpttas CA 95035-7493, U.s.A. Tel.
408/432-8888, fax 408/432-0640.
Xicor Ltd., Hawkins Hause, 14 Black
Bourton Road, Carterton OXI8 3QA,
England. Tel. (01993) 844435, fax:
(01993) 841029.

Fig.5. Printed circuit board designed tor the
80C31/SLlC controller (board available
ready-made, see page 78).
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APPLICATION NOTE
The content of this note is based on lntorrnatlon received from manufacturers in the electrical
and electronics industries or their representatives and does not imply practical experience by

Elektor Electronics or its consultants.

Selecting voltage references

Voltage references are simple devices,
but making the right choice for a given

application can be a choreifyou da not take
an orderly approach. This arttele sireplifies
the task with a review ofthe available ref-
eren ce types and a discussion ofthe speci-
fications manufacurers use to describe them.
Unlike most electronic circuits, the volt-

age reference resists any change in output.
While most circuits try to produce an ideal
wa veform or a faith ful replica of in put vari-
ations, the ideal referencemaintains constant
Uout despite all vat-iaticns in time, tern-
perature, input voltage and load current.
References differin their approximationsof
this ideal, so to chaose weil you must be fa-
miliar with the available types and their
performance parameters. These two topics
are covered in the foilowing sections.

Voltage-stable devices
Before the advent of solid-state voltage ref-
erences, engineers in searcb of a stable volt-
age had to use standard cells or batteries.
Both are self-powered and produce stable,
well-defined vo1tages when not loaded. But,
since their output vo1tages are so tempera-
ture sensitive, they must be specified at a
single temperature.
The standard cel1consists ofliquid mer-

cury and liquid electrolyte in an H-shaped
glass container. Though accurate to a fewparts
per million, it can take weeks 01' months to
recover if overloaded 01' tipped on its side!
Mercury cells (batteries) are more ro-

bust. Good for several years withcut re-
placement, they provide about 21;2digit ac-
curacy when new. They furnish only a few
milliamps of current. Though still used in
some portable applications, most have been
replaced by modern low-current (10 fA) ref-
erences.
The first modern voltage reference 1S the

zener diode. Used mostly in clamp circuits
and power supplies, it comes in a variety of
voltages, packages, and power ratings. Not
quite accurate enough or stable enough to
qualify as a voltage reference by itself the
zener produces a reasonably constant volt-
age when connected in series with a resistor
and a source ofunregulated voltage.
The zener's temperature coefficient(tern-

pco) is a function ofits breakdown voltage,

A Maxim Application

andisremarkably lowat about 6.3 V. Byplae-
ing a conventional pin junction in series
with the zen er, you get a combination whose
forward voltage drop (at a specific operat-
ingcurrent) can be tailored for extrernely low
tempcos. Known as a reference diode, this
combination has seen lots of development.
For tempcos below 25 pprn -c-i, however, the
cost becomes prohibitive for testing, match-
ing, and selecti.ng the diodes.
Zenars have a well-understood ageing

effect, and the best reference diodes receive
years ofburn- in conditioning to minimize the
output changes caused by ageing. Such de-
vices are produced not by the zener manu-
facturers, but by specialty hauses and man-
ufacturers ofhigh-end voltmeters and lab-
oratory voltage standards.
The combination ofa reference diode and

op arnp in a hybrid IC produces the ampli-
fied diode-a voltage reference with many
advantages. Rather than testing andmatch-
ing diodes (a procedure involving thousand
oflogged measurements and hundreds of
parts at dozens oftemperatures) you simply
combine randomly selected op amps and
reference diodes, and set the tempco with
standard op amp trimming techniques.
Each am plified diode requires a complete

temperature sweep followed by several trims,
and a second temperature sweepto confirm
performance, but the resulting tempco is
betterthan 1 ppm °C-I. Maxim's hybridref-
erences, the MAX670 and MAX671, are built

1.240

~
LU 1.235
o«
!:i
0 1.230
>
I-
:::l
0.
I- 1.225
:::l
0

1.220L --'L_---.J
-50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125

TEMPERATURE (OC)
940122·11

Fig. 1. The familiar 'S' curve of this
bandgap reference shows a minimum

variation with temperature.

and tested in this way.
The MAX670/671 amplified-diode refer-

ences use internal resistor networks to am-
plify the output to 10.000 V ±1 mV, inde-
pendently ofthe precise zener current and
voltage required for minimum tempco.
In addition, the MAX670/671's opamp is

configured as a 4-wire power supply with sep-
arate force and sense leads to eliminate the
effect ofvoltage drops along the connecting
wires. As a result, the reference voltage ap-
pears exactly where it is needed-notjust
at the amplified-diode's output terminals
(see the box on the next page). This feature
is vital to low-ppm applications because it
e1iminates ground-loop errors, thermal volt-
ages, and IR drops in the connections-in-
cluding a socket (if'used) for the vo1tage ref-
erence itself. (At 1mA, a 10mQ trace resistance
produces a 10 IV [1 ppm] error).
Kelvin connections also allow the deliv-

ery ofconsiderable load current. Ifnecessary,
you can boost the load current to several
amperes (without degrading accuracy) by
adding an external pass transistor within
the feedback loop. Thus, the amplified diode
not only eliminates board trimming during
manufacture, it ensures repeatability-both
on the production line and followingfield 1'e-
pair.
The zener diode's successor is the band-

gap reference. Almost impossible to make
with discrete components, the bandgap ref-
erence is made practical by integrated-cir-

10m

s -I- -Z 1m
LU ----a:a:
:::l
U 100,
LU

'"a:
LU

10,>
LUa:

1'0L_,L--''--''-,L-_-'' __ -'
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4

REVERSE VOLTAGE (V)
940122·12

Fig. 2. Bandgap diodes have a much
sharper knee than actual diodes.
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SELECTING VOLTAGE REFERENCES EI
Kelvin-sensed outputs
Separate force and sense peths can greatly improve the perfor-
mance of a voltage reference. That arrangement (called a Kelvin
ccnnection) ls common in high-accuracy designs, but it also re-
moves most of the noise and drift in a reference circuit ofmod-
est accuracy.
Such a circuit is the 3-wire, 2.5 V refereuce ofFigure A. Though

suitable for uee with 12-bit AID and DIA converters, it is prone
to errors that are often overlooked 01' dismissed as insignificant.
These e1'1'01'5 are caused alm ost entirely by tbe effects of'printed-
circuit resistance and POOl' layout.
Note, for example, thatl"r(lO mA) and Iout (100 mA) share a

ground-retum trace whose resistance 1Srepresented by R5-
Assuming this trace nieasures only 10 mQ, the resulting direct-
voltage er-ror is 1.02 mV-nearly two LSBs in a 12-bit system
with a 2.5 V reference.
Resistors R5 and RB also produce variations in reference volt-

age as the reference load varies. These resistances may measure
only 10 roD:as printed-circuit traces, but the values (and the re-
sulting errorsj can escalate ifthe reference is placed in a socket,
or if the reference load current passes through an edge connec-
tor. Connectors are particularly troublesome because their re-
sistances change each time tbey are reconnected.
Resistars R1 and R3 cause less-obvious problems. They do not

contribute direct voltage errors, but fast transients in the high-
power load must pass through them. The resulting voltage mod-
ulation at the reference-supply pins can cause instability in the
reference.
Tbe circuitof Figure B is similar but offers two major im-

provements. First, it isolates the reference and high-power loads
by providing separate paths from the high-power load a11the way
back to the battery terminals. High-power load transients no
langer modulate the reference, because tbe connecting traces (RZ
and R4) OIe separate from those of the reference (Rl and R3)'
Second, the reference load is Kelvin-connected to its drive cir-

cuit. The high resistance ofRH and RL ass ures accurate feedback
to the error amplifier, regardless oftrace resistance in the sense
lines (R7and R6).Moreover, the errors caused by trace resistance
in the force lines (Rs and R5) are excluded by the amplifier's feed-
back (sense) connections.
Separate force and sense li.nes allow the reference load and

its error amplifier to be aeparated (ifnecessary) by lengthy wires
and numerous connectors. Ca1culations show that the errors in
Figure B can be made astonishingly small=-so small that little
penalty accrues ifyou reconnect the high-power load as inFigure
A. In that ease, note that a change in the voltage across R5 (in
Figure B) shifts a11voltages in the reference circuit, but Uload
remains constant.
Kelvin connections not only compensate for errors that arise

in passive components; they also accommodate active compo-
nents such as the optional boost transistor shown in Figure B.
With that transistor in place (replacing the Rs force line), you can
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increase current-source capability in the reference without de-
grading accuracy. Similarly, you can increase the current-sink
capability by adding a p-n-p transistor with its collector connected
to ground.
Fina1ly-the accuracy achieved with Kelvin connections elim-

inates tbe need for board triroming during manufacture. The re-
sult is repeatable performance, both for the units of a prcduction
lot and for a single unit before and after field repair.

.GH-
POWER
CO~

""'~POWER
LOAO

rent make bandgap references suitable for
operation in feedback networks, biasing
networks for opamps, and other circuits for
which the zener reference is inappropriate.

cuit technology. Bandgaps are based on a
simple and elegant principle---take a known
problem and turn it into a solution.
The problern is that forward-conducting

silicon diodes have a well-defined tempera-
ture coefficient (2 mV °C-I), but a hard-to-
control offset voltage. The solution is to fab-
ricate (for example) 11 identical diodes on
a silicon substrate, arrayed in a tight group
for elose thermal matching. Connectall but
one central diode in parallel. Then, drive
that diode and the remaining group with two
identical currents, so the central diode op-
erates with an approximate lO-times high
density across its junction. The central-
diode voltage has a negative tempco, but

the voltage difference (for the single diode
vs the group) has positive tempeo.
lfyou then arrange for the voltage difference

(times a gain factor) plus the central-diode
voltage to equal the bandgap voltage of sil-
icon (1.205 V), the sum will (ideally) have a
tempco ofzero (Figure 1). This is what the
bandgap circuit does.
The simplest andleastexpensive bandgap

reference is a two-terminal device such as
Maxim's ICL8069, which operates like a
zen er diode. Unlike zeners, however, the
bandgap has a low voltage (1.23 V) and a very
sharp knee at low operating currents: the
voltage change from 50 fA to 5 mAis less than
15 mV (Figure 2). Low voltage and Iow cur-
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Specifications
To select the best reference for a given ap-
plication, you must be aware not only oftbe
different reference types, but also of spe-
cial definitions manufacturers usefor the spec-
ifications that describe voltage-reference
performance. The following entries define
and discuss each parameter.
Accuracy. This is an embiguous term. It
is literally the sum of an deviations from
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the ideal output value, expressed as a
fraction of the ideal, subtracted from
one, and multiplied by 100. Aperfeet ref-
erence, therefore, is 100% accurate. But
in common usage, accuracy and total
error are used interchangeably. A '1%~
accurate' reference 15 generally under-
stood to have a total error of1 0/0, not 99%.

Error. Aparticular categeory ofdeviation
frorn the ideal. Voltage-reference errors
are expressed either as absolute values
(mV, for instance), 01' as fractions, and
in percent (%) or parts per million (ppm).

Initial accuracy. The output-voltage tol-
erance exhibited by a voltage reference
fol1owing the initial turn-on of power. It
18usually measured at no load or for a
range ofload currents. In manyappli-
cations, initial accuracy is the most im-
portant specification. For low-cost ref-
erences, it may be the only accuracy spec-
ificaticn.

Turn-on drift. A change in output voltage
over a specified time interval following
turn-on. With or without an oven, all ref-
erences exhibit same change over the
first seconds or minutes following turn-
on. Usually asymptotic, turn-on drift is
an important specification for portable
systems that conserve battery energy by
powering the reference for sbort periods
only.

Short-term drift. Similar to turn-on drift,
but specified for a short period (mil-
liseconds to minutes) at any time after
turn-on. Itoften appears in data sheets
as achart recording or scope photo. Short-
term drift differs from noise only in the
units of measure; both are small, un-
predictable, and randam.

Long-term drift. Slow changes in voltage-
reference output that occur over min-
utes, days, or months of continuous op-
eration. Long-term drift, usually ex-
pressed in ppm/lOOO hours, is a form of
noise and is therefore random and un-
predietable.

Ageing. A gradual change in output volt-
age caused by lang-term changes in the
characteristics ofthe reference. Ageing
differs from lang-term drift, however: it
results in a slow unidirectional change
in the reference voltage, whereas long-
term drift causes random ftuctuations.

Noise. Electrical noise at the output ter-
minals of a voltage reference. It mayin-
clude wideband thermal noise, low-fre-
quency spikes of wideband (popcorn)
noise, and narrow-band lIf noise.
Thermal noise is small and easily fil-
tered with a simple Re network, unless
the application prohibits that approach.
For applications that power the refer-
ence for shortintervals only, most forme
of noise translate to a component of the
initial accuracy.

Temperature drift. A change in output
voltage caused by temperature, ex-
pressed in ppm °C~l 01' % °C~l. Usually
the second most important specification
after initial accuracy, it becomes domi-
nant for applications in which the ini-
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Fig. 5. The butterfly method gives one
actual data point at +25 oe, plus a
limiting envelope that specilies the

error more tightly than does
the slope method.

tial accuracy can be compensated by a
calibration of adjustable gain. Three
methods of specification are common.
Slope method (Fig. 3): a line represent-
ing the worst-case (highest) du/dt over
the temperature range ofinterest. Used
mostlyon older military products with
an assumption that the drift is linear

(often wrong), this method enables worst-
case calculations. One problem: the ac-
tual point ofmaximum slope is not spec-
ified.
Box method (Fig. 4): a box formed by
min/max limits for output vo1tage over
the temperature rnage of interest. This
construction corresponds to the method
of'test. and provides a closer estimate of
actual error than does the slope method.
The box guarantees limits for the tem-
perature error, but (like the slope) says
nothing about the exact shape and slope
ofthe output response.
Butterfly method (Fig. 5): a more de-
tailed set of limits that actually shows
one datum point (at 25 Oe), with mini-
mum and tnaximum slope lines passing
through it, and two 01' more breakpoints
along each line. The name comes from
the shape of these lines as they appear
on the graph of output voltage vs tem-
perature.
Pigures 3-5 represent the same fictitious
voltage reference. Note that the numer-
ical error estimates listed on each figure
are not easily compared, but the box may
be inverted by drawing a diagonal across
it. That slope then allows a eloser com-
parison with the other two methods of
specification.

Self-heating. A change in temperature
and consequent change in output volt-
age caused by the flow of load current
internal to the reference. This effect is
sneaky because it has several time con-
stants ranging from microseconds to sec-
onds. Self-heatingis rarely specified be-
cause it does not appear in high-speed
measurements of line and load regula-
tion.
You can choose a reference that is spec-
ified at the extremes ofload current, 01'

eliminate self-heating by adding an ex-
ternal transistor 01' buffer amplifier to
handle the load eurrent. The monolithie,
1 ppm MAX676-MAX678 referenees
offer another option: they include active
circui try that maintains a constant in-
ternal power dissipation as the load cur-
rent changes.

Load regulation. An error produced by a
change in load current. Like line regu-
lation, this d.c. specification does not in-
clude the effects ofload transients.

Line regulation. An error produced by a
change in the input voltage. This d.c.
specification does not include the effects
ofripple voltage 01' line transients. For
battery-powered applications, the mod-
ern voltage reference is far superior to
its predecessors, both for line regulation
and for the closely related speeification
of dropout voltage (associated with the
minimum-allowed input voltage).

Dropout voltage. The minimum input-to-
output voltage difference (also called
minimum input-to-output differential)
that will guarantee proper operation.
Dropout voltage sometimes appears as
a line in the specification table, but it
often appears only as the lower voltage
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20-100 Q. Contrary to intuition, adding
capacitance to ground can make things
worse.

Buffering. The initial offset voltage, off-
set-voltage temperature drift, and gain
errors of most buffers will significantly
degrade the reference accuracy if you
simply connect a buffer to the reference
output. The preferred method is to in-
cl ude the buffer inside the reference's
feedback loop (via its sense inputs),

Temperature. Many references include a
PTAT (Proportional To Absolute Tem-
perature) output for convenience, so you
need only add (for instance) an opamp
driving a power transistor in elose ther-
mal contact with thereference. As an al-
ternative in battery-powered applica-
tions with a human operator, the PTAT
voltage might drive a comparator that
actuates a front-panel display, warning
that the results may be out ofrange.

Line regulation. By filtering and pre-reg-
ulating the input voltage, a zener 01'

three-terminal regulator can greatly im-
prove Iine regulation, line-transient re-
jection and ripple rejection. On the other
hand, most references provide only a few
mA, so a simple, low-cost Re output fil-
ter may be appropriate.

Noise. Adding a simple Re lowpass filter
can reduce output noise, but the capac-
itor should have very low ESR to be ef-
fective at the audio frequencies. Check
the reference data sheet before adding
capacitance to the output-too much ca-
pacitance may cause oscillation.

Source and sink capability. An external
buffer amplifier can deliver more load
current, but be sure to use a reference
with separate force and sense terminals,
which is designed to drive an external
pass transistor wi th.in the reference's
feedback loop.

Two-terminal and
three-terminal
micropower references

C THREE-TERMINAL REGULATOR

Two-terruinal and three-terruinal refer-
ence typescandifferconsiderably in actual
power consumption. Consider two circuits,
each generating 2.5 V from a 6 V battery
that is allowed to discharge to 3 V (see
Fig. Cl.
Quiescent current for the three-termi-

nal device is thesum oftbe [Q shown in the
data sheet plus the load current; this sum
is fairly constant over the eutire range of
battery voltage. But for the two-terminal
design, currentis limited ruainly byRin, whose
value 15 established by the minirnum val-
ues for battery voltage (VbatUminJ) and qui-
escent current (lQ(,ninJ):

---10 + ILOAD

= 110f1A
---ILOAD =
1001JA,

TWO-TERMINAL REGULATOR

~, REFERENCE +-__ -'
_....:...' _ DIODE

la~

For Vbattfmin = 3 V and [Q(minl = 10 fA, ---ILOAD ::

100!lA
940122·18

---10 + ILOAD::

110 TO 770!lA

Rin = (3 V - 2.5 V) / (10 fA+ 100 fA)

=4545 Q.

Over the battery's 3-6 V range,

Values of Rin less than 4545 n draw much
more current, Ir, for example, you let the
battery discharge to 2.7 V instead of 3 V,
Rin becomes 1818 Q and the battery cur-
rent (at 6 V) becomes 1.925 mA. Power
consumptian for that condition is 11.55 mW,
which is no Ionger micropower!

= 110 fA for Vball = 3 V,
and

= 770 fA for Vb'Li = 6 V.

Thus, the quiescent current can increase
six-fold when you install a fresh battery.

No matter how good a reference is, poor cir-
cuit engineering can make it look bad. The
followingis a summary ofthe problems most
often encountered.
Ground. Noise or offset voltage in the
ground node makes all other trou-
bleshooting measurements suspect. All
measurements should be referred to the
same point, which is connected to the
Kelvin ground sense pin ofthe reference.

Noise and glitches. Use an oscilloscope
to ensure that the reference output is
stahle. As with opamps, very high ca-
pacitive loads may cause oscillations.
Wben monirered with a digital volt-
meter, a reference output with HF os-
cillaticns appears to have very poor ini-
tial accuracy and poor stability. Also use
the oscil1oscope to look for transients on
the reference output caused by rapidly
varying load currents, such as those
drawn by the reference inputs of some
AID converters.

AID converters. These devices, particu-
larly successive-approximation types,
have high-speed switches that may in-
troduce extremely narrow, energetic cur-
rent pulses at the source and reference
inputs. You may have to buffer the ref-
erence with an amplifier or a resistor of

level in the conditions for the Iine-regu-
lation specification. The dropout speci-
fication is particularly important for
4.096 V references powered from 5 V sup-
plies.

Transient response is the response of a
voltage-reference output to a transient
of inp ut voltage or output current.
Voltage references are not power sup-
plies, and they rarely excel in the rejec-
tion oftransients. Data sheets may pub-
lish scope photos or typical curves for
transient and a.c. performance, but guar-
anteed specifications are rare. In gen-
eral, you must add other ci rcui tr'y to
shield the reference from line and load
transients.

Design example
A simple battery-powered adaptor (see
Fig. 6) converts an ordinary DVM into a
4-wire milliohmmeter that accurately mea-
sures the resistance ofwiring, motor coils,
solenoids,high-current inductors, and meter
shunts. It can quickly locate short-circuits
in apower supply 01' on a printed-circuit
board. The circuit shown is about 2% ac-
curate. For higher accuracy, you can make
component adustments as described below.
The circuit app1ies 1A, 100mA, or 10 mA,

according to to the range switch setting, to
the unknown resistance via two test leads.
You then set a DVM to the 2 V range and
connect it with two more test leads, form-
ing a -t-wire connection to the resistance
being measured.
The DVM indicates directly in ohms

when you depress the momentary-on power
switch, SI' A 1000 Q resistanee, for inatance,
reads 1.000 V on the circuit's 1 A range, so
1 mV corresponds to 1mQ. Four-digit and
five-digit DVMs frequently have 1 j.lV sen-
sitivity, providing resolutions of 1 J.I-Q.
Because the output ie a eurrent source, the

This review ofreference types and specifi-
cations provides most of the information
you will need to select a reference for your
app1ication. Also helpful are the following
discussions on countering the effects of'tem-
perature, a colleetion of pitfalls to avoid,
and another collection of hints on how to
enhance the performance of your voltage
reference.

Circuit pitfalls
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APPLICATIONNOTE

CROSSWAREI
CROSS DEVELOPMENT

SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR THE PC

l' C· COMPILERS
-~ CROSS· ASSEMBLERS
~

FULL Y SUPPORTED
<;

QUALITY SOFTWARE
New: 8051 Simulator running under Microsoft Windows
Now you can create your code using one of our 8051 cross
assemblers or our 8051 C compiler end immediately test it on
your PC with Dur new Windows hosted sirnulator. Watch the
SFR's change as you singlc step or trace through your program.
change their values if you Iike and watch the effect on
execution Ilow Watch internal rarn, externaJ ram and program
memory in as many windows as you like. Load a second
program end run two simulations at once. Set breakpoints, trap
stack overflow, simulate interrupts. run the timer, send and
receive via the serial port. All this before YOUf program ever
reacbes your target board.
Special introductory price. f99.00.

And our extended range of DOS packages now includes:
XPC sertes: absolute cross assemblers @199.00 each
XDS series: relocatable cross assemblers @U69.00each
PSDS series: C compilcrs & cross assembler@f349.110 each

~iliß'"Ä~%%~~&~-%o/~~h'~'\:)~~~&G ü~

@ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ bS Icii @ lc7 r:t/~~
XPC .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r
XDS .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r .r
PSDS .r .r .r

Further information/rom: (prices exclude VAT and delivcl)')
CROSSWARE I'RDDUCTS
Melboum, Royston, Herts, SGB 6AA, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 176] 261539, Fax: +44 (0) 1763 262983
aus. +44 (O) 1763 261716 (R-N-l), Internet: sales@crosswarc.com

A SAMPLING
OSCILLOSCOPE AN.D
LOGIC ANAL YSER

IN AN AFFORDABLE PORTABLE PACKAGE

• 10 Mega samptes per secend
slngte chennel DSO

• lMHz anatogue baodwidth

• O.2v-5Ov input range

• Various Triggering opnons

• 10 Mega samples per secend 8
channellogic ana1yser

• 5v TfL/4.5-15v eMDS legte tevel
inputs

• Crisp, ctear LeD screen
• Zoom and Scrotl Iacilhles (selecred

ranges on1y) .- _

• Bauery or mains adapter powered

• 12 Months warranty (Built verston
only)

• "Get you working" service (kits
only)

MINISCOPE KIT f139

MINISCOPE BUILT f179
MAINSPSU~3 P&P~3

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 17.5%

I Write or phone for a free Information Pack to

L0,~8(i)[ill AUDON ELECTRONICS

36 Attenborough Lane, Chnweü. Nottingham NG9 5JW 0602 259737

unknown resistance ofthe connections and
test leads is not a source of measurement
error,
Accuracy depends on the DVM, the

op amp's input offset voltage (±70 uVmax},
and the toleranee ofR" R2,R4, R5, and Re.
First, tr-imthe 1A range by selecting R4or
by adding a trimming potentiometer be-
tween R1 and R2. Next, trim the 100 mA
range and then the 10 mA range by ad-
justing the highest-valued resistors in the
RSand R6networks.
Depressing 81 turns on the mieropower

reference, IC I. wh ich produces 2.500 V.
Resistors R1 and R2 divide that output to
0.1 V, and the op amp forees 0.1 V at the
souree of Tj. This action creates a current
souree that develops 0.1 VaCl-OSSR4,RSand
R6. The range switch selects a current of
1 A, 100 mA 01' 10 mA in the loop formed
by the resistors, the unknown resistance,
the 1.5 V battery, and Tl'
Note that releasing 81(or disconnecting

the adaptor) eliminates a11eurrent drain
from the 1.5 V battery. An alkaline D eell
therefore produces thousands ofmeasure-
ments, even on the 1Arange, ifyou depress
SI for briefreadings on the DVMonly. The
9 V battery can last for years beeause its
load 1Ssmaller than 30 pA.
To search for a short-circuited compo-

nent 01' a sbort between tracks on a PCB,
first connect the two adaptor leads, one to
each ofthe relevant tracks. Connect a DVM

lead to the same point as one adaptor lead,
and use the other DVMlead to probe along
the tracks. The highest reading onone track
and the lowest reading on the other track
reveal the loeation of the short-circuit,

Constant readings iudicate no adaptor cur-
rent flowing in that section ofthe track (for
a given connection ofthe adaptor leads), so
you can elimi nate that section from the
seareh. [940122]

OP90
MAX480®

ICl • r•
4 MAX872

~

1-9V :

R'
L__ -l--l1k

R2

$2 :
1 : 1A (1mDJmV)
2: 100mA (10mQJmV)
3 : 10mA (100mQJmV) 940122-19

Fig. 6. Operating with a DVM, this low-power adaptor circuit per/orms
4-wire, low-resistance measurements.
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION

Before we go on to examine
digital circuits in detail,

we will run briefly through
some of the essential back-
ground to an understanding of
digital electronics. Last month
we explained the binary basis
of digital circuits and how
facts and numbers cau be rep-
resented in them. We also de-
seribed the three fundamental
logic operators: NOT, AND and
OR.
Circuits can be built to per-

form the function of a logic op-
erator. Such a circuit is known
as a logic gate. A gate has one
or more inputs, but only one
output. It is possible to assem-
ble gates from discrete compo-
nents, such as transistors,
diodes and resistors, but this
ia rarely done. Almost invari-
ably we use an integrated cir-
cuit that provides one or (usu-
ally) more gates. Figure 5

11 OOT OR NOTCH TO

...... INOICATE PIN 1

7404
940120·11· 15

Fig.5.

shows a typical logic IC: the
symbols drawn within the out-
line show the pin connections
of the six identical gates it ccn-
tains. Each gate performs the
NOT operation. Two pins pro-
vide the power connections to

Part 2 - Digital essentials

By Owen Bishop

In this series we look closely at digital electronics,
wh at it is, what it does, how it works, and its

promise for the future.

all six gates. Each gate has
one input and one output. The
symbol used in logic diagrams
for a NOT gate is a rectangle
wi th a figure 1 inside and a
short slanting strake at the
output. It is the slanting
stroke that indicates the in-
verse nature ofthe output.

A NOT gate may be in one of
two states:
Uin high ~-Uout low
Uin low~ Uout high.

The output is the inverse (01'

complement) of the input. If
we take a high input 01' output
to represent 'true', a low input
or output represents 'false' or
'NOT true'. Very oceasionally
we use so-called negative logic,
in which true is represented by
a low voltage and false is rep-
resented by a high voltage.
The behaviour of a gate is

summed up in a trutli table.
This is a table that lists all the
possible states of the input (er
inputs , if more than cne) and
the corresponding states of the
output. For a NOT gate, the
truth table is

Input
A
o
1

Output
Z
1
o

An AND gate has at least two
inputs. The output is high only
when both (or all) inputs are
high. If any one, or more, of
the inputs is low, the output
goes low. The truth table for
AND summarizes the opera-

ANo oR

~B ~ & ~.e ~ ~1 ~A+B a" fA...e
940120 -11 - 16 940120 ·11- 17

Fig.6. Fig.7.

tion:

Inputs
A B
o 0
o 1
1 0
1 1

Output
Z
o
o
o
1

Note that the four lines of the
table cover a11 four possible
combinations of states of the
two inputs. A three-input AND
gate has this truth table:

Inputs
ABC
000
o 0 1
o 1 0
o 1 1
1 0 0
101
1 1 0
111

Output
Z
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1

Z 1S true only when A ANDB
ANDC are true. Onee again we
have covered all possible COID-
binations of inputs. Note that
the way to ensure that all pos-
sibilities are listed ia to fill
columns A to C with the binary
numbers equivalent to 0 to 7.
Figure 6 shows the commonly
used symbols for 2-input and
3-input AND gates.
A high input on any one or

more inputs of an OR gate
gives a high output. The truth
table for a 2-input NOR gate is:

Inputs Output
A B Z
o 0 0
o 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Compare this with the truth
table for an AND gate. Figure
7 shows the symbols for the
2-input and 3-input OR gutes.
A1though OR,AND,and NOT

gates are able to cover all pos-
sible logic operations, a partic-
ular eircuit may require a
large number of such gates.
Simplification and reduction in
gate numbers 18made possible
by the use of certarn other
types of gate.
Figure 8 shows the symbol

for a NANDgate. As the symbol
implies, this is an ANDgate
with a negated output. Its logic
equivalent in terms ofANDand
NOT is shown in Fig. 8b. Its
name is a contraction of
NOT-AND.Note that the nega-
tion of AB (or NOT-AB)is indi-
cated by a bar over AB to give
AB. Here is the truth table for
a 2-input NAND gate:

Inputs
A B
o 0
o 1
1 0
1 1

Output
Z
1
1
1
o

Corresponding to NAND, there
is also a NOR, or NOT-OR gate
(see Fig. 9). Its truth table is:

Inputs
A B
o 0
o 1
1 0
1 1

Output
Z
1
o
o
o

A variation of OR logic is

NANO NOR

~ & rZ=Ae

~
z , A+B

B 2:1

ANO NOT OR NOT

~Ae ~- A+B Z" A+Be & 1 !...- 2:1 1

940120 - 11- 18 940120 - 11-19

Fig.8. Fig.9.
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known as exclusive OR 01' XOR.
It applies only to a 2-input
gate. The output of an üR gate
is high if one input or the other
01' both inputs are high. The
output of an XORgate is high if
one input 01' the other, but NOT
both, is high. This is shown in
the truth table:

Inputs
A B
o 0
o 1
I 0
1 1

Output
Z
o
1
1
o

~ I Z;A(BBB ",1

excJusive + DR

~~~;A(BB

~
exclusive - NOR

940120· U - 20

Fig.10.

There is also an exclusive-NOT
gate whose output is the in-
verse of an XOR gate. The
XNORgate is also known as the
parity gate or coincidence gate,
since its output is high when
both inputs are low or both are
high. The symbols for XOR and
XNOR gates are shown in
Fig.lO.
All logic operationa can be

performed wi th only NAND
gates 01' onIy NOR gates as will
be explained later.

Logic families
There are several ways of im-
plementing a gate as an in te-
grated circuit. Manufacturers
have produced several families
of les that comprise not only

OUTPUT Z

940120·11 • 21

Fig.11.
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individual logic gates but also
more complicated lcgic circuits
consisting of several or many
such gates connected together
on a single chip. The more
complex logic devices include
ccunters, dividers, coders and
decoders, registers, and artth-
metric units. The most com-
plex of alt include microproces-
sors, mcmorics , modems and
many other specialized logic
devices. A family of logic les is
based on one particular
method of fabr-ication. One of
the most successful and widely
used of these is transistor-
transistor logic, abbreviated to
TTL. The circuit of a gate is
based on a number of n-p-n
bipolar transistors plus a few
resistors and diedes. The LOs
of this series a11 have a type
number beginning with 74.
This is followed by two or more
digits to indicate the device or
devices in the I'C. For example,
7400 has four 2-input NAND
gates; 7404 has six NOT gates;
74151 is a more complex le, an
8-bit multiplexer or data selec-
tor.
The 74 ser-ies is used less

often nowadays, since it has
been superseded by several
variants, identified by code let-
ters in the type number. The
performance of these sub-fami-
lies 15 superior to that of the
original 74 series in various
ways. Thus, the 74L8 se ries
requires less power. The 74HC
series ia based on complemen-
tary MOS transistors; its
power requirement is very
small and it has a wider range
of operating voltages. In par-
ticular, it can operate on volt-
ages as low as 2 V, making it
very eui table for battery-pow-
ered equipment. The 74AC se-
ries is able to operate at higher
speed than the other series. All
series have equivalent ICs: for
example, the 74LSOO, 74HCOO
and 74ACOO all have four
2-input NAND gates with iden-
tical pin connections.
Another major series is the

4000 series. This has ICs that
are equivalent to the 7400 se-
ries. For example, the 4011,
with four 2-input NAND gates,
is the equivalent of the 7400,
though the pin connections are
slightly different. The 4000 se-
ries has a wide range of oper-
ating voltages (3-15 V), but is
appreciably slower than the
7400 series and its relatives.
But it .is fast enough for many
purposes.

THE DIGITAL SOLUTION· PART 2

® ~AB

Emitter-coupled logic (ECLl
1S one of the fastest families.
Its speed is due to the bipolar
transistors not being switched
fully on. This means that they
are not saturated and it takes
far less time to switch them off
agam. The disadvantage is
that high and low levels are
elose and ECL 1S relatively
more subject to ncise.
Integrated injection logic

(J2L) has a very simple con-
struction (see Fig. 11), with no
cn-chi p reaistors. This results
in considerable savmg of
space, so making J2L particu-
larly suitable for building
highly complex circuits on a
single chip. In the NAND gate
ofFig.ll, a low input to either
one or both of the input terrni-
nals draws current through
the p-n-p transistor and turns
the n-p-n transistor off. This
gives a high-impedance out-
put, that is, one which draws
no current from the input of an

Fig.12.

[2L gate connected to it. Ifboth
inputs are high, current flows
to the base of the n-p-n tr an-
sistor, turning it on. The out-
put will now draw current
from another gate inpu t, so it
acts as a low-impedance out-
put. The demand for fast lcw-
power les for use in battery-
powered equipment such as
lap-top computers has led to
the development of low-voltage
CMOS ICs. Seri es such as
LV-HCMOS and HLL operate
on 3.3 V.

Logic operations
It was stated eat-Iier that all
logic operations can be per-
formed with nothing but NAND
gates or NOR gates. Figure 12
shows how the basic ope ra-
tions may be performed. In
Fig. 12a the Inputs of the
NAND gate are wired together,
so they are both high or both
low. Examination of the truth

(c)NOT gate(a)AND gate [b) OR gate

1 AB=BA A+B= B+A
2 (AB)C = A(BC) (A+B)+C =

= A+(B+C)
3 AA=A A+A=A
4 Al =A A+l = I
5 AO= 0 A+O=A
6 A(B+C) AB+AC
7 AA=O A+A= I
8 A=A

Box 3. The eight theorems derived Irom the basic rules
01 Boolean Algebra.



GENERALINTEREST

table for NANDshows that only
the first and last lines apply,
giving the same table as that
for NOT. In Fig. 12b, we use
this action to invert the action
of a NAND gate and so obtain
AND.
The action of the circuit of

Fig. 12c is best followed by
using a truth table. We use
this as an example of the tech-
niques used for symbolizing
logic operations.

A B A B AB AB
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1

Begin by filling in all possible
combinations of inputs in the
first pair of columns. In the
second pair of columns, we
have the outputs of the NOT
gates, which consist of the in-
verse of their inputs. That
these are inverses is indicated
by the bar over each symbol.
In the column headed A 13, we
have the effect of ANDing A
and B (check with the truth
table for ANDthat values are
entered correctly). This is the
first stage of the NAND opera-
tion. Ta symbolize the AND op-
er-ation, it is conventional to
write the symbols A and B side
by side with no gap between
thern, just as when we write ab
in algebra to indicate multiply-
ing a by b. In the last eolumn
we have the inverse of A B,
written Ä B. This eompletes
the NANDoperation. Cornpa-
ring the last eolumn with the
truth table for OR, we see that
they are identieal: NANDing
the inverses of A and B is the
same as ORing them.
Figure 12d shows how to

bui ld an XOR gate from NAND
gates. The truth table is:

A BAB A(AB) B(AB) AEllB
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0

Use the table for NANDto work
out the :steps in the table
above. In the last eolumn we
write the NANDof the two pre-
vious eolurnns. Comparison
with the table for XOR shows
that these four NAND gates
perform the function of XOR.
The last eolumn is headed with
A and B joined by the symbol
for XOR.The symbol for XORis
EBand that for XNOR is 0.

These few exarnples show that
electronic eireuits are able to
perform a range of logic opera-
tions from the simplest to the
most eomplex.

Boolean algebra
It is clear from the preeeding
seetion that there is more than
one way to effect a logic opera-
tion. One of the aims of logic
eireuit design is to reduce the
number of gates required to a
minimum. Logic expressions
can be simplified aecording to
the rules of Boolean Algebra.
The basic rules, 01' axioms, are
those whieh govern the oper-a-
tion of NOT,ANDand ORgates.
From these we derive a num-
ber of theorems whieh are
hsted in Box 3. A and Bare
logic variables that can take
the value 1 (high) or 0 (low). In
the box, the symbol repre-
sents AND,where writing the
two symbols side by side would
not be clear. To confirm any of
the eight theorems, draw out
the eorresponding logic dia-
gram and consult the appropri-
ate truth tables. Theorems 1, 2
and 6 can be extended to apply
to a greater number of vari-
ables.
Simplifying logie dia grams

is a matter of using the theo-
rems. Take the diagram in
Fig. 13 as an example. Start
by labelling the inputs A, B
and C. Work from left to right,
writing the output values
against each gate and earrying
these values on to the next
gate. The resu1t 15 the equa-
tion:

Z ~ AB(E+AC).

Removing the braekets (Theo-
rem 6a):

Z ~ ABB+ABAC.

AA ~ 0 (Theorem 7a):

Z ~ AB+O·EC.

From Theorem 5a:

Z ~ AB+O.

From Theorem 5b:

Z~AB.

Thus, the circuit of five gates
simplifies to just one AND gate.
Also, the result shows that the
value of Z does not depend on
the value of C. Not all eireuits
will reduce so dramatically,
but it is usually possible to
make at least a small reduc-
tion in the number of gates.
One useful technique for ana-
lysing and then simplifying
logie statements is a Karnaugh
Map. This 1S really a different
way of setting out the truth
table for the number of vari-
ables involved, followed by a
routine for simplifying the ex-
pressions and for identifying
redundant variables (such as C
in the example above). For de·
tails of the Karnaugb tech-
nique, the reader is referred to
one of the standard textbooks
on Boolean algebra.

Digital maths
Electronic eircuits ean handle
logic and, sinee maths has a
very logical basis, they have no
diffieulty in handling numer-i-
cal operations, too. The only
condi tion is that the numbers
must be expressed in the bi-
nary system. Let us look at bi-
nary addition. The rules for
adding two binary digits are

0+0 ~ 0
0+1 ~ 1
1+0 ~ 1
1+1 ~ 1, carry 1.

Eut EE ~ B (Theorem 3a), and Ignoring the carry for the mo-

A

B

c

Fig.13.

ment, we can set out the digits
to be added (A and B) and
their surn (Z) in a table:

A
o
o
1
1

B
o
1
o
1

Z
o
1
1
o

This is recognizable at a glanee
as the truth table for XOR.One
stage, at least, of binary addi-
tion ean be done with one of
the logic gates we have already
described. The table for the
carry digit, Z', is:

A
o
o
1
1

B
o
1
o
1

Z'
o
o
o
1

This is the truth table for AND.
Sinee we need an ANDgate for
the carry digit, we do not need
an XORgate as such; the com-
bination of ANDand two NORs
in Fig. 14 performs the XOR
function. This circuit is known
as a half-adder, because its op-
eration is restrieted to adding
two one-digit binary numbers.
Sometimes, this is a11that

is required, but more often we
want to add two numbers
which each have severaJ digits.
For this operation we need a
circuit that is able to accept
the carry-in digit from a previ-
ous stage of addition. Figure
15 shows the cireuit of a full-
adder, which has an inpu t for
the carry-in digit. Its outputs
are Z (the sum ofA, B, and the
carry-In digit), and a carry-out,
Z', to the next stage.
To add two binary numbers

of n digits eaeh, we need a
half-adder for the first digit
and (n-l) full-adders for the
other digits (Fig. 16). Such a
cireuit is able to add a11 the
digits of the two numbers si-
multaneously and is known as

A

B

Fig.14.
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a parallel adder. In practice,
addition is not completely si-
multaneous, for it takes time
for each stage to produce the
carry digit and pass it on to
the next stage. Tbe carry
process ripples along the chain
of adders and, until car rying
has reached the last adder of
the chain, the output will be
incorrect. This ripple effect is
something that has to be
taken account of in the design
of digital circuits.

Binary subtraction
It is possible to design logic
circuits to subtract one binary
number from another, but
there is no need to go to such
lengths. With a little manipu-
lation of the digits, we can
arrange for them to be sub-
tracted by using an addition
circuit. There are two meth-
ods, the first of which uses the
Te complement. This is ob-
tained by writing (or obtain-
ing by a NOTgate) the inverse
of each digit of the number to
be subtracted. FOT example,
find
100101-1100l.

The l's complement of 11001
1S 00110
Add 100101
Surn 101011

Remove the digit from the left
of the sum and add it to the
remainder

Result

01011
1

1100

This technique is easily per-
formed by logic circuits 01' a
computer program. Another
technique uses the 2's comple-
ment. This is obtained by tak-
ing the l's complement and
additing 1 to it. In the exam-
ple above, the 2's complement
of 11001 is

00110
__ 1
00111
100101---

Sum 101100
Remove the digit from the left
and discard it; the result is
01100 = 1100 since the 0 at
the left can be ignored. Most
computers use the 2's comple-
ment.

Add
Gives
Add

Negative numbers
Sometimes we use a special
convention for expressing neg-
ative numbers. The first digit
(01' binarv digij or bit) is used
as a sign bit. If this is 0, the
number is positive; if it is 1,
the number is negative. The
rest of the number represents
its magnitude. If the sign bit
is 0 (positive number), the re-
maining bit represents the
magnitude in the usual way. If
the aign bit is 1 (negative
number), the remairring bits
represent the l's complement
or the 2's cornplement. Using
this system, we add the sign
bits along with the rest of the
numbers so the same logic cir-
cuit 1S used, whether or not
the sign bit convention is
used. If two positive numbers
are added, the result 1S the
same in either case. If one 01'

both are negative, we need to
take the convention into ac-
count when interpreting the
result. In the example above,
which may be rewritten as
100101+(-11001), write the
numbers according to the sign
bit convention, noting that
both numbers must have the
same number of digits:
+100101 is written 0100101;
-11001 is first written as
-011001 to give it the same
number of digits, then takes
its complement. Tbe 2's com-
plement is 100101+1
10011l. Precede by the nega-
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tive sign bit to obtain 1100111
and add the two numbers:

0100101
+ 1100111

Sum 10001100
As usual in 2's complement
arithmetic, discard the first
digit to give 0001100. 'I'his be-
gins with a 0, so it is positive
with a value 001100 = 1100.
Subtracting the first num-

ber from the second:
11001+(-100101) gives a nega-

940120 - n - 26
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tive result: write 11001 as
0011001, including the sign
bit and 100101 as its 2's com-
plement, preceded by its nega-
tive sign bit: 101101l. Thus

0011001
+ 1011011

gives 1110100.
The first digit shows that the
result is negative. The 2's
complement of the remainder
is 001011+1 = 001100 = 1100.

Next month we shall see how
this outline of essentials is ap-
plied in practice.

Test yourself
l. Show by writing out the
truth table that inverting A
and Band then ORingthem
is equivalent to ANDing
thern.

2. Check that tbe circuit of
Fig. 14 adds correctly by
writing out its truth tables.

3. Find:
(a) 11001011+1001101;
(b) 10101010-111101.

Answers to
Test yourself (l)
l. a) 10011; b) 101101;
c) 10100111.

2. a) 12; b) 39; c) 2897.
3. a) 16; b) 5F; c) CD7.
4. 011010000010.
5. 95l.
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QUASI-ANALOGUE CLOCKWORK

Digital watches with displays consisting 01numbers only have
lost much 01their popularity over the last 1ewyears. They are
now outnumbered by traditional dials with hour and minute
hands actuated by a digitally controlled stepper motor. These
watches (and clocks) are the best 01both worlds because they
have an analogue readout with digital control. The LED clock
described in this article is based on the same principle, only
there are no moving parts at all.

Design by P. Hogenkamp

THE quast-analoguc clockwork dis-
cussed in this article uses

144 LEDs (light emitting diodes) to in-
dicate the time on a round. quast-ana-
logue dial wtth a dtameter of about
22cm. One of twelve green LEDs Iights
at maxtmum intensity to mark the
hours, while the other eleven are
dimmed. Between two green LEDs sit
11 red LEDs, each of which represents
aperiod of five minutes. In this way,
the time Is Indicated wf th an accuracy
of five mlnutes. This would seem to be
enough in view of the mostly decora-
tive function of the present clockwork.
Ta keep the ctrcutt as simple as pos-

stble, it ts based on discrete logic tnte-
grated circuits from the 4000 CMOS
sertes only.

Circuit description

The complete circuit diagram of the
clockwork is given in Fig. 1. The power
supply is a simple, conventional, de-
stgn whtch also supplies a pulse-
shaped 50-Hz srgnal. These pulses are
derived from the mains voltage wtth
the aid of a network consrsttng of R20
and C5. Next, Schmttt-trtgger IC4b
turns the sine-wave shaped pulses
into reetangular pulses which are used
to clock counter/divider leI' Since this
TCts wired for a total divisor Is 1.500,
the frequency of the output stgnal ts
1/300 Hz. That equals one pulse per
ftve minutes. A divtsor 01' 1,500 Is
achieved by detecting the binary code
'1500· wtth the aid of IC2, and IC2b.

When the value 1500 ts reached, a
pulse ts generated via Rs and C1. The
pulse is cleaned and shaped by gates
IC3e and lC3d. Next, it resets ICI, and
increases the contents of IC5 by one.
The other Input of IC3d Is connected to
push button SI' This button serves to
adjust the clock. The pulse supplied by
the push-button is 'debounced' by net-
work R3-RTC3. Every time the button
Is pressed, the readou t will advance by
one LED position.
Circuit ICs operates as a five-rnl n-

utes counter, and has 12 states, corre-
sponding to O. 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. 30,
35. 40. 45, 50 and 55 minutes.The
outputs of rcs determine which output
ofmultiplexer IC7 (a 4067) is actuated.
The common input of the multiplexer
is connected to the +12 V supply rail
via a 680-Q reststor, RI. When all mul-
tiplexer inputs (A-D) are held at 0, the
anode terminals of the LEOs con-
nected to output AO(DI• DI3, D25, D37,
D49, OBI. 073. 085• 097, 0109, DI21 and
D133) are connected to the 12-V supply
via reststor RI. Ta make a LED light.
however. its cathode must be pulled to
ground. That Is done by another multi-
plexer, ICg, whtch has its common out-
put connected to ground via R,
(820 Q). The binary pattern applied to
the A-D Inputs dctcrrruncs whtch LED
has its cathode connected to ground.
As soon as ICs reaches state 'r2'

(which corresponds to 0 minutes), the
counter is reset via IC4c and IC4d. Also,
ICe receives a clock pulse which marks
the start of a new hour. lncreasing the
contents of ICBresults in the next out-
put of ICB going low. The multiplexer
then ensures that the cathodes of the
selected LEOs are pulled to ground. As
soon as ICBsuppltes the binary code
;12'. areset pulse ts generated via IC3b,
R7. C4 and IC3a. Trus pulse resets ICB
to state '0', so that the counter can
start to count 12 hours again.
The structure of the LED matrix

may be a bit difficult to distill from the
circuit diagram. It ts. therefore, shown
separately in Fig. 2.
As already mentioned, the display

has 132 red LEDs and 12 green LEDs.
The green LEDs light continuously at
low tntcnstty. Thts is achieved by con-
necting thetr cathodes to ground via
lO-kQ resistors (Ho~RI9). Ifyou want to
increase the brtghtness of the green
LEDs. you may lower the value of Ho-
R19 to, for instance, 3.3 k.Q. Since the
anodes of the LEDs are connected to
+12 V via resistor R23, a constant cur-
rent of about 0.5 mA flows through
each LED. At the full hour, the rele-
vant green LED mu st light at maxi-
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QUASI-ANALOGUE CLOCKWORK
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the quasi-analogue ctockwork,
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I GENERALINTEREST

mum intensity. That is achieved by
connecting a diode and an 820-Q re-
sistor, Ra, in parallel with the selected
LED.This trick explains why the LEDs
conneeted to line AOare wired differ-
ently in the matrix.
The power supply of the clockwork

is straightfotward. A discrete bridge
rectifler turns the 9-V alternating volt-
age applied by a transformer into a di-
reet voltage of about 12.5 V. A-'-'--""'-

Fig. 2. Schematic structure 01 the LED rna-
trix. Note that the LEDs which indicate the
hours are connected in a special way.

reststor-zener diode stabilizer, R22-

D161, is used to obtain a reasonably
stable +12 V supply voltage. LED D162
is located in the centre of the dial, and
lights as a soon as the supply voltage
is present. The last LED on the dial,
D163, flashes at a slow rate to indicate
that the clock is 'ticking'.

Construction
The printed circuit board designed for
the dockwork has a fairly unusual size
and shape. The special design is nec-
essary because the circuit board dou-
bles as the dial of the clock. The track
layout and component mounting plan

I

.-----!----!--+--+-j
i

'--I--+-+--+--+---i ;

L
Fig. 3. Track layout and component mounting plan 01the clockwork peB, shown at 85%01true size (board available ready-made through the
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QUASI-ANALOGUE CLO<;:KWORK

COMPONENTS LIST
I

Semiconductors:
01 ;013;025;037;049;061 ;073;085;097
;0109;0121;0133 = LEO, green, 3mm
02-012;014-024;026-036;038-048;
050-060;062-072;074-084;086-096;
098-0108;0110-0120;0122-0132;
0134-0144;0162;0163 = LEO, red,
3mm
0145-0156 = 1N4148
0157-0160 = 1N4001
0161 = 12V 1W zener diode
IC1 = 4060
IC2 = 4082

Resistors:
R1 = 680Q
R2 = 390kQ
R3;R5;R6;R7 = 82kQ
R8-R19 = 10kQ
R20 = 22kQ
R21;R24 = 2kQ2
R22 = 10Q 1W
R23 = 1kQ5

Capacitors:
C1-C5;C8-C15 = 100nF
C6;C7 = 100IJF 25V

IC3;IC4 = 4093
IC5;IC6 = 4024
IC7;IC8 = 4067

Miscellaneous:
K1;K3 = 2-way PCS terminal bleck,
raster 5mm
K2 = 2-way PCS terminal bleck, raster
7.5mm
S1 = Multimec 2CTL2 press key.
Printed circuit board 930024 (see page
78).

L
Readers Services, see page 78).
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are gtven in Fig. 3. Unfortunately, the
postüon of the LEDs in a ctrcle re-
qutres a fair number of wire links on
the board.
The board which comes through Dur

Readers Services is square, and may
be made round with the aid of a jig-
saw before any components are fitted.
The circutt board underneath C6 and
C7 has to be cut out to give these ca-
pacitors a recessed mounting.
After the sawing work, start the

electronic constructton by fitting the
wtre links. Next, all parts may be
mounted. Because the clockwork will
have to be as flat as possible, it is nec-
essary to mount the LEDs close to the
board surface. Also use miniature ce-
ramie decoupling capacitors. If YOllare
conftdent about your soldering skills.
you may fit the les without sockets.
The dock will start to work the mo-

men t the 9-V transformer is connected
to terminal block KI.
Assumtng that the clockwork is

hung up with KI down and push-but-
ton SI up, the ftr-st green LED to light
will be Dj . The time indicated ts then
three o'clock. Every time SI ts pressed.
the clock is advanced five mtnutes.
The finishing touches to the clock

depend on your own crcativtty. For in-
stance, the dial may be covered by a

IFANADVERT
ISWRONG,
WHOPUTS
ITRIGHT?

Wedo.

The Advertising Standards Authorlty ensures

adverusements meet with the strtct Code of Adverusing

Pracuce. So II you quesuon an adverLiser. they have

LO answer LO us.
Th find out more about the ASA.

please wnte to Advertising Standards

Autho r lty, DepL. X. ßrook House.

torrtngton Place. London WC1E7HN.

A.SA.
'rms speee 18donalcd In the tuterests ur high standards In euverusemeers.

round bezel, whtch partly obscures the
components. but leaves the active
LEDs clearly visible. Alternatively, a
piece of perspex leaves 'the works' in

sight. And that. arguably, will be the
best option für the true electronics en-
thusiast. (930024)
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FOCUS ON: DEBUGGING PCs
A P.O.S.T. DIAGNOSTIC CARD

This article, apart from giving some insight into the cause of
errors that can occur in a pe, presents a power-on self-test
(P.O.S.T.) card which provides a number of powerful hardware
fault tracing utilities.

Design by M. Rathjen

USINGa rc Is one thing. getting it
to work agatn after a major crash

is another kettle of fish. What da you
da if the machine fails to boot all of a
sudden, and only produces a couple of
short beeps at power-on? That will typ-
ically happen when the guarantee pe-
riod has just expired, and you are hard
pressed to get areport out by the
deadline.
As of the IBM pe/AT. an 80286-

based pe introduced in 1983. every
pe, be it a 386. 486 or Pentium type,
has a built-tn power-on self test func-
tion (P.O.S.T.). In most pes. the
power-up oooüng sequence is per-
formed in steps, Ieavtng certain codes
at port address 80H. The meaning of
this 'diagnostic' code may be found in

a list which is supplied (rarely. though)
by the manufacturer of the BIOS (basic
input output system) ROMs in the pe.
Although P.O.S.T. codes are not in-
tended for the end user. they da pro-
vide useful information on what goes
wrang in a faulty pe durtng the crucial
boot-up phase. After all, if the machine
does not get past the self-testing
phase, you will be unable to load and
run special diagnostic programs from
disk,
The half-Iength 8-bit insertion card

described here captures and indicates
the P.O.S.T. code on a pair of z-seg-
ment displays. It may be configured to
read other port addresses as weIl. and
also gtves a presentyabsent indication
of the Pü's four power supply voltages.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Card address: user selectable, 60H,
80H,84H,90H,280H
or 300H.
4 LEDs
hexadecimal.2-digit
7-segment LED
8-bit, ISA, throuqh-
plated

IPSU check:
Display:

Card type:

General points

Immediately after the pe is switched
on, some pretty rtgorous testing is
done on the internal hardware. The
BIOS integrates a nu mb er of routines
which check out nearly everything in-
side the P'C. from the memory to the
interrupt (IRQ) routtnes. Before each
test, the BIOS sends the correspond-
ing P.O.S.T. code to the diagnostic
port. If the pe remains 'stuck' in a cer-
tain test routine. the associated
P.O.S.T. code will remain on the dis-
play. allowtng you to start thinking
about a possible cause of the problem.
Let us take an example: an AT/386

machine fitted with an AMI BIOS V.

2.21 crash es at P.O.S.T. code 27H.
According to the information in
Table 1 (overleal) this code means that
an error has occurred in the 64-Kbyte
base memory test. Quite likely. the
fault ts in one of the memory chips. Of

in a SIPP or SIMMmodule.
The appendices with this article

show the P.O.S.T. codes for a number
of popular BIOS ROMs. Unfortunately.
owmg to space restrtcttons. the infor-
mation is not exhaustive. If your PC
has a BIOS which is not ltsted. contact
the manufacturer to obtain a copy of
the P.O.S.T. code set.

The electronics
tn view of the strnpüctty of the P.O.S.T.
insertion card, a block diagram ts not
gtven. So, let us move on straight away
to the ctrcutt diagram. wh.ich is pre-
sen ted in Flg, 1. A pair of GALs
(genertc array logtel simplifies the cir-
cutt considerably because these les
contatn a fair number of legte circuits.
GALICI functions as the card address
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P.O.S.T. DIAGNOSTIC CARD
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::: ~:: :;: :: 2~~~::: ::

A14 c:::::J- 11 til'",A"'_--'19 AB 80H

AlS c:::::J- 16 __ ....A9"-----"!'.j0 A'

A16 c:::::J- 15

A 17 , c:::::J- 14

A18 : c:::::J- 13

A 19 : c:::::J- 12, ,, ,
AEN : '11

CHCK ! c:::::J- 1

CHROY : c:::::J- 10, ,, ,
1.. -"

J.

*see text

5V

~
16 20

C, ca
IC2 IC3

Ci) r-~r-
~

".-J
~Cl

J.

51 _*
Iylyllyly i
°1 I ...

950008 - 11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the P.O.S.T. diagnostic card. Simple and effective as a stethoscope! The use 01 two GALs results in a remarkably low

component count.

decoder. It also reads the address set
on a 5-way DIP swttch. This ia neces-
sary because pe manufacturers unfor-
tunately have not agreed on a
standard address. The address setting
will be reverted to further on. The ad-
vantage of a GAL over the ubtquttous
'688 address decoder ts that it is capa-
ble of instantaneous address compart-
son, t.e .. not mcremental-btnary.
GAL ICI performs Boolean logic

ustng address ltnes AO and Ag, plus
control lines AEN (address enable) and
lOWR (tnpur/output write) as input
variables. It also reads the togic levels
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74HCT273

r-r- __ 2."Cj AEN

NC~
RST 14 RESET

IOWR 13 IOWR

....

supplted by OlL swttch SI' The default
port address setting is 60H (yes, for
XTs), stnce that is not ltsted as one of
the possibilities in Ftg. 1. Remember,
we are dealing with hexadecimal num-
bers here. For example, address 300H
is selected tf both AB and Ag are legte
high, and allother address !ines. logic
low (see Table 2).
The second GAL, IC4, is pro-

grammed to function as a dual BCD-
to- 7 segment decoder (see Ref. I).
turning the output codes supp!ied by
octal bistable JC3 (74HCT273) directly
into drive stgnals for the LED seg-

ments. Current limiting is provided by
a resistor network. Apart from rcduc-
tng the component count, the GAL also
extends the possibilities of most con-
ventional BCD-to-7 segment decoders
by being able to display hexadecimal
numbers also. The 7-segment LED dts-
plays are common-cathode types. The
currcnt flow is, therefore, from the
positive supply line, via the GAL out-
puts. current limiting resistors (220 Q)
and a transistor c-e junction, to
ground.
Ctrcutt IC2 divides the system clock

down to a value suitable for multiplex-
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POST Codes - AMI 810S 2.2X

00 : Flag test
03 : Register test
06 : System hardware initialization
09 : BIOS ROM checksum
OC: Page register test
OF : 8254 timer test
12 : Memory retresh initialization
15 : 8237 DMA controller test
18 : 8237 DMA initialization
1B : 8259 interrupt controller initialization
1E : 8259 interrupt controller test
21 : Memory retresh test
24 : Base 64K address test
27 : Base 64K memory test
2A : 8742 keyboard seit test
2D : MC146818 CMOS test
30 : Start ti rst protected mode test
33 : Memory sizing test
36 : First protected mode test
39 : First protected mode test tailed
3C : CPU speed calculation
3F: Read 8742 hardware switches
42 : Initialize interrupt vector area
45 : Verity CMOS contiguration
48 : Test and initialize video system
4B : Unexpected interrupt test
4E : Start Second protected mode test
51 : Verity LDT instruction
54 : Verity TR instruction
57 : Verity LSL instruction
5A : Verity LAR instruction
5D : Verity VERR instruction
60 : Adress line 20 Test
63 : Unexpected exception test
66 : Start third protected mode test
69 : Address line test
6C : System memory test
6F : Shadow memory test
72 : Extended memory test
75 : Verity memory contiguration
78 : Display contiguration error messages
7B : Copy system BIOS to shadow memory
7E : 8254 clock test
81 : MC146818 real time clock test
84 : Keyboard test
87 : Determine keyboard type
8A : Stuck key test
8D : Initialize hardware interrupt vector
90 : Math coprocessor test
93 : Determine COM ports available
96 : Determine LPT ports available
99 : Initialize BIOS data area
9C : Fixed/Floppy controller test
9F : Floppy disk test
A2 : Fixed disk test
A5 : External ROM scan
A8 : System key lock test
AE : F1 error message test
AF : System boot initialization
B1 : Interrupt 19 boot loader

Table 1. POST codes for version 2.2 of the
BIOS supplied by American Megatrends Inc.

Address line

Decimal
Hexadecimal

A9 A8 A7 A6

512 256 128 64
200 100 80 40

A5
32
20

A4
16
10

A3

8

8

A2
4

4

A1
2
2

AO
1

1

Table 2. Card address selection. Example: using address lines A8 and Ag selects address
300H (1OOH+ 200H = 300H).

..........
o 0000000......

a a a a ......
a a Ca::....-....:a~~~~
o cJ'0 JI: ::
0000-/" ....
a 0 au a) aaaaaaaa a
(0000 ..... .. & 0 0 & & : : : : : : : : .. :
~OOOO 1111111111' 000000~1I1I1I1I1I

WNiii{{fi~,:,~,rtlli:::

o 0000000

Fig.2. Track layout (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the P.O.S.T.diagnostic
insertion card. The upper part (display) may be cut off and fitted separately at an angle of 45°.
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ing the displays. Both GALs used in
this circuit are supplied ready-pro-
grammed through our Readers
Services.
The four LEDs in the circuit tndt-

cate the presence of the following sup-
ply voltages (LEDs left to rtght on the
board): +5 V. +12 V. -12 V. + 12V. It
should be noted that these LEDs
merely provide a yes/no indication
about the presence of the relevant sup-
ply voltage - they da not provide infor-
matten on the exact Ievels. If you seek
assurance. use your multimeter to es-
tablish the exact voltage levels.
As already mentioned, the DIP

switch allows you to set the port ad-
dress required for your spectftc brand
of computer. Consult Table 3 for the
setting you need.

Build a P.O.S.T.card
The card can be buüt successfully by
anyone who works accurately. and
uses the prtnted circuit board supplied
through Dur Readers Services. The art-
work of this printed crrcutt board ts
gtven in Fig. 2. The board may be cut
into two to separate the control section
from the display section. Dependtng on
your specific application. you may also
leave tt irrtact. however.
As usual, start the construction by

fitting the low-proftle passive parts, re-
sistors and capacitors. Proceed wtth

conrtnue« on p. 64

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R,;R, = 1kQ5
R3;R, = 470Q
R5-R9;R,8;R19= 10kQ
R,,-R17 = 220Q

Capacitors:
C,-C, = 100nF

Semiconductors:
D,-D, = LED, red, 3mm dia.
D5;D, = BAT85
T,;T, = BC547B
IC1 = GAL20V8 (order code 946639-1,
see page 781
IC, = 74HCT4040
IC, = 74HCT273
IC, = GAL22V10 (order code 946639-2.
see page 781
LD,;LD, = HD11070 (Siemens)

Miscellaneous:
S, = 5-way DIP switch.
Printed circuit board plus 2 pro-
grammed GALs, set order code
950008-C (see page 78).
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p.o.s:r. DIAGNOSTIC CARD

PC DIAGNOSTIC HARDWARE

Market research for 8- and 16-bit PC diagnostic cards shows that there are
relatively few products available. On being approached for photographs and
descriptions of their products, only ane manufacturer of P.O.S.T. diagnostic
cards, Industrial Computer Source', responded positively. Three of their products
are briefly described.

Diagnostic P.O.5. T. Board (model R.A.C.E.R. JI)
This card enables the cause of faults on any PC motherboard, fram 8088 to
80486. to be traced and
evaluated. The results of
the diagnostic operation
are shown on the PC
screen, a set of LED
displays, or on a printer.

Advanced 16-bit
Diagnostic Card (model
PHD16)
This is an even more
powerful card than the
R.A.C.E.R. The PHD16
runs a large number of
tests in a wide range of
hardware sub-sections,
including DMA (direct
memory accessl and IRQ
(interrupt request). Thanks to the intelligent electronics on this card, it uses only
a smaH number of functions of the system under test. Consequently, the board is
able to locate faults on motherboards which look absolutely 'dead'.

Micro- Toolkit
This kit, manufactured by 2000 Micro Diaqnostics/, and supplied via Industrial
Computer Source,
contains a diagnostic
program eal1ed 'Micro-
Seope', a P.O.S.T.
diagnostic card, and a
P.O.S.T. probe. Armed
with these powerful tools
you should be able to
trace and eliminate any
malfunction on a pe
motherboard. Extremely
effective, the klt even
allows low-Ievel
formatting of hard disks
(including IDE tvpes). It
also has its own
examination system, and
enables all types of
memory to be tested,
includinq cache, video,
RAM. etc.

The following P.O.S.T. diagnostic cards are also available, unfortunately no
product deseriptions were received from the relevant manufacturers:
the V-ATE Plus from Vista Microsyslems, Inc.
the POST Code Display from JDE Microdevices.

1 Industrie! Computer Source, European Headquarters, Z.A. de Courtaboeuf, 16 Avenue du
Ouebec. B.P. 712, F-91961 Les Ulis Cedex, France. Tel. (+33) , 69.07.28.22, Fax (+33)1 64.46.40.42.
UK reaoers please eontact Industrial Computer Source (UK) Ltd., Birdham Road, Chichester. W.
Sussex P020 7EO, England. Tel. (01243) 533900, fax (01243) 532949.
2 Miero 2000, Ine. 1100 East Broadway, Suite 301, Glendale, CA 91205, U.S.A. Tet. I-el) 818/547-
0125 or (+1) 800 864-8008, fax (+1) 818/547-0397.
UK readers please contact Miero 2000 Europe, P.O. Box 2000, Letchworth. Herts SG6 lUT, Tel.
(04621 483483. fax (04621 481484.
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
FUSE PACK NO 2

30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for
speres etc. Just LI.OO

STRODE LlGIIT. Brigbt strebe light
with an edjustable frequency of 1-60bz.
(a lot faster than ccoventional strobesf]
LI6 kil, .u0 built.
4W FMTRANSMIITER 3 RFstages,
audic preamp. 12~I8vDC. Medium
powered bug L20 kit, L28 built.
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CUASER 3x
800w output, speed and direction con-
Irols, cen be used with 12 led's [sup-
plied)or TRlACS formains lights (also
supplied). 9-1 Sv OC. Ll7 k..it, L23 built.
2SW FM TRANSM11TER. 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (OI,lC preamp
below is suitable) L79 built.(no kils).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Pro duces any thing from bird cbips 10
sirens! add sounds to all scrts of things
L9 kil Ll3 buih.
FM/AM SCANNER. Weil not
quite, you ha ve 10Iurn the knob yourself
but you will hear Ihings cn this radio
[even TV) Ihat you would not hear on
an ordinary radio! A receiver that cov-
ers 50-160MHZboth AM und FM. Buill
in 5w emphfler. Ll5 kit, 120 built.
CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Werks on
vibration and/« voltage drcp from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
plus ad justable alarm duralion. Lew cost
protection! LI2 kit, Ho built.
t5W FM TRANSMI1TER. 4 stage,
high powerbug. Ycu willneed a preamp
for this [see our preamp below which is
ok) L69 built. (no kits].
tW FMTR"-NSMffTER. 2 stage in-
cluding preamp and mic. Gcod general
purpose bug. 8-30VOC.
.(12 kit,Ll6 built.

, , ,
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increase:s the Ilow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,
pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
resplratcry problems. U5. kit, L20
buill.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suiteblc for
alarms, cars,houses ec. easily program -
mablc.Includes mains 2Arelay o/p. 9v
operanon. LIO kit, ,[14 built.
VARIABLE POWER SUl'PLY.
Stabiized, shcrt circuit proteered. Gives
3-30v oe at 2.5A, ideal for workshcp
er laboratory . LI4 k.i1,L18built. 24V AC
required
LEADAODCIIARGER Twoauto-
matte charging rales(fast and slow),
vlsual indicetion of battery stete. Ideal
for alarm syslems,emergency lighling,
batlery projects elc. LI2 kil,!l6 buih.
PHONE UNE RECORDER.Device
Ihat connects 10 the 'phone line and
activates a casseue recorder when the
handsei is lifted. Ideal for recording
'phooe convcrserions etct. f8 kit, Ll2
built.
ROBOT VOICE. Turns your voice
into a robot voice! answer Ihe phone
wuh e different voicel. L9 kit, L 13
built.
PIIONEBUGDETEcrOR.1l1isde-
vice will warn you if someboJy is
eavesdropping on your 'phone line. f6
kil L9 built.
pnONEßUG. 8mall bug pcwered by
thetelephoneline. Only transmits when
the phone is used. Popnlar surveil-
lance product.f8 kit, LI2 built.

CERAMIC CAPAOTOR PACK
Good mixed pack of 100 cepecücrs

for just LI.OO
WIREPACK

25 Mettes of insulaled wire for just
.LI .00. good for projects erc.

ELECfROLYTIC PACK 1
100 small mixed electrclytic

clpacilors just L 1.00

SLEEVING PACK
100 assorted pieees of sleeving foe
connectors etc. Yours for just Ll.OORLECfROLYTIC PACK 2

50 larger electrclytic mixed
capecitors DIODE PACK

100 essorted diedes for just LI.OO
RESISTOR PACK NO 1

250 low watlage resistors, ideal for
mosl projects etc. Jusl Ll.oo

LEDPACK
20 light emining diedes for LI.OO

TRANSISTOR PACK
50 mixed transistors. another bargain

et L1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wallage pack. good selecticn of
mixed wallages and velues 50 in a11,

bargain price just LI:oo
BUZZERI'ACK

10 things that make a ncise for just
L1.oor

PRESETPACK
Nice selecnon of25 mixed preser

pcts for just anather LI!
POT PACK

10 pots for LI, (5 different types) 1
snip at L 1.00

RELAY PACK NO 1
6 mixed relays for LI, thats just 17p

each.
DISPLAYS

IO seven segmenl displays for
LI.OO

CONNECfOR PACK
IO different connectors, again for LI

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CIlOOSE ONE FREE

PACKII

FUSE PACK NO I
40 mixed 20mm fuses, ideal for
repalrs etc, or just 10 stock up Ihe

spares box! Just t: 1.00 FREE COMPONENT CATA-
LOGUE WITII EVERY ORDER!!

low a telephone conversation wilhout
holding Ihe handsei to your ear! Lil kit
L15 built.

PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input,
independent level and tone contrcls.
Ideal for use with the hi power FM
transmirters. Ll5 kil, Ll9builL
TREMßLER ALARM. Dcsigned for
bikes etc. adjustable sensinvity, preser
alann time, auto reser. Could be adapted
for all sorts of"borrowahle" things 112
kit,LI6 built.
UI.TRASONIC RADAR. A projecr
thai can be used as a meverneut detectcr
in an enclosed space. Range about IO
merres.f zvnc. Good basis for
car,shed,caravan alarmetc.Ll4 kit, Ll9
buil!.
PIIONE CALL RELA Y. Very useful
kilihaI incorporale5 a relay that oper-
ales when the phone rings. Can be used
10 operate more beils, signalling lighls
elc. Good for noisy e:nviromenls or jf
you have yom headphones on 1I I0 kil,
Ll4 built.
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM.
Small9v a1ann system based on a mer-
cury swilch. lbe alarm conlilues 10
sound unlil disabled by the. owner.
Buzzer included. LII kit LI5 buill.
800W MUSICTO UGIIT EFFECf.
Add rhythm (0 your music with !his
simplesound 10 lighl kll. L8 kil, fl2
bullt.
MOSQUITO REPELLER. Modem
wa)' to keep themidges IIwayl Runs for

about a mcnth on one
1.5v battery. Frequency is
set 10 drive eway mcsquitcs ero. 17 kit,
Lli built.
J CIIANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT.
CIIIl be used anywbere as noconnection
is made 10 hi fi. Separate scasitivhy
conlrols for each channel,
1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphonc'
included. LI4 kit, Ll9 buih.
MINI METALDETECTOR. Detecrs
pipes, wird etc up 10 20cm deep. Use-
ful before you drill those holcs! LI! kit,
LI2buill.
0-5 MINUTE TIMER Simple time
switch adjuslable from 0-5 mins,will
switch 2A mains load. 12v op.ldeal for
laboralory, photographie projccl.s elc.
L7 kil, LII built.
7 WATT 111FI AMPLIFlER. Useful.
powerful amplifier 20hz-15hz, 12-
18vdc. Good for inteccoms, audio sys-
tems, car etc. f7 kit L 11 built.
INCAR SOUND TO LIGHT. Pul
same almosphere in yOllr cu with !his
kilo Each charmel has 61OO's Ulat ereale
a l>eautifullighling effecl! LIO kil, L 14
built.
VOX SWITClI. This is asound acti-
valed swilch, ideal for use on Iransmil-
ters, CB's. lape recorders etc. Adjust-
ablesensilivity, built in delay. ",oIicin-
put. L7 kil, Lli built

LIQUID LEVEL DETEcrOR.
Useful item, can be used 10 cetect

fluid levels in watertanks, baths, ponds
fishtanks etc. Could elso be used as rain
alarm with an easily constructed sen-
sor. L5 kit, L9 built.
FM TRANSMITTER. Mini FM trens-

mltter 2 trensistcr, comes with FET
mlnature mic and is tuneable from 6310
130MHZ. L7 kit, Lil built.
FUNCfJON GENERATOR. Gener-
ales sinusoidal, saw roorh and square

waveforms from 20hz up 1020khz. Sepa-
rate level controls for each wavefonn.
24vac. Ll5 kil, L20 buHt.
5 WATT SIREN. Powerfu! sircll kil
wilh an impressive 5 walIsoulpUl. Ideal
for alarnls elc. L6 k.il LIO buih.
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. Very
sens il ive llmpl ifier which using a 'pllOne
pickup coil (supplied) wiHlet you fol-

SWITCII PACK
10 switches for just fl.OO

I2v FLOURESCENT. Auseful kit that
will enableyouto lighl largeflourescent
tubes from ycur car banery erc. 9v mains
Iransfonner required. L8 kil, L12 built.

KNOßPACK
IO k.nobs for jusl fl.OO

REMEMßERI YOUn FREE COI'Y
OF OUR CUT pnleR COMPO-
NENTSCATALOGUESENT
WITR EVERY ORDERIII

illllllllllilliiliilll .......
How to place your order.. .
By phone 0273 771156
By FAX 0273 206875
By Post...PO box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 5QZ
Paymenl by ACCESS, VISA, CHEQUE OR POST AL ORDER.
Cheques and pastal order;; should be payable 10 Express Components.
ALLPRICESARESUIUECfT099p POST ANDVAT. Someofourprodlll."1s
may be unlicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmiller;;.)
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Piease mention ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS when coruactlng advenisers

WINTER 1994/5
CATALOGUE

TheWinter 94/95 edition has 280 pages packed
with over 4000 products and now with news and
features including two tull construction projects

IJI> New additions to Cirkits' unique range of kits, including:
Infra-red Remote Control System
Combustible Gas Detector
Mains Carrier Audio Link
Mains Carrier Remote Control
Electrical Appliance Watt Meter
Breath Tester
TV AudioMdeo Tuner

IJI> Two feature projects, fully detailed articles for Hi-Fi
quality Infra-red Cordless Headphones and 'Chiptester'
a logic IC tester with full PCsoftware, with full
construction kits available for both

IJI> Many more additions throughout the catalogue
including mobile phone batteries and chargers, low cost
thermometers, timers, ICs,LEDs, test equipment,
books, opto couplers and much more

IJI> 280 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products from some
of the worlds finest manufactures and suppliers

IJI> Available from 20th October at most large newsagents
or direct frorn Cirkit

... Send for your copy today!

Cirkit -E'!-~
Cirkit Distribution Ltd

Park Lane . Broxbourne . Hertfordshire • EN10 7NQ
'- Telephone (0992) 448899 . Fax (0992) 471314 ./
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CGiIIIPU'IR
RUNS BASIC

• lhe BASIC Stcmp by PARAllAX is 0 Irue rnkroremputer Ihol runs
BASIC programmes wrilten on your PC lts size, eose of use ond extensive
1/0 fealures moke il on ideal loollor beth edurotionol ond induslriol
epplireticns, us weil es the serious hobbyist.

• Wriling programmes lor the Stamp ls easy. A 3·pin roble «mnerts
the Stnmp 10 your PC"s porallel port. One piece of softwore is oll that is
used 10 enler, debug ond downlood your programme. BASIC lun(lions
include serial eommunieations, pulse measurement, button de-bounce,
tone generation and PWM; all achieved wilh 0 minimum of extra
components . if ony 01 oll.

>- The BASICSiomp Devel.pme.1 Kil 01 E99 i.cf.des:
1 BASIC Stnmp, 0 ,ery reodoble instruction monuol,
PC conneclion cable, software and extensive applicotion notes
10 get you up ond running in minutes!

>- Furlhe, Slomps <Osl•• Iy E33 ...h.
(All prires excl VAl ond 13 posloge per order.)

• for on informolion pock on the BASIC Siomp ond other rrective
prcducts plsesa coll our 24·hour onswerphone on 0977 68366\.

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
24 hr Answerphone - 0977 683665
Milford House, 120 High Street, Seuth Milford, LHD5 L525 5AO

THE BASIC STAMP ALBUM '"
D e.lleeti ••• , /he most
i•• ovD/ive StDmp DpplieDti •• s

3 BASIC inslruclions ere oll il lokes 10 reod the pol )
ond OUlpul 0 prcpcrtlonel tone. Our oppli(Olion
sheets (ovar this ond mimy cther um tor lhe Stomp.

Se.d YOUR oppli,alia. 'a, indusio. I. th.
BASICStomp Album, eve,y appli,olia.
published will be a,k.awledged,
PLUSIhe best appli,otio •• a,h mO.lh
will r... ive 2 FREIBASICStamps.

~ VOLT
SATTERV

lQ~1
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PC DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

It will be elear that the programs mentioned here are only useful if the essential hardware of the pe is functional. This g08s
for commercially available programs such as Checkit, Checkit Analyst and QuickTech Pro, as weil as those in the shareware
domain. So, hardware debugging g08S logically before running any of the programs mentioned in this inset.

Checklt~Pro diagnostic software is tvpical of its class. The program ensures
direct access to the most essential (i.e., critical) functions of the system, using
rigorous tests on the CPU, all types of memory, internal as weil as external
cache devices, video, RAM, ete. It also scrutinizes each and every peripheral
device Iplug-in cards) connected to the motherboard, including parallel and
serial ports, the keyboard, video cards, hard disk, and others.

Checktt Analyst was also examined as part of the research carried out for
this article. The program can be run on DOS, Windows or OS/2 platlorms.

Great performance if you are after elusive faults in, say, the realms
01 IRQ, memory or input output addresses.

UItt;o ...... Pt<I""""'.-p.;-

""~AIl'~l:. n IM!: Nl>M'U
31>1E1-.,. a... 1""(1""')
fijllSl~",,""
Vf~<'OJ«t •."...~ .... _

LllOt.IIlHoodDttlf·
l_l 1/;', fi>wr I 11>(:; 1"1~l'Itwi
Lt"CMl'<ot Il-l>Tf .. ,

Surprisingly, there is a program which most of you will have but
appears to be little known. M5D, MicroSoft Diagnostic, is included
in your Windows 3.1 (and later) package, and can be lound in the
Windows subdirectory. It should be noted, however, that the first
arm of MSD is to establish exact system configurations, rather than
assisting in locating hardware faults.

Troubleshooter also runs extremely intricate tests on all system
components, tram CPU to peripherals and, of course, the memory
(wh ich for same reasan seerns to be the most troublesame area). It
even does a quick test on a CD-ROM player Ihard to imagine,
though, with, say, a PC/XT clone) and asound card, il installed.

lR(,I .. , '"_.
• u •• "c ""0 Ullll IEsnq

" ... ",! ........ '

'6~ ""'.......
~ellf'.. AVO<'.~,•
•K .. "I.".lOd>

Among the best known diagnostic programs in the shareware domain are 5.1. Plus v3.21 ISIPLU321.ZIP) and
Configuration v7.27e ICONF727E.ZIPI, which can lound on numerous bulletin boards. The reports created by these
programs are very useful if you need to locate and eliminate possible problem sourees.

P" .. l Add.."ss
B~..d Rdt"
P&.. lty
D&l .. Bit ..
St"p Bit ..
C" .... II':.. Dl':tect (CD)
RI"II I"dlcdt,,~ (RI)

~ g~!:~S;!:~~:Y(i~~)
UART eh I p USl':d

,. ll.."""..
eol1Z: COrlJ,

92fBH ElZEBH,,~ "00
Hone ""ne, ,, ,,. ,.,. ,.,. -e••,. ,..
B256 1f>5500f

IHbe

Url fo~L,.,

Finally, the familiar Norton Utilities and PCTooIs packages are not discussed in detail he re because their system
diagnosis utilities form only a small part of a much wider range of sub-programs and menus. After all, most of the
functions offered by these programs come under the header of disk organization and efficient file management.
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tnserttng the ICs irrte their sockets,
taking care to observe the proper ort-
entation. Also be sure to fit the rtght
GAL into the rtght socket - these de-
vices da not have the same function!
The board IS not fttted witb the usual
support bracket at the rear side be-
cause it ts not intended to remain per-
manently tnstde the pe.

Testing the test card

P.O.S.T. DIAGNOSTICCARD

Address
60H
80H
84H
90H
280H

pe type/brand
XT (default value)
AT/386/486/Pentium
Compaq
PS/2-30 with ISA bus
Clones (including sorne
Compaq PCs)
EISA bus systems

DIP switch S1
none closed
s., closed
S'd closed
s., closed

300H
S'b closed
S'a closed

The completed card Is first inserted
into one of the free slots of a funcuonal Table 3. Overview of P.O.S.T. card addresses used in different computer types and brands.
pe. Next, run the Pascal program
Itsted in Fig. 4. lt ts recommended to
use the card at base address 300H,
which. according 10 the IBM PC speci-
ficaüon. is reserved for expertrnenttng.
This address is selected by closing
only S,. on lhe DIP switch block. The
eard is functional if the compiled pro-
gram produces an incrementing num-
ber on lhe LED display and the PC
screen every time you press CR. Note.
however, that the LED display readout
is hexadeeimal. while the numbers on
the pe screen are in decimal.
If the P.O.S.T. card does not pass

this test. you have probably made a
construction error. Start by vertfymg
the presence of a clock signal at pin I I
of latch IC3. If thts signal ts present.
check the latch outputs. which should
supply copies of the latch Input sig-
nals. If lhis test also checks out, the
only likely cause of the malfunctton
that remains is either GAL IC4 or one
of the v-scgmcnt LED displays.

In case of trouble ...
The P.O.S.T, code display card dc-
scribed here does not pretend to be a
replacement of much more powerful
PC dtagnosttc cards avallablc commer-
ctally. Rather. tts function is that of an
auxiliary tool. None the less. the pre-
sent card is extremely valuable tf you
wish to bring back life to. say. an old
286 motherboard which does not even
produce error beeps on being powered.
As already mentioned. the aim is to get
past the tntttal test routtnes (P.G.S. T.
mortem!). and make sure that the rele-
vant motherboard can load at least the
DOS agam. From there on. you are in a
position to run hardware Zsoftware di-
agnostic tools such as Norton. Checklt
and PCTools.
The P.O.S.T. code dtsptayed by the

card supplies a possible cause of the
problems experienced wtth either a
component on the motherboard, a
memory module, or one of the inser-
tion cards. lf the fault appears to be in
an extenaton card, It 1S relattvely sim-
pie to resolve by a visit to your local
computer shop and replace the culprit.
On the other hand, tf the problem is at
level of, say, the DMAor tnterrupt con-
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Fig.3. Completed prototype of the P.O.S.T. diagnostic card. Note that this version differs
slightly from the final design.

troller, or any olher complex ASTe or
GAL on the motherboard, replacement
or repair 18 probably not worth the ef-
fort. and the motherboard is best
chucked into the bin after removing
the RAM and CPU parts. Inctdentally.
replacement motherboards with empty
CPU sockets may be obtained at very
low prices these days. Regrettably,
though. tt seems almost impossible to
obtatn spares of the les that form the
so-called chip set (Neat, etc.) on the
motherboard, wh ile desoldermg and
re-fitting these Jumbos' is really out of
the question without very spectal tools.

(950008)

Reference:
I. Hexadeetmal display decoder,
Elektor Eiectronics December 1993.

program testpostcard;
uses dos, crt;

const post = $300;
var
i : ward;
dummy : char i

begin
for i:=O to $ff da
beg in

port [pastJ :=i;
writeln (i);
repeat until keypressed;
dummy:=readkey;

end;
end.

Fig. 4. Listing of the test program for the
P.O.S.T. diagnostic card (Pascal). Change
the value of constant 'Post' as required for
your specific brand and type of PC.



COMPUTERS ANDMICROPROCESSORS

Appendix: pe BIOSP.O.S.Tcodes

POST Codes· AMI BIOS POST

01 : NMI disabled & 286 reg. test about to start
02 : 286 register test aver
03: ROM checksum ok
04 : 8259 initlalization ok
05 : CMOS pending interrupt disabled
06 Video disabled & system timer counting ok
07 : CH-Q of 82531est ok
08 : CH-2 of delta count test ok
09 CH-l of delta count test ok
OA CH-O of delta count test ok
OB : Parity status cleared
OC . Relresh & system timer ok
00 . Refresh link toggllng ok
OE. Relresh period ON/OFF 50% ok
10: Confirmed refresh ON & about 10 start 64K memory

error
11 : Adress line test OK
12 : 64K base memory test ok
13: Inlerrupt vector initialized
14 : 8042 keyboard controller test ok
15 : CMOS read/wnte test ok
16: CMOS checksumlbatery check ok
17 : Monochrome mode set ok
18 : Color mode sei ok
19 : Aboutto look for optional video ROM
1A: Dptional video ROM contral ok
1B : Oisplay memory RIW test ok
1C : Display memory RIW test tor alternative display ok
10 : Video retrace check ok
1E: Global equipment byte set for video ok
1F; Mode set call for mono/color ok
20 : Video test ok
21 : Video display ok
22 : Power on message display ok

NOTE: The "ok, appearing after many of these POST
codes means that parncular code Une has executed
successfully. It daes not necessarily mean tnat Ihe
component to which the coce refers has passec or
failed.

30: Virtual moce memory test about to beqin
31 : Virtual mode memory test started
32: Processor in virtue! mode
33: Memory address line test in progress
34 : Memory address !ine test in progress
35 : Memory below 1MB calculated
36 ; Memory size computation ok
37 ; Memory test in progress
38 : Memory initia!lzation over below 1MB
39 : Memory initializaüon over above 1MB
3A ; Display memory size
3B : About to start below 1MB
3C : Memory test below 1MB ok
3D : Memory test above 1MB ok
3E : Aboul to go to real mode (shutdown)
3F: Shutdown successtul and entered lnto real mode
40 : About to disable gate MO address IIne
41: Gate A·20 Hne disable successfully
42 : Abaut 10 start OMA controler test
4E : Address line test ok
4F : Processor in real mode after shutdown
50: OMA paqe register test ok
51 : OMA unil-1 base register test about 10 start

all trademarks acknowledged. E. & O.E.

52 : OMA unit-l channel ok, about to begin CH-2
53: OMA CH-2 base register lest ok
54 : About to test mlatch for unn-t
55: flf latch test both unns ok
56: OMA unlts 1 & 2 programmed ok
57 : 8259 inilializalion over
58: B259 rnask register check ok
59: Master 8259 rnask register ok, about to start slave
5A : About 10 check timer and keyboard interrupt level
58 : Timer interrupl ok
5C : About to test keyboard interrupt
50: ERADR! timerlkeyboard inlerrupt not in proper level
SE : 8259 interrupl controller error
5F: 8259 interrupl controller test ok
70 : Start of keyboard lest
71 : Keyboard BAT test ok
72 : Keyboard test ok
73: Keyboard global data initialization ok
74 : Floppy setup about to start
75: Floppy setup ok
76 : Hard disk setup about 10 start
77 : Hard disk setup nk
79: About 10 initialize umer data area
7A : Verify CMOS battery power
78 : CMDS battery verification done
70 : About 10 analyze diagnostics test result for memory
7E : CMDS memory size update ok
7F : About 10 check optional ROM COOO.O
BO : Keyboard sensed to enable SETUP
81 : Optional ROM control ok
82 : Printer global data lnitalizatinn ok
83 : RS232 global data initialization ok
84 : 802B7 check/test ok
85 : About to display soft error message
86 : About 10 give conlrol to syslem ROM EOOO.O
87 : System ROM EOOO.Ocheck over
00: Control given 10 interrupt 19, boot loader

POST Codes - AWARD BIOS 3.3

01 : Keyboard controller (B042)
02: it «

03: it <C

04:« <C

05,« "
06: On-board LSI 07 CPU
08: CMOS 8254, 8237, 8257 & EPROM
09: it "

OA: " "
OB: " ,
OC .,
00 :
OE:" "
OF : Extended CMOS
10: Refresh
11 :" "
12: (, «
13:« i<

14: <C «

15: Firs164K RAM
16: Interrup vector tables
17 : Video inilia!ization
18 : Video memory
19 : interrupt line mask

1A'" "
1B : Battery good
1C : CMOS checksum
10: CMOS chip
1E : Memory slze
1F : Memory verifier
20 : CPU support chips
21 : .. "
22'« «

23 :
24 : Protected memory size
25 : Protected memory test
26 : Protected mode
27 Shadow RAM, cache controller
28:" "
29 : Reserved
2A : Initialize keyboard
28 : Floppy drive initialization
2C : Serial port lnitialization
20 : Parallel port initia!izatlon
2E : Hard disk initia!ization
2F: Math coproeessor
30 . Reserved
31 : Optional ROMs
FF: Boot

PDST Codes - CHIPS and TECHNOLDGIES

00 : Error in POS registers
01 : Flag register failed
02 GPU register falled
03 System ROM failed checksum
04 : OMA controler falled
05 System timer failed
06· Base 64K falled address lest
07 : Base 64K falled ram test
08: Iruerrupt controller failed
09: Hot interrupt occurred
OA Timer failed to generate interrupt
OB CPU stili in protected mode
OC : OMA page registers failed
00 : refresh not occurring
OE: Keyboard controller not responding
OF Could not enter protected mode
10 GOT or 10Tfalied
11 : LOT register failed
12 : Iask register Ialled
13; LSL instruction faHed
14 ; LAR instruction failed
15 : VERRNERW falled
16 : Keyboard controller A20 falled
17: Exception tailed I unexpected
18: Shutdown during memory test
19 : Last used errar code
1A: Copyright checksum error
18 : Shutdown during memory sizing
1C; CHIPSeI initialization
50: Initialize hardware
51 : lnltialize timer
52: OMA init
53 : 8259 init
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54: lnitialize CHIPSet
55: Set up BMS configuration
56; Enlering protected rncde for first lime
57: Size memory chips
58 : Configure memory chip interleave
59: Exiting protected mode for first time
SA: Determine system boaro memory siza
SB : Relocale shadow RAM
SC: Configure EMS
5D : Set up wait state configuration
SE : se-test base 64K RAM atter RAM sizing
5F: Tesl shadow RAM
60 : CMOS test
61 : Video test
63 : Proteeted mode interrupllest
64: Teslline A20
65: Test Memory addredd ünes
66 : Memory test
67 : Extended memory test
68: Timer interrupt test
69: Real-time clock (RTC) lest
6A : Keyboard tesl
68 : Coprocessor test
6C : Serlel port test
60 : Parallel port test
5E . Dual card test
6F: Floppy drive controller test
70: Fixed disk test
71 : Keylock lest
72 : Pointing device test
90: RAM setup
91 : Caleulale CPU speed
92: Check configuralion
93 : BIDS initializalion
94: POD bootslrap
95 : ResellCs
96 : POS select
97: VGA power on diagnoslic and setup
98 : Adapler POS
AO: Exceplion 0 during POD
A1 : Exception 1 during POD
A2: Fxeepüon 2 during POD
CO: System board memory failure
C1 : 1/0 channel check aclivated
C2 : Watchdog time out
C3: Bus time out

POST Codes, COMPAQ (i/o al 280h, NOT aI80h!)

00' Iniliallze flags, MSW, 10TLIN
01 : Read manufacturing jumper
02 8042 received read command
03 : No reponse from 8042
04 : Look for manufacturing ROM at EOOOO
05: Look for manufacturing ROM at C8000
06 : No manufacluring ROMs
07 : Read CMOS reset code
08: intialize 8259. 80287
09: Jump indirect indexed by reset code
OA : Vector via 40:67 reset function
OB : Vector via 40:67 with E01 torenon
OC: Boot reset function
00 : Tesl12 8254 counter 0
OE : Test 12 8254 counter 2
OF : Warm boot
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Overall PowerUp SeQuenceCodes
10 : PPI disabled, program firnes 0 & 1
11; Initialize (blast) VDU controllers
12 : Clear screen, turn on video
13:TesttimerO
14: Disable RTC intermpts
15 : Check battery power
16 : Battery has lost power
17 : Clear CMOS DlAGS
18: Test base memory ftrs1128K)
19 : Clear and initialize base memory
1A : InmaHze and test VOU adapters
1B : Tesllhe system ROM
1C: Test CMOS
10 : Test OMA controller and page registers
1E : Text keyboard controller
1F: Test 286 protected mode
20 : Test real and extended memory
21 : initialize tlme-of-day
22: lnitialize 287 coprocessor
23 : Test the keyboard and interface
24 : Resel A20 and set default CPU speed
25 : test diskatte subsystem
26: Test fixed dlsk subsystem
27: lnitiaiize paraUel printer
28 : Perforrn search for optional ROMs
29 : Test tor valid system configuration
2A : Clear sereen
28: Check for invalid time and date
2C : Optinnal ROM search
20 : Test timer 2
2F: Write 10 DIAG byte

BaseRAM Initializalion Codes
30 : Clear firsl128K bytes of RAM
31: Load inlerruptvectors 70-77
32: Load interrupt vector 00-1F
33. Iniliallze MEMSIZE and RESETWD
34: Verity CMDS checksum
35 : CMOS cnecksum is not valid
36 : Check battery power
37 , Check for game adapters
38 : Check tor serial ports
39: Check for parallel printer ports
3A: lnitialize prt and comm timeouts
3B : Flush keyboard buffer

BaseRAMTest Codes
40: Save RESETWD value
41 : Check RAM refresh
42 : Start write cycle of 128K RAM lest
43 : Reset parily cnecks
44: Start verity cycle 128K RAM test
45: Check for parity errors
46 : No RAM errors
47: RAM errar detected

VDU Inilialization and TestCodes
50: Check for dual frequency in eMDS
51 : Check CMOS VOU configuration
52: Start VOU ROM search
53 : Vector to VOU option ROMs
54 : Initialize pnmary display adaptor
55: Inltlalze secondary display adaptor
56: No display adaptaters installed
57: InitiaJize primary VDU mode
58 : Start of VOU test (for each adaplor)
59: Check existence 01 acaptor
5A: Blank display, check VDU registers
58 : Start screen memory test

P.O.S.T. D1AGNOSTIC CARD

5C: End of test for adaptor, clear memory
50 ; Error cetected on an adaptor
SE : Test the next adaptor
5F : All adapters suecessfully tested

Memo~ Iest Codes
60 : Start memory test
61 : Enler protected mode
62 : Start memory sizing
63 : Gel CMDS size
64 : Start test of real memory
65 : Start test of extended memory
66 : Save size of real and extended memory
67: Uplade 128K optlnn inslalled CMOS bit
68 : Prepare 10 return to real mode
69: Back in real mode - lest successlul
6A : Back in real mode - error during lest
6B : Display error messages
6C : End of memory test
50: Inilialize KB OK strtnq
6E: Determine slze to test
6f: Start of MEMTEST
70: Display OOOCXK8 OK
71 : Test each RAM segment
72: High order address test
73 : Exit MEMTEST
74: Parity error on bus after memory test, system halted

80286 ProlecledMode Codes
75: Start of protected mode test
76: Prepare 10 enter protected mode
77 : Test software exceptions
78: Prepare to return to real mode
79: Back in real mode - no error
7A: Back in real mode - error detected
78 : Exil protected test
7e: High order address tost tanure
70 : Entered cache controller test
7E: Programming memory cacheability
7f : Copy system ROM 10 high RAM

8042 And KeyboardCodes
80 : Start of 8042 tesl
81 : 008042 selt-test
82 : Check result received
83: Error result
84: OK 8G42, Inil mode = 50
86 : Start keyboard test, reset keyboard
87: GOI acknowledge, read result
88 : Got result, check lt
89 : Test for stuck key
8A : Key seems to be stuck
88 : Test keyooard interface
8C : GO! result, check lt
80 : End 01 test, no errors

Syslem 80ard Tesl Codes
90 : Start ot CMOS test
91 : CMDS seems to be ok
92: Error on CMDS readlwrite test
93 : Start ot OMA Conlroller lest
94 : Page registers seem to be ok
95 : OMA coatroüer is ok
96. 82371nitialization ls complete

NCARAMTesl Codes
9A : Start ot NCA RAM test
DisketteTest Codes
AO : Start of diskette tests
A1 : FDC reset active (3F2h b1l2)
A2 : FDC reset inactive (3f2h bit 2)

continued on p. 70
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Ptease tnention ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS when contocting advertisers

~'JII'TI~II~I~J'~(jl~
1·llf.I~I~SSlf.Nl't fllJl" ..I'I'YI{I'I'S

No. for I<its

DLTXJIIIIIX ..... 1._I _
Aemate control anything areerd your hcme or garden, outside fights, alarms, paging
system etc. System ccnsists of a srnall VHF transmitter with digital encoder and recelver
unit with decoder and relay output, momentary or altemate, 8-way dil switches on bolh
boards set your own uniqua security ccöe. TX slze 45mm x 45mm. AX SiZB 35mm x
9Omm. 80th fN coerason Range up to 200m.
romolete System (2 kits) ,,~..
individual Transmitter DLTX....... '. .. , .
Individual Receiver DLAX .,. ..
MBX·l HHIIII... __
Not technically a surveillance device OOta great ideal Coonects 10 the heacphone output
of your Hi-Fi, tape or CO and transmits Hi-Fi quality 10 a nearby radio. Listen to your
favuurlte musle anywhere 8cound the hause, garden, in the bath or In the garage and
you don't have to put up with the OJ's choice and boring waffle. Size 27mm x 6Omm.
9V cperaten. 250m range ....... E20.95

.......................... r50.95
........ . [19.95
................................ [37.95

A bulld-up service is available on all Dur klls il required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
El.50 per order tor P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing tor Cheque
clearance. Overseas eustomers send sterling bank draft and add E5.00 per
order tor shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

Whether your requirement for surveillanee equipment is amateur, professional or you are just tascinated by this unique area ot
eleetronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillanee equipment for over 12 years
and you can be sure that all our kits are very weil tried, tested and proven and come eomplete with tull instruetions, cireuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components ineluding tibreglass pes. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters
are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available only direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTXUltra-miniature RoornTransmitter UTLXUllra-miniature Telephone TransmiHer
Smeuest room transmitter kit in the word! Incredible lamm x 20mm including mtc. Smaf!est teleonone transrnttter kil available. Incredible slze 01 lamm x 20mm!

'-3-12V cperatton. SOQmrange... . . " r16.45 Connects 10 line (anywhere) and swttcbes on and off wilh phone use.
MTX Mlcro-mlnlature Room Transmln.r All ccnversetlcn transmitted. Powered !rom Une, 500m range... . .... C15.95
Best-sellinp mero-mmlature Room Transmitter TLX700 Mlcro-mlnlature Telephone Transmitter
Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 3-12Voperation. 1000m range , E13.45 aesr-semnc telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it ls easter 10 assemble than
STI Hlgh.perfarmBnce Room Transmitter UTLX. Connects 10 Hne (anywhere) and switches on and off wlth pncne use. All
Hi performance transmitter wlth a buffered output stage tor greater stability and range. ccnversations transmitted. Powered from IIne. 1000m range .....E13.45
Measures 22mm x22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range r:15.45 sm High-performance Telephone Transmitter
VT500 Hlgb-power Room Transmitter High pertormance transmitter with buffered output stage providing exceüent stabiHty
Powertut 250mW output providing exceuent range and performance. Size 20mm x and performance. Connects to llne (anywh{!rej and swltches on and off with phone use.
40mm. 9-12V operanon 3000m range _ E16.45 All ccnversatlons transmitten. Powered trom äne. Size 22mm x 22mm.

1500m range EI6.45m Volce Actlvated Transmftter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity TKX900 Slgnalllng!Tracklng Transmitter
and detay wltn LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9Voperation. 1000m range ...r:19.45 Transmits a continous stream of audio pulses w!th variable tone ann rate. Ideal for

signalling er Iracking purposes. High power outpur giving range up 10 3000m. Size
KVX400 Malns Powel1ld Room Transmlltllr 25mm x 63mm. 9Voperation , r:22.95
Connects directly 10 240V AC suoply for lonq-term monitoring. Slze 30mm x äsrnm.
500m range "................. . , E19.45 ~~n:o~~~ ~~!::e;~f:~:,:~ rate of pulse and pltch of tome increase as you
SCR.XSubcarrier Scrambled Raom Transmitter approach signal. Gain centrot allows pinpointing of source. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder operation . " , E30.95
connected tc the recelver. Size 20mm x 67mm. svcperancn 1000m range t22.95 CD600 Professional Bug Detectori1.ocator
SCLX St.Ibcarrler Telephone Transmme, Muflicolour readout ot siqnal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitlvlty
Connects 10 terecnone üne anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambtec so used 10 detect and locate hidden transrmtters. Switch to AUD10 CONFORM mode to
requires.SCDM connected to teeeiver. Slze 32mm x 37mm. 10DOm range E23.95 distinguish between leeallsec bug transmission and normal legitimate siqnals such as
SCDM Subcarrll1 Decoder Unlt for SCRX pagers, cenutar, tads etc. Size 70mm x lDOmm. 9V operation .. E50.95
Conneets to recelver earphone socket and provides decoded auuio output to QTX180 Crystal Controllad Roam transmitter
headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9-12V operation ,...... . E22.95 Narrcw band FM transmitter for the ultimate in prlvacy. Operates on 180 MHz and

requires the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catlcque). Size 20mm xATR2 Mlcro Stze Telepllone Recordlng Interface t' 09
Connects between telephone Une (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Swltcnes tape 67mm. 9V operanon. 1000m range..... . d . 5
automatically as phone ts used. All ccnversaücns recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. QLX180CrystalColntroUedTelephoneTransmlttef
Powered from line , ,.,...... . 5:'1345 As per aTX180 but connects 10 telephone line 10 monitor both sides of conversatlons.

20mm x 67mm. 9Voperation. 1000m range , [40.95
QSX180 Llne Po.ered Crystal Controlled Phone Tranimltter
As per aLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No taftenes required. Size
32mm x 37mm. Range SOOm ,.... .. . ....E35.95
Q0180 Crystal Cont,oll,d FM Receiver
For monitoring any of the 'Q' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All AF sectlon
supplied as a pre-buüt and aligned mouule ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up. Outpt 10 neanpnones. 60mm x 75mm. 9V cperatlon.. . .. E60.95

*** Specials ***

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW
SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO fiRST
ClASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

SUMA
DESIGNS

DEPT.EE
THE WORI(SHOPS, 95 MAfN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY_ NEAR ATHERSTONE,

WARWICf(SHIRE CV9 2LE
V.SITORS STRICTLY svAPPOINTMENT ONLY

4<:'=':''':'
1"-.' I
1..::::::::..1

Tel: 0827 714476
Fax: 0827714476
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A3 : FOGmotor on
A4 : FOG time-out error
A5 : FOG lailed reset
A6 : FOGpassed reset
AB. Start 10 determine drive type
A9: Seek operanon inltiated
AF: Diskette tests complete
BO : Start ollixed drive tests
81 : Combo board not found, exil
82: Combo controller failed, exit
83 . Testing drive 1
84: lasting drive 2
85: Drive errar (errcr condition)
B6: Drive lailed (Iailed 10 respond)
87: eMDS RAM invalid or no fixed drivesl exit
B8 : Fixed drive tets complete
B9 : Altempt 10 boot dlskette
BA : Attemp! 10 boot fixed drive
BB : Boot etten-pt lailed (diskette or fixed)
BC : Boot record read, jump 10 boot record
SO: Drive error, relry booting
BE : Weitek coprocessor test
00 : Enlry 10 clear memory routine
01 : ready 10 go 10 protected mode
02 : Ready 10 clear extended memory
03 : Ready 10 reset back 10 real mode
04 : Back in real mode
05 : Clear base memory
00: BuilHn self-test failed

Oplion ROMReplacemenl
EO: Ready 10 replace EOOOROM
Et : Completed EOOOROM replacemenl
E2 : Ready to replace EGA ROM
E3 : Completed EGA ROM replacement

POST Codes - IBM AT

01 : 80286 processor test (real mode)-flags, regs & cond
jmps

02 : ROM checksum lest - test 32K ROM POST, BASIC &
aos

03 . CMOS shutdown byte test - rolling bit ptrn Q
shutdown addr

04 . B254 limer t all bits ON - set timer count, check all
bits ON

05 : B254 tirner t all bits OfF - set timer count, check all
bits OFF

06.8237 DMA 0 lnt. chan. reg. test olsable DMA ccnt-ü,
r/w cur. addr. all eh.

07 8237 DMA 1 fnt. chan. reg. test disable DMA cont= t,
r/w cur. addr. all eh.

08: OMA page register test - readlwrite all page registers
09: Storage refresh test - verity refresh is occurring
~ 8042 mtertace test 10 lssue self test - check 55H is
received

DA : Soft reset
OB : Resel 8042
OC: Tesl ok
OD: Wrile byte 0 of 8042 memory
• base 64K rlw memory test - rlw date patters AA, 55, Ff,
01 and 00 10 first

64K ot memory and verify storage addressabi!ity
OEfill memory with data

OF: Gel I/P butter swileh setting
t 0: Roll error code 10MFG PORT
11 : lnitaliza display row count
• Verify 286 LGDT/SGDT LlDT/SIOT instruction
12: Test protected mode registers
13: lnitialize 8259 int. # controller chip
14: Setup int. vector 10 temp. interrupt
15: Establish BIOS int. call subr. vectors
• Verify CMOS ehecksum/Battery ok (config ok for inil?)
16 : SeI data segmenl
17: Sei defeclive baterry flag
18: Ensure GMDS dividers set
19 : SeI return address byte in CMOS
tA: SeI lemporary stack
* Proteeted made test and determined memory slze -
Runs in protected moce 10 address all storage, check
(MSW) tor protected mode. Base memory size saved.

Memory slze determined with planer & 1/0 parity disabled.
Soft reset check for parlty error.

tB: Segmenl address 01-0000 (second 64K)
tC : Sei or reset 512 10 640 installed 11
• Protected mode test and memory slze
1E : Set exp. memory size determined in GMOS
t f : Test address line t 9-23
20 : Gause a shutdown
21 : Return 1 trom shutdown
"lnitlalize and start CRT Cant. (6845) Test video r/w
reset video enable signal seleet alpha mode (40 '24
b&w) wIr patterns, check addressability.

Error: t lang, 2 short beeps (port BOnot used)
22: Enable video signal and set mode, display horizontal
bar on screenlCRT lines intertace test, senee ON/OFF
transition of video enable and horizontal sync lines

23 : check for advanced video card
24 : go 10 next test
.. 82591nterrupt controller test - r/w interrupt mask
register with Is and Os

Enable interrupt, check for hot interrupt (not expected)
Test interrupt mask reqiters

25 : Check IOThot interrupts
26: Display 101 error
27 : Check the converting logie 106 error
28: check hot NMI interrupts (error t07)
29: Test data bus to timer 2 (error t08)
• 8254 timer checkout - verify mat system (0) count
correetly

2A: Da test (error t02)
2B: Tao fast
2C : Too slow (error 103)
20 : Check 804210r last command ecepled (error 105)
2F : Go to nex:t test if warm start
30: Set shutdown return 2
3t : Enable protected mode
33: Next block of 64K
34 : Restare checkpoint
35 : Keyboard lest
36 : Check your «M» scan code
38: Error - check 8042 working
3A: Initialize 8042
3B : Check for ROM in 2K blocks
3C : Check for IPL diskette drive
30: Inltlalze floppy for drive type
3E : Initialize hard file
3F: Initialize primer
40: Enable HIW lnterrupt il80287
4t : Syslem code@segmentcodeEOOO.O
42 : Exit 10 system coce
43 : Go to boot loader diSkette attachment test
8t : Build deseriptor table
82: Switch to virtual made
FO: SeI data segment

FI : Interrupt tesl (programming inlerrupt 32)
F2 . Exceptional interrupt
F3 : Verify 286 LOT/SOT, LTR/STR
F4 : Verify 286 baund instruction
F5 . Verify push and pop all intruetion
F6 . Verify access rights tunctlün
F7 : Verify ARPL funetions
F8 : Verify LAR function
F9 : Verify LSL instructlon
FA: Low meg chip select test

POST Codes -IBM PS/2 BIDS

00 : GPU self test
01 : 32 bit CPU register test, setup system tirner
02 System ROM ehecksum
03 Test system enable/sefup port
04 : Test systern POS register
05 Test Adapter setup port
06 Test RTC/CMOS shutdown byte
07 Tesl extended CMOS location
08 Test OMA & page register 8 channels
09: lnltlaliza OMA command & mode registers
DA Test refresh
08 : Test keyboard controller buffers
OC : Keyboard controller seil test
00 : Keyboard controller test continuation
OE: Keyboard seil test error
1F : Setup system memory configuration
tO: Test lirsl 512K RAM in real mode
11 : Hall system il memory test error
t2: Verify LGDT/SGDR lIDT/SIDT
13: Injtialize programmable lnterrupl controller #1
14 : Initialize programmable interrupt controller #2
15: Initialize A20 interrup vectars
16: Initialize 16 lmerrup vectars
17: Check power RTC/GMOS power good signal
18: Check RTG/CMOS checksum
19: RTC/CMOS lost power
1A: Skip memory test in protected made il warm reset
18: Prepare icr shutdown
le: Setup stack polnter point 10 the end of first 64K
10 : Decide low memory see in protecled made
1E : Save memory slze detected
1F: Setup system memory spüt address
20: Check for e:dended memory beyend 64mb
21 : test memory address bus üres
22 : Clear parity errar and channel eheck
23: initia!ize interrupt 00
24: Determine CMOS validify
25: Wrlte keyboard controller command byte
40 : Check valid CMOS and video
41 : Display error code t 60
42: Test PIC #t & PIG#2 registers
43: Test PIC #t & PIG #2 regislers wrth another pattern
44 : Check for interrupt with lnterrupt masked
45: Test NMI
46: NMI test errar
47: Test system timer 0
48: Check stuck speaker clock
49: Test timer 0 count
4A: Test timer 2 output
48: Check if timer mterrupt oecurred
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8051 TOOLS
MCC 8051 'C' Compilier 195
MCC 8051 'C' Compiler is an integer 'C' like compiler for the MeS51 farnily.
Easily customised for any MCS51 family variant. Comprehensive printed
documentation. High levellanguage debugger available (i75)

DDC 'C' Compilers ,[82.50
DDC 'C' compilers are integer 'C' compiliers with more funcrionality than the
MCC compiler but more difficult to use. The compilers are available for
68HC081l1l16, 8085/86/96, 8051 family. Documentaticn supplied on disk.

87C751 Software Development Kit t82.50
SDK751 Software development package fcr the Philips 87C751 micro COD-

troller. Package includes EDITOR, MACRO ASSEMBLER and source level
SIMULATORIDEBUGGER.

87C7501751 Programmer 1125
The MlCROlEP750 plugs into the IBM!PC parallel port and can be used 10
program 87C750 and 87C751 devices.

11CHand Held Bus Monitor 1675
MIIC101 is a troubleshocring tool for the FC serial bus developed by
Philips and the ACCESS bus developed by Digital Equipment Corp. in
partnership with Philips.

8051 BOOK f45
A very good text on the 8051 architecrure, programming and application. The
book is supplied with free (un-supported) IBMIPC based assembler and
simulator.

Other tools available
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4C : test limer 0 for count tco fast or slow
40 : Verify timer 0 interrupt
4E : Check 8042 ready for command
4F : Check for soft reset
50 : Prepare for shutdown
51 : Start protected mode test
52 : Test memory in 64K increments
53 : Check if memory test done
54 : Shutdown systern and return to real mode
55 : Test for manufacture or regular test
56 : Disable keyboard
57: Check for keyboard self test
58 : Keyboard test passed
59: Test keyboard intertace
5A : Configure mouse
5B: üsable mouse
SC: lnitialize lnterrupt vectors
50: Initialize interrup1 vectors
SE: Initialize interrupt vectors
61 ; Reset floppy drive
62: Floppy drive test
63: Turn floppy motor off
64 : Serial port setup
65: Enable real time clock interrupt
66: Configure floppy drives
67; Configure hard drive
68: Enable system CPU arbitration
69 : Scan for optional ROMs
6A : Verify serial & parallel ports
68: Setup equipment byte
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6C : Setup configuration error
60 : Set keyboard typ,matic rat,
6E: Reset page register, boot up system

POSTCodes· OUVElll P8a Compatibl. BIOS

01 : Processor test
02 : Shutdown
03: lnterrupt controller initialization
04 : Refresh test
05: CMDS perledie interrupt test
06 : Tlrner ratio, CMOS vs. Refresh
07 : Test first 64K RAM
08 : Test the K8C 8742
09: NMI test
OA: 8254 test
08 : Port 94h test
OC: Port 103h test
OD : Port 102h test
OE: Port 96h test
Of : Port t 07h test
10 : Blank the screen
t t : K81AUXdevlce tuse check
12: CMDS battery test

t 3 : CMDS RAM cnecksum test
t4: Extendad CMDS checksum 0-8K
15: System board and adapter initialization
16: RAM test and initialization
17: Protected mode register test
t8: CMDS RAM shutcowa byte test
19 : 80286 protected mode test
tA: Video optlnn ROM scan
t 8 : EPRDM checksum test
1C: Intenupt contoller #1 test
t 0 : Interrupt centoller f2 test
1E: lnterrupt vector initialization
t f : CMDS RAM test
20 : Extend.d CMDS rlw test
2t : CMDS clock test
22: Glock calendar test
23: Dummy checkpoint
24 : Watchdog timer test
25· Test RAM from 64K to 640K
26: Configure memory 640K



IN-LINE AjV TESTERFOR LNCs

A2r--------------------------------------------------------~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

, Wl, ,~ ~~O}]3~!!__~
100p

* see text

*

A3

01

Al

r----1>--i O"221--+'------<~___,
L2 lWC2

K2 Cl •
MOST low-noise converters (LNCs

or LNBs) for satellite TV reception
require either a fixed supply voltage of
+ 15 V Of one which is switched be-
tween + 13 and + 15 V. This voltage is
supplied by the tuner, via the coax
cable. The LNC current consumption
is typically between 100 mA and
400 rrtA. The low-cost V/ A tester de-
scrtbed her'e allows you to detect
short-ctrcutts in the coax cable, and
faults in the tuner. The little instru-
ment has a current range of 0-1 A and
a vottagc range of 10-20 V.
The tester is inserted into the down-

lead coax cable between the LNC and
the tuner with the aid of F-type sockets
Kj and K2. Kj is the LNCside. while the
tuner is connected to K2 via a short
piece of coax cable. F-type plugs and
sockets are generally avatlable from
satellite TV installers and rctailcrs.

L1

* "'T':'n..L. K1

Capacitor Cl provides d.c. insula-
tion. but passes the RF stgnal on the
downlead coax (950-2050 MHz). RF
chokes LI and L2 block the RF stgnal
for lhe rest of the ctrcutt, while C2 and
C3 decouple the d.c. side for htgh-fre-
quency signats. To prevent undue
amounts of stray capacitance and in-
ductance in the circutt (causing srgnal
lass), capacitor Cl and the two chokes
must be connected with the shortest
possible leads. For the very same rea-
san, a piece of 75-0: coax, Wj . is used
to bridge the distance between Kj and
CI' The d.c. path is terminated by
shunt resistor RI. The indicated I-watt
type is capable of handling a maxi-
mum continuous current of 2 A.
Fortunately, most satellite TV tuners
limit the LNCshort-ctrcuit current to a
much lower value. In some low-cost
tuners, the LNC supply fuse blows.

Design by G, Kleine
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and will need to be replaced (after rem-
cdytng the cause of the fault).
With the swttch. S t • set to the 'A'

(amperel posttion. the moving coil
meter, MI, is connected in parallel to
RI. A sertcs resistor, R2, then limits the
Iull-scale deflection of the meter to an
effecttve current of 1 A.
For voltage measurements. the

switch is set to the 'V' position. Since a
range of only 10 V to 20 V is rcqutrcd.
the voltage across the measurement
network and its series resistor, R3, is
reduced by 10 V wtth the aid of zener
diode D 1. The voltage across R, then
equals the LNC supply voltage minus
the lO-V zener voltage.

Construction hints
The LNC V/A tester should be housed
in a small metal enelosure, preferably
diecast, for which panel-mount F sock-
ets are available. The RF chokes con-
sist of about 7 turns of 0.5-mm dia.
(24SWG) enamelled copper wire, c1ose-
wound. with an internal diameter of
about 3 mrn. No core or former is used.
The construction allows large toler-
ances, since LI and L2 serve as RF
blocking devices only.
Components CI. L, and L, should

be fttted as close as possible to the
centre pirt of F socket K2. The connec-
tion to the other F socket, Kj, ts made
via a short piece of 75-Q coax cable.
The screening at both ends of this
short transmission line is connected to
the ground contacts of the respective F
socket. C2 and C3• too, must be con-
nected with the shortest posstble leads
between the 'earthy' side of the chokes
and ground.
For the rest of the circuit, 'flytng

wtre' as well as 'atnpboard' construc-
tions may be used.
If you happen to have a moving coil

meter with a different sensitivity than
tndtcated in the circuit diagram, resis-
tors R2 and R3 need to be altered to
match the LS.d. (full-scale deflecttonl
current. In case of a short-circuit, re-
sistor R1 carrtes a current of 1 A, caus-
ing a voitage drop of 220 rnv. This
voltage should be made to correspond
to the rnctcr's f.s.d. current. That is
achieved by the metcr's coil resistance
plus the value of R2.
The vaJue of 1<.. flnally, is computed

from the maximum voltage which oc-
curs across R3 (10 V). and the I.s.d.
current of the meter you wish to use. A
possibly simpler way to arrtve at the
correct resistance values is to fit a pre-
set and just measure out the required
reststance. (940115)



I
1-TO-3-PHASECONVERTER

Final part - Construction
Design by B.Yahya

Sincethe voltages existing in many parts
of the converter may be Iethal, great

care must be taken in the construction of
the converter. Not only should the usual
safety guidelines be rigtdly adhered to,
but there should also be no use made of
cheap, often untested, components. It is
also strongly advised to use an isolating
mains transformer during the construc-

tion and testing.
The printed-circuit board shown in

Fig. 5is double-sided and through-plated
and therefore not easily made without the
proper tools and equipment.
Start by fitting all passive components,

the transformers and the ICsockets on the
board. Note that C4 is fitted at the track
side. Cover the tracks beneath C26with in-

sulating tape. Then fit regulators IC17and
ICIs. Connect the mains to the board and
check that potentials of +12 V and
+5 V exist at the outputs OfICI7and ICIs
respectively. Next, verify that the +5 V
line is available at all points indicated in
Fig. 3. Do not insert the meter prod into
the IC socket pins, since that damages
the sockets beyond repair.
Ifall voltages are correct, switch offthe

mains and mount ICI, IC2,IC3'IC4and IC5.
Switch on the mains again and check that
there is a signal of 1MHzat pin 1,and PWM
stgnals at pins 2, 3 and 4, ofIC5' If these
signals are absent. the processor is not
working properly. In that case, check all
previous work thoroughly.
Interconnect K2and Kj,and vertfy that

thePWMsignalsonpins 2, 3, and 4 ofIC5vary
when P5is turned. These signals should
also be present at the six outputs of IC5'

Fig. 5. Printed-circuit board for the 1-to-3-phase converter - see also pages 75 and 76.
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Fig. 6. There are two ways of fitting the main heat sink.

provided D7 does not light. This LEDmay
be made to light by interconnec-ting pins
4 and 5 of ICI3, ICI4 or ICI5. Itwill exttn-

guish (after about 4 seconds) when the
links between K2and ~ and pins 4 and
5 ofthe relevant optoisolator have been re-

I-TO-3-PHASE CONVERTER - PART 2

moved. Switch offthe mains.
Mount the rematnmg semiconductors

and integrated circuits. Note thatlike nor-
malMOSFETsthe IGBfmodule isvulnerable
to static electricity.
Ifmotors :0;100Ware to be used, there

is no need for a heat sink for IC12; at higher
powers, this is a must. There are twoways
of cooling, which are illustrated in
Fig_ 6; which ofthese is chosen depends
on the application of the converter.
In Fig. 6a, the IGBT, mounted on a

heat sink which also houses the NTC, is
at rtght angles to the board. If the motor
(or other load) is rated at ~300 W, a 3 mm
thick aluminium sheet ofthe same size as
the board is fixed above the board: at one
side directlyto the heat sink and at the other
side via two spacers. Drill suitable holes
in this sheet to retain access to the pre-
sets.
In Fig. 6b, the IGBT is bent slightly

and mounted on the board with a (300 mm)

000

o

o

o

o

---0 o
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GENERAL INTEREST

wide piece ofaluminium, bent at light an-
gles, sandwiched between them. Make
sure that none of the tracks is touched.
Moreover, the aluminium angled sheet
should be at a distance of ~3 mm from
R35 and the tracks toKt;. Useheat conducting
paste liberally. Next, screw a heat sink of
::;2KW-1 (SK04) to the aluminium.
Finally, mount the NTCon the heat sink
as close as possible to the IGBT.
The finished board must be fitted in a

metal enclosure, which allows at least
3 mm space between it and the board.
The enclosure must, ofcourse, be earthed
in accordance with safety regulations (in
the UK, this should be the mains earth)
see Fig. 7.
Connect the open-circuit converter to

the mains and switch this on, whereu pon
the relay should be actuated. Check that
there is a voltage of about 340 V on C25.
When the mains is switched off, this po-

o
o
o

Fig. 7. The converter in its (earthed!) metal enclosure.
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CPV363 MF

!I4OO7]-2-12

Fig. 8. How to fit the IGBT from International Rectifiers.

tential should disappear within 5-6 s.
The board is destgned for an IGBT

Type MP6750 from Toshiba. 1fthis is dif-
ficult to obtain. International Rectiflers'
Type CPV363MF may be used. Since this
is not pin compatible with the Toshiba
module, some pins have to be linked to the
board with short lengths ofwire as shown
in Fig. 8.
Ifa Variac r (variable transfonner) is avail-

able, supplythe mains via thts and adjust
it to grve a potential of 270 V across C26-
Adjust P7 to cause the level at pin 4 of
lel6d changes from high to low. Then, ad-
just the vartac to gtve a potential of360 V
across C26 and adjust PBto cause the level
at pin 8 of ICI6e Lo change from low to
high.
Ira Variac is not available. measure the

potential across Cjg and C35-Turn PBuntil
the voltage at tts wtper is (UC26/360j UC3S
volts. Adjust P7 until the voltage at Its
wiper is (UC26/270j UC3SV. Remobve the
Variac and connect the mains directly to
the converter.

If a temperature gauge is available,
check thal the thermal protection is ac-
tuated when the temperature reaches
80-85°C.
Connect a three-phase motor to the

converter and switch on the matns. The
motor earth should be connected to the rnains
earth (standard in UKj. Set al! poten-
tiometers, other than P6 and P7. to the
centre of t.helr travel and link K2 to K!.
The motor should then gradually begtri to
run. Set the rotational speed with P5. lfthe
motor switches off or on too quickly. this
may be remedied by varytng P4 and P3 re-
specttvely. Finally, set PI (motor runs
elockwise) and P2 (motor runs antielock-
wise) as destred.
When the converter ts used elose tovi-

brating parts (such as the motor ttselfl. it
is advisable to fix any parts that may be
set into vibration (crystals, capacitors) in
place with heat -resistant gluc.
When one ofinputs 1-4 (pins 5-8 ofK3

and K4) is enabled and the mains is
switched on, the convertergoesintoan error
state, indsicated by the lrghung ofD7 (when
the output can not be made actlve}.Thts
state is removed by earthing the relevant

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1995

Input, whereupon 07 extignutshes and
the output may be actuated agatri.
A final note: since PWM stgnals are

used. It is not possible to measure the
output voltage with a multimeter. A true-
r.rn.s. meter oroscillascape must be used
instead. The voltage between two phases
may be 220 V.

Ports list
Resistars:
RI, R34. R37 = 560 Q
R2 = 82 Q
R3. R, = 2.2 kQ
Rs-RI2' RS9= 5.6 kQ
RITR17 = 3.3 kQ
Rls=470Q
R19=330Q
R20 = 680Q
R21-R23' R2S-R27. RS3. R54' RS6 = 1.2 kl1
R24. R2S-R32 = 33 Q
R33' R3S = 0.18 Q. 5 W
R36 = 120Q
R3S= 120Q
R3S = NTC. 4.7 kl1
R39 = 270 Q
R,o= 120 kQ
R,1=lOkQ
R,2 = 470 Q
R,3 = 10 kQ
R,.= 180Q
R,s = 100 Q
R,6. R,s, R,9' Rss· Rs7 = 220 kQ
R,7= 180kl1
Rso = 10 kl1, 5 W
Rsl =47Q, 5W
Rs2= 1 kQ
Rso, Rsl = 470 kl1
PI-P4. P6. P7 = 25 kl1 preset
P5= 10 k.Qlinear potentiometer

Capacitors:
CI. CS. C23. C33. C34' C36. C37 = 100 nF
C2. C3 = 27 pF
C4 = 100 nF
C6. C 13= 1 J1F, 16 V. radial
CrCII. C21 =4.7J1F. 16V, radial
C12. CI4-C19. C24, C2S. C3S = 10 J1F'. 16 V.
radial

C20 =470 pF
C22=4.7nF'
C2S. C26 = 220 J1F',400 V. radial

I-TO·3·PHASE CONVERTER - PART 2

C27 = 15 nF, 1500 V
C29, C31 = 22 J1F. 16 V. radial
C30 = 1000 J1F, 25 V
C32 = 470 J1F. 25 V

Semiconductors:
DI = zener, 5.1 V. 400 mW
D2 = zener, 6.2 V. 400 mW
DTD6 = zener, 4.7 V. 400 mW
D7= LED
Ds-D 10 = BITI 1 or BYV36E
(1000 V. 150 nsj

0ll. DI3-DIS = lN41448
D12= zener. 12 V,400 mW
DloDI9 = FR606 (500V. 5Aj
BI = recttfier brtdge B250C 1500
B2 = recttfier bridge B40C 1500
TI = BC547B
T2 = BC337

Integrated circuits:
ICI = 74HCT573
lC2 = EPROM Order No. 946640-2'
IC3 = TL7705A CP (Texas Instrumentsj
IC. = 80C535 (Siemensj
ICs = GAL Order No. 946640-1'
IColCII = PC923 (Sharp)
ICI2 = MP6750 (Toshiba) orCPV363 MF
(International Rectifier) see text

lCI3-ICIS = CNY17-4 (Siemens)
ICI6 = LM324
IC17=7812
ICIS = 7805

Miscellaneous:
JPI = 2-way jumper
KI-K! = 2-way terminal block.
pitch 5mm

Ks = 3-way terminal block.
pitch 7.5mm

Ks. K7 = 2-way terminal block.
pttch 7.5 mm

XI = crystal. 12 MHz
F I = fuseholder and 6.3 A slow fuse
Rej = relay. one change-over contact,
coil 12 V

TrI =mains transformer, 12 V, 3 A,
e.g. Velleman 1120038M (Maplln]

Tr2 = mains transformers. 12 V. 1.5 A.
e.g. Velleman 1120018M (Maplinj

1 offmatns switch, 3 A, with indicator
2 offheat sink. SKI04 (37.5 mm high)t
1 offheat sink SK68 (75 mm highl or
SW40/30 (100 mm high) with SK04t
(see textj

1 offmetal enc1osure, OOxOOxOOmrn
1 offmains entry plug (:0>3Aj
1 offPCB Order No. 940077-),

Avatlable as kit (PCB+EPROM+GAL)
Order No, 940077-C

t Available from Dau (UKj Lid
70-75 Barnham Road
Barnharn; West Sussex
England P022 OES
Telephone +44 (0]1 243 553 031


